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Brunei

Brunei Town

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = The daily star.
UNF TITLE = Daily star (Brunei, Brunei).
IMPRINT = Brunei Town, Brunei : The Daily Star, [1966
NOTE = Microfilm. Singapore : National Library. microfilm reels ; 35 mm.
NOTE = In English and Malay.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 32398402.

Burma

Rangoon

CALL # = MF-13919.
TITLE = Buii ta thon = Vanguard daily.
IMPRINT = Rangoon : [s.n.
NOTE = In Burmese.
microfilm reels ; 35 mm. Micropublisher varies: Cornell University Library, John M. Echols Collection, 2004
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-10871 SEAM (reel 1-8) Oct. 6, 1968-1973;
OCLC # = 36397655.

CALL # = MF-15540.
TITLE = The Burman
IMPRINT = Rangoon [Burma] : U Ba Chit, 1945-
DESCRIPT = Daily, June 14, 1948.
DESCRIPT = No. 81 (Dec. 25, 1945)-
NOTE = Monday ed. published as: Monday Burman, June 14-Nov. 1, 1948; Burman & picture news supplement, Jan. 15-
reel with other items ; 35 mm.
OCLC # = 173276041.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-15540 SEAM (1 reel) Jan 3-11,13-17, 1953.

CALL # = MF-15539.
TITLE = The Burmese review
DESCRIPT = Weekly.
DESCRIPT = Vol. 1, no. 1 (29th May 1946)-v. 4, no. 16 (June 21, 1948).
microfilm reel ; 35 mm.
OCLC # = 173276038.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF-15540.
TITLE = The Burmese review and Monday new times
DESCRIPT = Weekly.
NOTE = In English and Burmese.
OCLC # = 173276039.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-15540 SEAM (1 reel) June 28-Dec 20, 1948; Nov 7, 1949-July 31, 1950; May 7, 1951.

CALL # = MF-15540.
TITLE = Haṃsāvatī
DESCRIPT = Daily.
NOTE = In Burmese.
OCLC # = 173276042.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-15540 SEAM (1 reel) June 4-6, June 28-July 1, July 26-29, 1971.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Kre mum = The mirror.
IMPRINT = Ran’ Kun’ Mrui : Kre Mum
NOTE = In Burmese.
OCLC # = 41234876.

CALL # = MF-14085.
TITLE = Lup’ sā” praññ’ sū’ ne’ cañ’.
IMPRINT = Ran’ kun’ Mrui : Praññ’ thoṅ’ cu Mran’ mā nuir’ thāñ’ to’ lhan’ re’ “A cui’ ra, Pran’ krā” re” Thāna mha
DESCRIPT = Daily.
NOTE = Microfilm. Manila, Philippines : Photoduplication Services, Ateneo de Manila University, Rizal Library. microfilm reels ; 35 mm.
OCLC # = 61718786.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-14085 SEAM (7 reels) v.5, no.304-349, v.6, no.4-89 (Aug 13-Sept 27, Oct 4-Dec 31, 1968);
HOLDINGS = v.6, no.90-348, v.7, no.17-89 (Jan 1-Sept 26, Oct 17-Dec 31, 1969);
HOLDINGS = v.7, no.90-338, v.8, no.3-89 (Jan 1-Sept 18, Oct 3-Dec 31, 1970);
HOLDINGS = v.8, no.90-357, v.9, no.30-89 (Jan 1-Oct 1, Oct 30-Dec 31, 1971);
HOLDINGS = v.9, no.90-v.10, no.90 (Jan 1-Dec 31, 1972);

CALL # = MF-15864 r.13-14.
TITLE = Mantale” sūriya = The new Mandalay sun daily.
IMPRINT = Ran’ kun’ : Ü’ Khañ’ Moñ’.
DESCRIPT = Daily (except Sunday).
NOTE = In Burmese.
NOTE = Microfilm. Manila, Philippines : Photoduplication Services, Ateneo de Manila University, Rizal Library. microfilm reels ; 35 mm.
OCLC # = 244267557.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF-15864 r.1-2.
TITLE = Mantale" sūriya ne" caň” sa tañ”” thu myañ” = Mandalay daily supplement to the Sun.
IMPRINT = Rangoon: Printed and published for the Proprietors by U Po Hnyin at the Sun Press.
DESCRIPTION = Daily (except Sunday).
NOTE = In Burmese.
NOTE = Microfilm. Manila, Philippines: Photoduplication Services, Ateneo de Manila University, Rizal Library. microfilm reels; 35 mm. Filmed concurrently with: Sūriya sa tañ”’ cã.
OCLC # = 244365492.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF-15864 r.2-14.
TITLE = Mantale" sūriya ne" caň” sa tañ”” cã = The Mandalay sun daily.
IMPRINT = Rangoon: Printed and published for the Proprietors by U Po Hnyin at the Sun Press.
DESCRIPTION = Daily (except Sunday).
NOTE = In Burmese.
OCLC # = 244165594.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF-15540.
TITLE = New times of Burma
DESCRIPTION = Daily.
NOTE = "Incorporating the Rangoon liberator."
NOTE = In English and Burmese.
OCLC # = 173276040.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-15540 SEAM (1 reel) Jan 4, 1953.

CALL # = MF-15864.
TITLE = Sūriya sa tañ”’” cã = The sun.
IMPRINT = Rangon’ kun : Sūriya sa tañ”’’ cã tuik’ Līmitak’.
DESCRIPTION = Daily (except Sunday).
NOTE = In Burmese.
NOTE = Microfilm. Manila, Philippines: Photoduplication Services, Ateneo de Manila University, Rizal Library. microfilm reels; 35 mm.
OCLC # = 244224856.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
Cambodia

Phnom Penh

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Cambodge.
UNF TITLE = Cambodge (Phnom Penh, Cambodia).
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-11157.
NOTE = "Quotidien d'information khmèr."
NOTE = In French.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11157 SEAM (1 reel) 1950: Jan. 3-Feb. 28; Mar. 2-Apr. 24, 26-29; May 3-July 26; Aug. 1-29, 31-Nov. 29; Dec. 1-30.
OCLC # = 15505037.

CALL # = MF-14681.
TITLE = Cao-mieng hông-truyen
IMPRINT = Pnom-Penh : Imp. S.E.K., [1929]-
DESCRIPT = Weekly.
DESCRIPT = Nâm thứ I., số 1 (14 mai 1929).
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.
NOTE = “Ed. Annamite de l'Echo du Cambodge.”
OCLC # = 77481054.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-14681 SEAM (1 reel) May 14, 1929-Apr 29, 1930.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Kaniann thmi.
IMPRINT = Bhnam Ben : [s.n.]
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-12775.
NOTE = In Khmer.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-12775 SEAM (1 reel) 1974: Sept.-Dec. 29;
OCLC # = 49417445.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Khemradhipti.
IMPRINT = Bhnam Beñ : [s.n.]
NOTE = In Khmer.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-12772 CAMP (1 reel) 1971: June 23-Dec.;
HOLDINGS = 1972: Jan. 1-30, Feb. 3-May 6, Aug. 12, Aug. 18-Sept. 10
OCLC # = 49417443.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Khmaer Qangar.
IMPRINT = [Bhnam Ben : s.n., 1972
HOLDINGS = Center has:
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OCLC # = 50036271.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Le khmer.
IMPRINT = Phnom-Penh : M. Leneveu
NOTE = "Hebdomadaire indépendant pour la défense des intérêts du Cambodge;" subtitle varies.
NOTE = Microfilm. Paris, France : Association pour la conservation and la reproduction photographique de la presse, [19--] microfilm reels ; 35 mm.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 30498099.

CALL # = MF-13448 item [2].
TITLE = Maharath Khmaer.
IMPRINT = Phnom Beñ : [s.n.].
Sarbartman Khemra dhipati, May 9-July 30, 1972.
NOTE = In Khmer.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-13448 SEAM (reel 4, item [2]) 1974: Sept. 2-Nov. 19;
HOLDINGS = 1975: Jan. 2-31
OCLC # = 52304813.

CALL # = MF SEAM.
TITLE = Mian Hua ri bao = Journal Mien-Hoa.
IMPRINT = Chien-p'u-chai Chin-pien shih [Phnom Penh, Cambodia] : Mian Hua ri bao she,
DESCRIPT = Daily (except Jan. 2).
NOTE = Microfilm. Manoa : University of Hawaii. microfilm reels ; 35 mm.
NOTE = In Chinese.
OCLC # = 24031976 .

HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Nagar Khmaer.
IMPRINT = Bham Ben : s.n.
NOTE = In Khmer.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 50036270.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Nagar vatta.
IMPRINT = Phnom Penh : Imp. S.E.K.
NOTE = Publisher varies.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-10531 SEAM (2 reels) Feb. 6, 1937-July 18, 1942.
OCLC # = 34870365.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Prajadhipteyy.
IMPRINT = Bham Ben : [s.n., 1972
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-12775.
NOTE = In Khmer.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-12775 SEAM (1 reel) 1972: Aug. 2-17, 19-21, 23-27.
OCLC # = 49417446.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Prajajati.
IMPRINT = Bhanam Beñ : [s.n.]
NOTE = None published Sept. 20-21, 1971, Apr. 13-17, June 22-July 7, 1972; occasionally published on Sunday.
NOTE = In Khmer.

OCLC # = 49417446.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-12088 SEAM (1 reel) 1971: July 26-Aug. 2, Aug. 4-Oct. 27, Nov. 3-Dec. 28, Dec. 30-31;
OCLC # = 42631034.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Qariyadham.
IMPRINT = [Bhanam Ben : s.n.]
NOTE = In Khmer.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-12838 SEAM (1 reel) 1974: Apr. 14, June 3-Dec. 31;
OCLC # = 50036268.

CALL # = MF-13448 item [1].
TITLE = Qnak jatiniyam.
UNF TITLE = Qnak jatiniyam (Phnom Penh, Cambodia : 1959).
IMPRINT = Bhanam Beñ : [s.n.]
NOTE = Chiefly in Khmer; some in French.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-13448 SEAM (4 reels) 1959: Sept. 12, Sept. 26-Nov. 7, Nov. 21-Dec. 26;
HOLDINGS = 1962: Dec. 31;
HOLDINGS = 1966: May 16/22;
OCLC # = 52304806.

CALL # = MF-13448 item [3].
TITLE = Qnak sanketkarn thmi = le nouvel observateur.
IMPRINT = Bhanam Beñ : [s.n.]
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-12775.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-12775 SEAM (1 reel) 1974; Sept. 2-Oct. 29, Oct. 31-Dec. ;
OCLC # = 49417465.

CALL # = MF-13448 item [3].
TITLE = Sarbartman Khemra dhipati = Khemara dhibati news.
IMPRINT = Bhanam Beñ : [s.n.]
NOTE = In Khmer.
Newspapers – Cambodia

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-13448 SEAM (reel 4, item [3]) 1972: May 9-21, May 23- July 30.
OCLC # = 52304814.

China

Guangzhou:

CALL # = MF-15866.
TITLE = Nam Phong nhật báo.
IMPRINT = [Guangzhou] : [s.n.].
DESCRIPT = Daily.
NOTE = Title transcribed from microfilm target.
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell reproductions of this material.
OCLC # = 297113685.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-15866 SEAM (1 reel) July 2-Sept 30, 1953.
India

Shillong:

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = The Eastern Hills chronicle.
IMPRINT = Shillong : The Khasi-Jaintia Press
NOTE = "A weekly paper.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-10017 SEAM (1 reel) Sept. 9, 1960-Nov. 8, 1961.
OCLC # = 32871656.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Ka lypung ri-lum = The Hills rally.
IMPRINT = Shillong : Gilfred S. Giri
NOTE = In Khasi.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 32871647.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Ka mei ritum = Mother highland.
IMPRINT = Shillong : Norman Singh Syiem, [1962
NOTE = In Khasi.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-10015 SEAM (1 reel) Feb. 8, 1962-Dec. 25, 1968;
HOLDINGS = LACKS: See CRL Catalog for a detailed statement of lacks.
OCLC # = 32871629.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Ka pyrta u riewlum.
IMPRINT = Shillong : N. S. Syiem
NOTE = In Khasi.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = LACKS: See CRL Catalog for a detailed statement of lacks.
OCLC # = 32871669.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = U nongsaik hima = The nation builder.
IMPRINT = Shillong : Published by Walter Roy Maring on behalf of Mrs. Lajopthiaw Swell
NOTE = Publisher varies.
NOTE = In Khasi and English.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-10689 SEAM/NAP (2 reels) v. 2, no. 42-v. 6 (Aug. 22, 1961- 1964); v. 8, no. 50-v. 10 (June 22, 1966-1968);
HOLDINGS = LACKS: See CRL Catalog for a detailed statement of lacks.
OCLC # = 35447422
**Indonesia**

CALL # = MF-13314 Neg. MF-at lab.
TITLE = Indonesian political tabloids microfilm collection.
NOTE = Reel guide included at beginning of reel 1.
NOTE = Pt. 1. Tabloids (reel 1-23)
Pt. 2. Newspapers (reel 24-26)
NOTE = Collection of ca. 340 titles pertaining to the 1996 political elections in Indonesia.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-13314 SEAM (41 reels) (reels also numbered 1-38A, 38B-40).
OCLC # = 51884626.

**Ambon**

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Nasional.
UNF TITLE = Nasional (Ambon, Indonesia).
IMPRINT = Ambon, Indonesia : Firma Banteng
NOTE = "Mengumandangkan pantjasila da UUD '45.
HOLDINGS = Center's holdings begin with: Jan. 4, 1970.
HOLDINGS = MF-6888 SEAM (8 reels) [1970-1978].
HOLDINGS = MF-6889 SEAM (6 reels) July 1, 1980
OCLC # = 15146484.

CALL # = FICHE.
TITLE = Penghentar : surat chabar Moluko.
IMPRINT = Ambon : L.M.H. Thörig.
DESCRIPT = Began with Th. 1894, no. 1 (Oct. 4, 1894).
OCLC # = 245539877.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = FICHE SEAM (12 microfiches) Oct 4, 1894-Jan 15, 1897.

CALL # = MF-15541.
TITLE = Suara Maluku
IMPRINT = Ambon : Yayasan Suara Maluku.
DESCRIPT = Daily (except Sun.).
NOTE = "Dari Ambon utuk Indonesia."
OCLC # = 173258503.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Suluh marhaen.
UNF TITLE = Suluh marhaen (Ambon, Indonesia).
IMPRINT = Ambon : Firma Banteng. -1968].
NOTE = "Penegak-pelaksana marhaenisme/pantjasila.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 23026939.

**Bandung**

CALL # = MF-6894.
TITLE = **Galura**.
IMPRINT = Bandung : Yayasan Penerbit Galura.
NOTE = Microfilm. Honolulu, HI : University of Hawaii at Manoa, University Libraries, 1990. 2 microfilm reels ; 35 mm.
NOTE = In Sundanese.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 23026939.

CALL # = MF-13314 r.03.
TITLE = **Garuda visi = [Fei ying zhou bao]**.
IMPRINT = Bandung : Garuda Giriharja Abdimedia.
NOTE = In Indonesian.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-13314 SEAM (reel 3) v.1, no.11 (May 29/June 4, 1999).
OCLC # = 58734260.

CALL # = MF-10886
TITLE = **Pikiran rakyat**.
IMPRINT = Bandung : P.T. "Pikiran Rakyat".
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 36488862.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = **Sipatahoenan**.
UNF TITLE = Sipatahoenan (Bandung, Indonesia : 1948).
IMPRINT = Bandung : [s.n.
NOTE = Sunday issues have title: Mingguan sipatahoenan.
NOTE = Sunday issues numbered separately.
NOTE = In Sundanese.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-9733 SEAM (4 reels) [Jan. 11, 1964-Nov. 1966]; Monday- Saturday issues only; Scattered issues wanting.
OCLC # = 15621006.

**Banjarmasin**

CALL # = MF-13314 r.24.
TITLE = **Barito post**
IMPRINT = Banjarmasin : Bahtera Karya Media.
DESCRIPT = Weekly.
OCLC # = 60526294.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-13314 SEAM (reel 24) Apr 13/19-20/26, 1999.
Newspapers – Indonesia

CALL # = MF-13314 r.23.
TITLE = Wanyi
IMPRINT = Banjarmasin : Yayasan Bogam.
DESCRIPT = Weekly.
DESCRIPT = Began in 1999.
OCLC # = 60524624.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-13314 SEAM (reel 23) v.1, no.2 (Apr.16, 1999).

Bogor

CALL # = MF-13746.
TITLE = Radar Bogor.
IMPRINT = Bogor : Bogor Ekspres Media.
HOLDINGS = Center's holdings begin with: Mar. 1, 1999.
HOLDINGS = LACKS; see CRL Catalog for a detailed statement of lacks.
OCLC # = 54698540.

Jakarta:

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Abad muslimin.
IMPRINT = Djakarta : Jajasan Kebudajaan Muslimin Indonesia, 1965
NOTE = At head of title: Berkala mingguan.
NOTE = Issues also have Islamic calendar designations.
NOTE = Issued by: Jajasan Kebudajaan Muslimin Indonesia, Oct. 4-Dec. 1, 1966.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 32064079.

CALL # = MF-15367.
TITLE = Ampera review.
IMPRINT = Djarkarta : Putera Publishing Institute.
DESCRIPT = Weekly, Jan. 13, 1968-
DESCRIPT = Began with nr. 1 in Aug. 1964.
NOTE = "Transmitter of the message of the people's sufferings and aspirations," <Jan. 13, 1968->
OCLC # = 173820691.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = API.
IMPRINT = Djakarta : Masa Merdeka
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 49264689.
CALL # = MF-14739.
TITLE = Barhūt = Barhout : arabische courant.
IMPRINT = Batāwīyā [i.e. Jakarta] : Barhūt, [1929]-
DESCRIPT = Semimonthly.
DESCRIPT = 'Adad 1 ( 'Am 1348 [1929])-
OCLC # = 57614407.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-14739 SEAM (1 reel) no.1-39 (1929-Nov 1931); LACKS: no.2.

CALL # = MF-13314 r.24.
TITLE = Batavia .
IMPRINT = Jakarta : Djakarta Alternatif Pers, 1999-
DESCRIPT = Daily.
OCLC # = 60526296.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Bataviasche koloniale courant.
IMPRINT = Batavia : 's Lands Drukkerij
OCLC # = 17267989.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 49855781.

CALL # = MF-15422 r.1-10.
TITLE = Berita buana
IMPRINT = Jakarta : Yayasan Yudha Press, 1971-
DESCRIPT = Th. 1, no. 1 (Ag. 16, 1971)-
NOTE = Untuk Kesedjajhteraan rakjat Indonesia.
OCLC # = 17267989.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Biang lala.
UNF TITLE = Biang lala (Jakarta, Indonesia : 1867).
IMPRINT = Batawi : J.M. Arnold, [1867-1872].
HOLDINGS = MF-11283 SEAM (1 reel) Feb. 3, 1868; 1870.
HOLDINGS = MF-7741 SEAM Jan. 7-May 20, June 3-Dec. 1871; July 13-Dec. 1872 (reel 2).
OCLC # = 27000133.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Bintang-barat.
IMPRINT = Batawie : Ogilvie & Co.
NOTE = Numbered within the year; vol. designation begins Jan. 2, 1872 with v. 3.
NOTE = In Indonesian.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11208 SEAM (13 reels) 1870-1895.
OCLC # = 37926558.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Bintang-djohar.
IMPRINT = Betawi : Bruining & Wijt, [1873
NOTE = Issues for <Oct. 13, 1883-Mar. 15, 1886> called: <Tahon jang ka 11, no. 42-tahon jang ka 14, no. 6
NOTE = Chiefly in Indonesian, some in Dutch.
NOTE = Organ of: Genootschap van In-en Uitwendige Zending, July 12, 1873 < Mar. 15, 1886>
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-7738 SEAM Jan. 11-Dec. 1873 (reel 1); Oct. 13-Dec. 1883; 1884; Jan. 4-Mar. 15, 1886 (reel 2).
OCLC # = 27000112.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Bulletin Kantor Berita PAB.
IMPRINT = Djakarta : AKRAB Institution
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11587 SEAM (13 reels) 1972: Sept. 1-2, Sept. 4-Nov. 25, Nov. 27-Dec. 14, Dec. 16-Dec. 30;
HOLDINGS = 1973: Feb. 6-7, 12, Apr. 10, Apr. 12-24, 26-28, 30, May 1, 8-30, June 2, June 27-July 19, July 27-Nov. 5, Dec. 7-8, 12-13, 19-21, 26;
HOLDINGS = 1975: Jan.-May 2, May 5-20, May 22-Dec. ;
OCLC # = 39803176.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Chabar Hindia-Olanda.
IMPRINT = Betawi : Karsseboom & Co., -1889].
NOTE = Issues for 1889 called: Tahon 2.
HOLDINGS = Some issues damaged.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-7739 SEAM (reel 2) Jan. 2-Apr. 1888.
HOLDINGS = MF-7740 SEAM (2 reels) May 1888-1889.
OCLC # = 26999882.

CALL # = MF-15367.
TITLE = Dwivarana.
UNF TITLE = Dwivarana (Jakarta, Indonesia : 1969).
IMPRINT = Djakarta : Jajasan Penerbitan "Putera".
DESCRIPT = Weekly.
DESCRIPT = Began in 1969.
OCLC # = 173820697.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-13314 SEAM (reel 24) Jan 1, 1999.

CALL # = MF-14741.
TITLE = al-Islāh = al-Islāh weekblad.
UNF TITLE = Islāh (Jakarta, Indonesia).
IMPRINT = Batāfiyā, Java : al-Islāh.
DESCRIPT = Weekly.
OCLC # = 57655632.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-14741 SEAM (1 reel) Jan 6, 1930-Mar 10, 1931.

CALL # = MF-14472.
TITLE = Java bode
IMPRINT = Djakarta : N. Metzelaar, H. Winterkamp.
DESCRIPT = Daily (except Sun.).
DESCRIPT = Began with Aug. 11, 1852 issue.
NOTE = In Dutch.
OCLC # = 169946606.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF-7182.
TITLE = Jurnal ekuin.
IMPRINT = Jakarta : Sistim Multi Media, 1981
NOTE = "Harian ekonomi umum.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = LACKS: 1981: May 5-6, 8.
HOLDINGS = LACKS: 1982: Apr. 9, June 7, Nov. 30.
OCLC # = 22342479.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Kajawen.
IMPRINT = [Jakarta : s.n., 1926
NOTE = Some issues accompanied by supplements: Jagading wanita, and: Taman bocah
NOTE = In Javanese (Kawi script).
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 41499139.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Merdeka.
UNF TITLE = Merdeka (Jakarta, Indonesia).
IMPRINT = Djakarta : P.T. Merdeka Press
NOTE = "Suara rakyat Republik Indonesia.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>CALL #</th>
<th>OCLC #</th>
<th>HOLDINGS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Merdeka.</strong></td>
<td>MF</td>
<td>32032300</td>
<td>ADDITIONAL HOLDINGS AVAILABLE AT CRL ON MICROFILM FROM UMI.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Metro Jakarta</strong></td>
<td>MF-13314 r.24</td>
<td>60821492</td>
<td>Holding Center has: MF-13314 SEAM (reel 24) v.1, no.2 (Feb 26/Mar 4, Mar 19/25, 1999).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Metropolitan</strong></td>
<td>MF-13314 r.24</td>
<td>60821494</td>
<td>Holding Center has: MF-13314 SEAM (reel 24) July 22/29, 1999.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Newspapers – Indonesia</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CALL # = MF-13314 r.25-26.
TITLE = Pantura
IMPRINT = Jakarta : PT. Media Antar Pantura.
DESCRIPT = Daily (except Sun.), May 17, 1999-
DESCRIPT = Began in 1998?
NOTE = Microfilm. no.64-213 (11/13 Feb.-12 Okt.1999) [Gaps] [Chicago, Ill.] : Microfilmed for Southeast Asian
Microfilming Project, the Center for Research Libraries, by Preservation Resources, Bethlehem, PA, 2003. On 1
microfilm reel with other items ; 35 mm. (Indonesian political tabloids microfilm collection).
OCLC # = 61105832.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF-13314 r.24.
TITLE = Pelita bangsa
IMPRINT = Jakarta : Salmedia Ufukbaru.
DESCRIPT = Daily.
DESCRIPT = Began in 1999.
NOTE = Microfilm. th.1:no.2 (2 Mrt.1999) [Chicago, Ill.] : Microfilmed for Southeast Asian Microfilming Project, the Center
mm. (Indonesian political tabloids microfilm collection).
OCLC # = 60821498.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF-5199 reel 3 item 09
TITLE = Pembrita Betawi.
IMPRINT = Batavia : W. Bruining & Co.
NOTE = Issues for <6 Juli 1911-> also called: <tahoen jang ke 27-
NOTE = Microfilm. July 6,11,1911 Topeka : Kansas State Historical Society [for Southeast Asia Microform Project ;
Chicago, Ill. : distributed by The Center for Research Libraries, 1982] on 1 microfilm reel with other items ; 35 mm.
(Southeast Asian newspapers).
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-5199 SEAM July 6, 11, 1911 (reel 3).
OCLC # = 31955717.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Pembrita Betawi.
IMPRINT = Batavia : W. Bruining & Co.
NOTE = Issues for <6 juli 1911-> also called: <tahoen jang ke 27-
NOTE = Chiefly in Indonesian; some Dutch.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-12615 SEAM (37 reels) 1884 1916
OCLC # = 48402665.

CALL # = MF-13314 r.24.
TITLE = Posmetro
IMPRINT = Jakarta : Posmetro Mediatama.
DESCRIPT = Daily.
DESCRIPT = Began in 1999.
NOTE = Microfilm. th.1:no.2 (21 Apr.1999) [Chicago, Ill.] : Microfilmed for Southeast Asian Microfilming Project, the
items ; 35 mm. (Indonesian political tabloids microfilm collection).
OCLC # = 60856039.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-13314 SEAM (reel 24) Apr 21, 1999.

CALL # = MF-13314 r.24.
TITLE = Progresif
UNF TITLE = Progresif (Jakarta, Indonesia).
IMPRINT = Jakarta : Yayasan Media Progresif.
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DESCRIPT = Weekly.
DESCRIPT = Began in 1999.
OCLC # = 60856042.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-13314 SEAM (reel 24)  week 1, May 1999.
CALL # = MF-13314 r.25.
TITLE = Sentana
IMPRINT = Jakarta : Yaysan Surya Abadi,
DESCRIPT = Weekly.
OCLC # = 60859409.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
CALL # = MF-13314 r.14.
TITLE = Simpöni
IMPRINT = Jakarta : Yayasan Putra Bangsa, [-1994].
DESCRIPT = Weekly.
DESCRIPT = th. 23, no. 001 (4-10 Okt. 1994).
NOTE = Banned by the Indonesian government.
OCLC # = 60388245.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-13314 SEAM (reel 14)  v.23, no.1 (Oct 4/10, 1994).
CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Sin po = Hsin pao.
UNF TITLE = Sin po (Jakarta, Indonesia).
IMPRINT = Djakarta-Kota : Sin Po
NOTE = In Indonesian; title also in Chinese characters.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11850 SEAM (5 reels)  1948: Jan. 2, 5-13, 15-17, 22-26, 29-30, Feb. 2-4, 6-12, 14-18, 21-23, 25, Mar. 1-11, July 1:
HOLDINGS = 1952: Jan. 2, 4-5, Jan. 8-Apr. 12, Apr. 15-July 11, July 14-Dec. 19;
HOLDINGS = 1953: Jan. 2-July 29, July 31-Dec. 12, Dec. 14-29, 31;
OCLC # = 41228310.
CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Soerat chabar Batawie.
IMPRINT = Batawie : Lange, [1858]
NOTE = Text in Indonesian; some in Arabic script.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-7739 SEAM (reel 2) Apr. 5-June 26, 1858.
HOLDINGS = MF-7738 SEAM (reel 1) Apr. 5-June 26, 1858.
OCLC # = 26999690.
CALL # = MF-13314 r.25.
TITLE = Suara bangsa
IMPRINT = Jakarta : Media Suara Bangsa Sejahtera.
DESCRIPT = Daily.
DESCRIPT = Began in 1999.
OCLC # = 60859417.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF-13314 r.16-18.
TITLE = Swadesi
IMPRINT = Jakarta : Swadesi Perdana Bhakti.
DESCRIPT = Weekly.
OCLC # = 60412929.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF-12616
TITLE = Taman sari.
IMPRINT = Betawi : Taman Sari
NOTE = Chiefly in Indonesian; some Dutch.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-12616 SEAM (11 reels) 1904-1914
See CRL”s catalog for detailed holdings.
OCLC # = 48402364.

CALL # = MF-13604.
TITLE = Tjakrawala.
UNF TITLE = Tjakrawala (Indonesia. Angkatan Laut).
IMPRINT = Djakarta : Angkatan Laut Republik Indonesia.
NOTE = Organ of: Angkatan Laut Republik Indonesia.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 53032464.

CALL # = MF-6899.
TITLE = Warta harian.
UNF TITLE = Warta harian (Jakarta, Indonesia : Edisi nasional).
NOTE = Frequent irregularities in numbering.
NOTE = Sunday issues carry separate numbering.
NOTE = Microfilm. Honolulu, HI : University of Hawaii at Manoa, University Libraries, 1990. 10 microfilm reels ; 35 cm.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = LACKS: 1967: Aug. 27.
OCLC # = 22807586.
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CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Warta mahasiswa.
IMPRINT = Jakarta : Direktorat Kemahasiswaan, Direktorat Jenderal Pendidikan Tinggi, Departemen Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-11161.
NOTE = "Mengutamakan obyektifitas dan kebabasan yang bertanggung jawab.
NOTE = Microfilm. Ithaca, N.Y. : Microfilmed by Challenge Industries [for] Cornell University Library, John M. Echols Collection [19--] On 1 microfilm reel with other items ; 35 mm.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 37606146.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Wartabhakti.
NOTE = Th. 1, no. 2 called: Th. ke-51, no. 265, continuing numbering of previous title.
NOTE = Published in various chronological eds.
NOTE = Microfilm. Wooster, Ohio : Micro Photo Division, Bell & Howell ; Ithaca, N.Y. : [Available from] Cornell University Library. 10 microfilm reels ; 35 mm. Filmmed from various chronological eds.
NOTE = Also published in Chinese ed.: Chung ch'eng pao.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 15610717.

Jambi

CALL # = MF-13314 r.24.
TITLE = Independent
UNF TITLE = Independent (Jambi, Indonesia).
IMPRINT = Jambi : Jambi Independent Press.
DESCRIPT = Daily.
OCLC # = 60805572.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

Jayapura

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Cenderawasih pos
IMPRINT = Jayapura : Cenderawasih Pos.
DESCRIPT = Daily (except Sunday).
NOTE = "Menyambut pendapat dan merakyat."
OCLC # = 664126191.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
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Kendari

CALL # = MF-13314 r.24.
TITLE = Kendari pos
IMPRINT = Kendari : Media Kita Sejahtera,
DESCRIPT = Daily.
OCLC # = 60812323.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

Makassar

CALL # = MF-13314 r.24.
TITLE = Figur obor
IMPRINT = Makassar : Yayasan ASA.
OCLC # = 60805571.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF-6893.
TITLE = Marhaen.
UNF TITLE = Marhaen (Makassar, Indonesia).
IMPRINT = Makassar : Firma B.P. Marhaen.
NOTE = Microfilm. Honolulu, HI : University of Hawaii at Manoa, University Libraries, 1990. 3 microfilm reels ; 35 mm.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 54455767.

CALL # = MF-15367.
TITLE = Tegas : berdjuang untuk menegakkan keadilan dan kebenaran.
UNF TITLE = Tegas (Makassar, Indonesia).
IMPRINT = Makassar : Jajasan "Tegas".
DESCRIPT = Daily (except Sun.).
OCLC # = 173820700.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
Malang

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Tjahaja-Tmer.
IMPRINT = Malang : Kwee Khay Khee
NOTE = "Maleisch nieuws en advertentieblad voor Nederlandsch-Indië.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-10701 SEAM (18 reels) [Jan. 2, 1914-Feb. 25, 1942].
OCLC # = 35580521.

Manado:

CALL # = MF-15367.
TITLE = Bulletin Sulut
IMPRINT = Manado : Jajasan Penerbit dan Pertjetakan Sulut.
DESCRIPT = Weekly.
DESCRIPT = Began with issue for Des. 19, 1968.
OCLC # = 173820694.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF-13314 r.03.
TITLE = Gema harapan.
IMPRINT = Manado : Yayasan Berkat Karunia.
NOTE = At head of title: Surat kabar independen.
OCLC # = 58734264.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-13314 SEAM (reel 3) v.2, no.33 (week 3, Feb 2000).

CALL # = MF-13314 r.25.
TITLE = Sinar Sulut.
IMPRINT = Manado : Yayasan Sinar Sulut.
OCLC # = 60859412.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-13314 SEAM (reel 25) week 2, Feb 2000.

Medan:

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Angkatan bersendjata.
UNF TITLE = Angkatan bersendjata (Medan, Indonesia : Edisi Sumatera).
NOTE = Numerous irregularities in numbering; Sunday issues have separate numbering.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 28515635.
CALL # = MF-13314 r.24.
TITLE = Berita sore
OCLC # = 60608281.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF-13314 r.02.
TITLE = Bintang
IMPRINT = Medan : Yayasan Dahlia Baru.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-13314 SEAM (reel 2) 1999: Sept 18/24.
OCLC # = 58676047.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Deli courant.
IMPRINT = [Medan] : J. Deen
NOTE = Publisher varies.
NOTE = Published in various chronological eds.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-4997 SEAM (142 reels) Mar. 28, 1885-Mar. 16, 1940; LACKS: Nov. 28-Dec. 1917.
OCLC # = 34937842.

CALL # = MF-15367.
TITLE = The Deli times
DESCRIPT = Began with Vol. 1, no. 1 (Jan. 18, 1958); ceased with Vol. 8, no. 2240 (Nov. 9, 1965).
NOTE = Microfilm. Nov.7-9,1965. [Chicago, Ill.] : Microfilmed for Southeast Asia Microform Project, the Center for Research Libraries, by OCLC Preservation Service Center, Bethlehem, PA, 2006. On 1 microfilm reel with other items ; 35 mm. (Indonesian & Malaysian miscellaneous newspapers ; 3).
NOTE = In English and Indonesian.
OCLC # = 173820696.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-15367 SEAM (1 reel) Nov 7-9, 1965.

CALL # = MF-15367.
TITLE = Harapan minggu : HM.
IMPRINT = Medan : Penerbit Jajasan "Harapan Rakjat".
DESCRIPT = Weekly.
OCLC # = 173820698.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-15367 SEAM (1 reel) Week 5, Sept 1965.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Harian angkatan bersenjata.
UNF TITLE = Harian angkatan bersenjata (Medan, Indonesia).
NOTE = Sunday issues have title: Mingguan AB, Nov. 18, 1973-<June 20, 1976> ; MAB, <Jan. 1, 1978>-Apr. 29, 1979; AB minggu, May 6, 1979-June 29, 1986, and have their own numbering.
NOTE = Imprint varies.
NOTE = Numerous irregularities in numbering.

HOLDINGS = Center has:

HOLDINGS = MF-8851 SEAM (40 reels) [Nov. 14, 1973-June 1986].
OCLC # = 28515401.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Harian garuda.
IMPRINT = Medan : Yayasan Obor Harapan Medan, 1986
NOTE = Sunday issues have title: Minggu garuda.
NOTE = "Penegak dan pengamal Pancasila.
NOTE = Sunday issues have their own numbering.

HOLDINGS = Center has:

HOLDINGS = MF-8852 SEAM (20 reels) [July 1986-June 1991]; Scattered issues wanting.
OCLC # = 28515733.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Harian sore garuda.
IMPRINT = Medan : Yayasan Obor Harapan Medan, [1991
NOTE = Sunday issues have title: Minggu garuda, and lack numerical designation.
NOTE = Microfilm. Honolulu, HI : University of Hawaii at Manoa, University Libraries, [19--] microfilm reels ; 35 mm.

HOLDINGS = Center has:

OCLC # = 29295698.

CALL # = MF-14472.
TITLE = Mercu suar
IMPRINT = Medan : Mercu Suar.
DESCRIPT = Daily.

OCLC # = 169946611.

HOLDINGS = Center has:

HOLDINGS = MF-14472 SEAM (1 reel) Apr 22-June 30, 1976.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Mimbar umum.
IMPRINT = Medan : Mimbar Umum.
NOTE = Numbering irregular; numbers occasionally skipped or repeated.


HOLDINGS = Center's holdings begin with: June 2, 1966.

HOLDINGS = MF-1608 (14 reels) [June 2, 1966-June 1975].
HOLDINGS = May 2002
OCLC # = 3449906.

CALL # = MF-13314 r.24.
TITLE = Perjuangan
UNF TITLE = Perjuangan (Medan, Indonesia).
IMPRINT = Medan : Yayasan Berkat Kasih Kita.
DESCRIPT = Daily.

OCLC # = 60856035.

HOLDINGS = Center has:


CALL # = MF-6895.

TITLE = 

IMPRINT = Medan : Samindra Utama, Tjabang Medan, 1972

NOTE = Microfilm. Honolulu, HI : University of Hawaii at Manoa, University Libraries, 1990. 2 microfilm reels : negative ; 35 mm.

HOLDINGS = Center has:


OCLC # = 58599046.

TITLE = Radar Medan

IMPRINT = Medan : Media Medan Pers.

DESCRIPT = Daily.

DESCRIPT = Began in 1999.


OCLC # = 23673865.

CALL # = MF-13917.

TITLE = Sinar bhakti.

IMPRINT = Medan : Sinar Berdikari.

NOTE = At head of title: Harian umum sore.

NOTE = "Menuju sosialisme Pantjasila.


HOLDINGS = Center has:


HOLDINGS = 1967: Jan 10-11, 17-30, Feb 1, 3-4, 9-13, 15-28; LACKS: Jan 1-9, 12-16,31, Feb 2,6-8,14.

OCLC # = 58599046.

TITLE = Sinar harapan.

UNF TITLE = Sinar harapan (Medan, Indonesia).

IMPRINT = Medan : Jajasan Trompet


NOTE = Frequent irregularities in numbering.

NOTE = Microfilm. Honolulu, HI : University of Hawaii at Manoa, University Libraries. microfilm reels ; 35 mm.

HOLDINGS = Center has:


OCLC # = 23673865.

CALL # = MF.

TITLE = Sinar Indonesia baru.

IMPRINT = Medan : [s.n.]

NOTE = Sunday issues carry separate numbering.


HOLDINGS = Center has:

HOLDINGS = MF-12774 SEAM (8 reels)  1970: July-Sept. 11, Sept. 13-Oct. 21, Oct. 24-Dec.;

HOLDINGS = 1971: Jan.-Mar. 19, Mar. 21-31;

HOLDINGS = 1972: June 6-July 21, July 23-Dec. 30;
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HOLDINGS = 1973: Jan. 3-June 16, June 18-Sept. 11, Sept. 13-Dec.;
HOLDINGS = 1975: Jan. 3-4, 6-21, Jan. 23-Feb. 8, Feb. 10-July 10, July 12, July 15-Dec.;
HOLDINGS = MF-12792 SEAM (2 reels) 1976: Jan. 3-23, Jan. 25-Mar. 20, Mar. 22-31
OCLC # = 49417447.

CALL # = MF-13314 r.25.
TITLE = Suara republik
IMPRINT = Medan : Yayasan Anak Bangsa.
DESCRIPT = Weekly.
DESCRIPT = Began in 1999?
OCLC # = 61050798.

CALL # = Center has:

CALL # = MF-7118.
TITLE = Sumatra.
NOTE = "Weekblad voor geheel Sumatra.
NOTE = In Dutch.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = LACKS: see CRL’s catalog for detailed listing of lacks.
OCLC # = 54100673.

Padang:

CALL # = MF-13314 r.24.
TITLE = Merapi
DESCRIPT = Weekly.
OCLC # = 60812336.

CALL # = Center has:

CALL # = MF-13314 r.24.
TITLE = Padang ekspres
IMPRINT = Padang : Padang Intermedia Pers.
DESCRIPT = Daily.
OCLC # = 60821495.

CALL # = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-13314 SEAM (reel 24) Feb 1,2000.

Palangka Raya:

CALL # = MF-13314 r.24.
TITLE = Kalteng pos

SEAM Holdings List – August 2011
IMPRINT = Palangka Raya : Kalteng Pos Press.
DESCRIPT = Daily.
OCLC # = 60805574.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF-13314 r.24.
TITLE = Media Kalteng
IMPRINT = Palangka Raya, Kalimantan Tengah : Yayasan Putri Tunggal.
DESCRIPT = Three times a week.
OCLC # = 60812332.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

Palembang:

CALL # = MF-6896.
TITLE = Fikiran rakjat.
IMPRINT = Palembang : FIRA.
NOTE = "Harian umum kerakjatan mendukung manipol usdek.
NOTE = Frequent irregularities in numbering.
NOTE = Microfilm. Honolulu, HI : University of Hawaii at Manoa, University Libraries, 1990. 2 microfilm reels ; 35 mm.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 22747266.

CALL # = MF-13128.
TITLE = Suara rakjat Sumatera.
IMPRINT = Palembang [Indonesia] : N.V. Sriwidjaya-Press Ltd., [1949
NOTE = The word "Sumatera" appears under the masthead ornamental, Oct. 27, 1950
NOTE = In Bahasa Indonesian.
NOTE = Microfilm. Ithaca, New York : Cornell University, 1995- microfilm reels ; 35 mm.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
LACKS: See CRL Catalog for a detailed statement of lack.
OCLC # = 50872204.

Palu:

CALL # = MF-13314 r.24.
TITLE = Megah juang
IMPRINT = Palu : Yayasan Megah Jaya Nokilalaki Pusat.
DESCRIPT = Began in 2000?
OCLC # = 60812335.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF-13314 r.24.
TITLE = Palu pos
IMPRINT = Palu : Ambas Mediapratama.
DESCRIPT = Weekly.
NOTE = Microfilm. th.2:edisi 39 (minggu 2,Des.1999) [Chicago, Ill.] : Microfilmed for Southeast Asian Microfilming
Project, the Center for Research Libraries, by Preservation Resources, Bethlehem, PA, 2003. On 1 microfilm reel
with other items ; 35 mm. (Indonesian political tabloids microfilm collection).
OCLC # = 60821496.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-13314 SEAM (reel 24) v.2, no.39 (week 2, Dec 1999).

CALL # = MF-13314 r.25.
TITLE = Tinombala
IMPRINT = Palu : Yayasan Intermedia Sulawesi Pos.
DESCRIPT = Daily (six times a week).
NOTE = Began in 1999?
OCLC # = 61050792.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

Pontianak:

CALL # = MF-13314 r.24.
TITLE = Equator
UNF TITLE = Equator (Pontianak, Indonesia).
IMPRINT = Pontianak : Kapuas Media Utama Press.
DESCRIPT = Daily.
NOTE = Microfilm. Th.1:no.117-120 (27-30 Apr.1999) [Chicago, Ill.] : Microfilmed for Southeast Asian Microfilming
Project, the Center for Research Libraries, by Preservation Resources, Bethlehem, PA, 2003. On 1 microfilm reel
with other items ; 35 mm. (Indonesian political tabloids microfilm collection).
OCLC # = 60805570.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-13314 SEAM (reel 24) Apr 27, 1999.

CALL # = MF-13314 r.24.
TITLE = Pontianak post
IMPRINT = Pontianak : PT Akcaya Utama Press Pontianak.
DESCRIPT = Daily.
OCLC # = 60856037.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF-13314 r.25.
TITLE = Suaka : Suara Kalimantan Barat.
UNF TITLE = Suaka (Pontianak, Indonesia).
IMPRINT = Pontianak : Suara Khatulistiwa.
NOTE = Microfilm. Th.2:no.64-65 (26/29 Apr.-29 Apr./2 Mei 1999). [Chicago, Ill.] : Microfilmed for Southeast Asian Microfilming
Project, the Center for Research Libraries, by Preservation Resources, Bethlehem, PA, 2003. On 1 microfilm reel
with other items ; 35 mm. (Indonesian political tabloids microfilm collection).
OCLC # = 60859437.
Samarinda

CALL # = MF-13606
TITLE = Membangun : mingguan Pemerintah Daerah Kalimantan Timur.
IMPRINT = Samarinda : Pemerintah Daerah Kalimantan Timur.
NOTE = Vol. and issue numbering irregular; issued irregularly, Nov. 1982

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-13606 SEAM (1 reel) 1980-1988; See CRL Catalog for detailed holdings.
OCLC # = 53032465.

CALL # = MF-13314 r.25.
TITLE = Suara Kaltim
IMPRINT = Samarinda : Yayasan Lestari Press.
DESCRIPT = Daily.
DESCRIPT = Began in 1972.
OCLC # = 61050791.

HOLDINGS = Center has:

Samarinda

CALL # = MF-7187 SEAM (1 reel) Aug. 31, 1970-Dec. 29, 1913 (reel 1); Jan. 3-24, 1914 (reel 8; Jan. 24-June 22, 1914 (reel 2); July-Oct. 1914 (reel 1); Nov. 2, 1914-Mar. 1938 (reels 3-68); Scattered issues wanting, list of lacking issues at beginning of each reel.
OCLC # = 27000165.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = De locomotief.
NOTE = Microfilm. Zug, Switzerland : Inter-Documentation Co. microfilm reels ; 35 mm.
NOTE = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-10130 SEAM Jan. 4, 1864-Nov. 29, 1899 (reels 1-92).
HOLDINGS = MF-4748 SEAM (274 reels) Nov. 30, 1899-Mar. 19, 1940.
OCLC # = 13287675.

CALL # = MF-14855.
TITLE = Pewarta Arab.
IMPRINT = Semarang : [s.n.], [1933]-
DESCRIPT = Weekly.
DESCRIPT = Began in 1933?
OCLC # = 84648066.

HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Sinar Djawa.
IMPRINT = Semarang : Sarekat Islam

HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 36198528.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Tjahaja India.
IMPRINT = Samarang : A. Bisschop
NOTE = In Indonesian and Javanese.
NOTE = Microfilm. Jakarta : Perpustakaan Nasional. microfilm reels ; 35 mm
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-2540 SEAM (1 reel) Jan. 5, 1882-June 1883.
HOLDINGS = MF-10812 SEAM (4 reels) July 1883-1887.
OCLC # = 36299951.

CALL # = FICHE.
TITLE = Tjahaja India.
IMPRINT = Samarang : A. Bisschop.
DESCRIPT = 3 times a week, Oct. 1, 1885<Dec. 31, 1887>
DESCRIPT = Began with Ka 1 tahoen, no. 1 (5 jan. 1882).
NOTE = In Indonesian and Javanese.
OCLC # = 245540190.

HOLDINGS = Center has:

Surabaja:

CALL # = MF
TITLE = Dinamika : harian ABRI.
UNF TITLE = Dinamika (Surabaya, Indonesia).
IMPRINT = Surabaya : [s.n.]

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-13948  SEAM (1 reel) 1965: Nov 16-Dec 16.
OCLC # = 58599045.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Hindia dipa.
IMPRINT = Soerabaja : [s.n., 1921
NOTE = "Soeara kadipan Hindia diterbitkan oleh Hoofcomité Djowo-Dipa di Soerabaja.
NOTE = In Indonesian and Javanese.

HOLDINGS = Center has:

HOLDINGS = MF-10887 SEAM (1 reel)  Apr. 18, 1921-Jan. 23, 1922.
OCLC # = 36489142.

Surakarta:

CALL # = FICHE.
TITLE = Bintang Soerabaia .
UNF TITLE = Bintang Soerabaia (Surabaya, Indonesia : 1887).
DESCRIPT = Daily (except Sun. and holidays).
DESCRIPT = Began with Ka 27 tahoennja, no. 160 (15 Juli 1887). Ceased in 1924?
NOTE = "Soerat kabar di Soerabaja:"
OCLC # = 660825167.

HOLDINGS = Center has:

HOLDINGS = FICHE SEAM (991 microfiches) July 15, 1887-Dec 31, 1890; Jan 3, 1899-Dec 30, 1905; Jan 2, 1913-Dec 30, 1919.

CALL # = FICHE.
TITLE = Bientang Timoor : soerat kabar di Soerabaja.
DESCRIPT = Semiweekly.
DESCRIPT = Began with no. 1 (lo Mei 1862). Ceased in 1886.
OCLC # = 245539392.

HOLDINGS = Center has:

HOLDINGS = FICHE SEAM (43 microfiches) Jan 4, 1865-Feb 3, 1866; Feb 10-Oct 31, 1866; Nov 7, 1866-Dec 30, 1868.

CALL # = Bramartani.
IMPRINT = Indonesia.
NOTE = Filmed at National Library of Indonesia (Perpustakaan Nasional Republik Indonesia)
HOLDINGS = [1871-74; 1877-79; 1881-93; 1895-1932]; 45 r.

CALL # = Bramartani.
IMPRINT = Indonesia.
NOTE = [Leiden files]
HOLDINGS = [T3R66H 1855-1856; 1874-1876; 1879-1880; 1894], 7 r.

CALL # = Bromartani.
IMPRINT = Indonesia.
NOTE = [National Library Film]
CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Darmo kondo.
IMPRINT = Indonesia.
NOTE = MF [1904-1920] ; 16 r.
HOLDINGS = Filmed at National Library of Indonesia (Perpustakaan Nasional Republik Indonesia)

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Djawi hisworo.
UNF TITLE = Djawi hisworo (Surakarta, Indonesia : Javanese ed.).
IMPRINT = Surakarta : A. Rusche & Co.
NOTE = Microfilm. [Jakarta : National Library of Indonesia] microfilm reels ; 35 mm. Filmed with: Djawi hisworo (Surakarta, Indonesia : Indonesian ed.).
NOTE = Issued also in Indonesian ed.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 36491852.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Djawi kando.
UNF TITLE = Djawi kando. Indonesian.
IMPRINT = Soerakarta : [s.n., 1891
NOTE = In Indonesian.
NOTE = Also issued in Indonesian ed.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11891 SEAM (reels 1-10) Apr. 28, 1891-Apr. 18, 1895; 1896-1897; Apr. 4, 1898-1900.
HOLDINGS = MF-12109 SEAM (1 reel) Jan. 3-Sept. 26, 1901.
HOLDINGS = MF-12729 SEAM (1 reel) Sept. 28, 1901-June 28, 1902.
HOLDINGS = MF-11891 SEAM (reels 11-29) July 1902-Nov. 1919; Jan.-May 1, 1920.
OCLC # = 48895028.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Genta-kêkêléng.
IMPRINT = Tjojoedan-Solo : Drukkerij "Tjahaja-Soerakarta", [1925
NOTE = In Javanese (Javanese script).
NOTE = Also issued in Indonesian ed.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11080 SEAM (1 reel) Jan. 8-June 4, 1925.
HOLDINGS = MF-11083 SEAM (1 reel) v. 1, no. 23-v. 2, no. 14 (1925-1926).
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OCLC # = 37550904.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Genta-kêkêléng.
UNF TITLE = Genta-kêkêléng (Surakarta, Indonesia : Indonesian ed.).
IMPRINT = Tjojoedan-Solo : Drukkerij "Tjahaja-Soerakarta", [1925
NOTE = 'Orgaan kaoem kolot di Soerakarta'.
NOTE = Later issues have title: Genta-kekéleng.
NOTE = In Indonesian.
NOTE = Also issued in Javanese ed.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11080 SEAM (1 reel) Jan. 8-May 28, 1925.
OCLC # = 37550892.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Islam-Bergerak.
UNF TITLE = Islam-Bergerak (Surakarta, Indonesia : Javanese ed.).
IMPRINT = Surakarta : Medan Moeslimin, [1917
NOTE = Issued also in Indonesian ed.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 36492156.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Islam-Bergerak.
UNF TITLE = Islam-Bergerak (Surakarta, Indonesia : Indonesian ed.).
IMPRINT = Soerakarta : Medan Moeslimin, [1917
NOTE = In Indonesian and Javanese.
NOTE = Issued also in Javanese ed.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 36492144.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Jurumartani.
IMPRINT = Indonesia.
NOTE = Filmed at National Library of Indonesia (Perpustakaan Nasional Republik Indonesia)
HOLDINGS = MF [1864-1870] 3 r.

CALL # = MF-13314 r.32.
TITLE = Kiss : kisah seks selebritis.
UNF TITLE = Kiss (Surabaya, Indonesia).
DESCRIPT = Began in 1999.
OCLC # = 71794512.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-13314 SEAM (reel 32) no.2 (1999).
CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Koemandang-Djawi.
UNF TITLE = Koemandang-Djawi (Surakarta, Indonesia : Indonesian ed.).
IMPRINT = Solo : R. Ng. Wiromandoko, [1917
NOTE = "Soerat chabar Minggoean oentoek Boemi poetera Djawa dan sesamanja.
NOTE = In Indonesian.
NOTE = Also published in Javanese ed.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 37551164.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Koemandang ra'jat.
IMPRINT = [Surakarta : T. Pen, 1931
NOTE = Some issues accompanied by supplement in Indonesian.
NOTE = In Javanese (Javanese script) and Indonesian.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11081 SEAM (1 reel) July 2, 1931-1933.
HOLDINGS = MF-4143 SEAM (1 reel) 1934.
HOLDINGS = MF-11081 SEAM (reels 2-3) 1935.
OCLC # = 37556807.

CALL # = MF-14086.
TITLE = Java post.
UNF TITLE = Java post (Surabaya, Indonesia).
IMPRINT = Surabaja : Oversea Chinese Publishing Coy.
DESCRIPT = Daily (except Sun.).
OCLC # = 61719982.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Mawa.
UNF TITLE = Mawa (Surakarta, Indonesia).
IMPRINT = Solo : Typ. "Mardika" Lawean, [1925
NOTE = Ceased publication
NOTE = In Javanese (Javanese script).
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11083 SEAM (1 reel) Nov. 30-Dec. 1925.
OCLC # = 37556875.

CALL # = MF-14740.
TITLE = al-Mishkāh = al-Misjkah.
UNF TITLE = Mishkhā (Surabaya, Indonesia).
IMPRINT = Soerabaja : al-Mishkāh, [1931].
DESCRIPT = Semimonthly.
DESCRIPT = al-Sanah 1, al-'adād 1 (30 Ramaḍān 1349 [18 Feb. 1931]).
OCLC # = 57654679.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-14740 SEAM (1 reel) Feb 18-Dec 12, 1931.

CALL # = MF-13314 r.10.
TITLE = Pabelan pos : dinamika intelektual mahasiswa.
NOTE = At head of title: Koran mahasiswa.
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HOLDINGS = MF-13314 SEAM (reel 10) v.2, no.12 (Mar. 1994).
HOLDINGS = Center has
OCLC # = 59671309.

CALL # = MF-13314 r.35.
TITLE = Parodi
IMPRINT = [Surabaya] : Lembaga Kartunis Indonesia, [1998]-
DESCRIPT = Edisi 1. (Sept. 1998)-
NOTE = "Humor serius gaya reformasi."
OCLC # = 84542570.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-13314 SEAM (reel 35) no.1 (Sept 1998).

CALL # = MF-13314 r.25.
TITLE = Poestaka warti.
IMPRINT = Soerakarta : N.V. Ind. Handel Mij. & Druk. "Sedia"
NOTE = In Javanese (Javanese script).
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11083 SEAM (1 reel) v. 2, no. 2-120 (1941).
OCLC # = 37557016.

CALL # = MF-13314 r.10.
TITLE = Samarinda pos
IMPRINT = Balikpapan : Duta Media Press.
DESCRIPTION = Daily (except Sun.).
DESCRIPTION = Began in 1999.
OCLC # = 60859415.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Taman-pewarta.
UNF TITLE = Taman-pewarta (Surakarta, Indonesia : Indonesian ed.).
IMPRINT = Solo : [s.n.]
NOTE = In Indonesian.
NOTE = Also published in Javanese ed.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11081 SEAM (reel 3) Jan. 3-Aug. 12, 1914.
HOLDINGS = MF-11080 SEAM (1 reel) Dec. 21-30, 1914.
HOLDINGS = MF-11079 SEAM (1 reel) Jan. 4-July 23, 1915.
OCLC # = 37336582.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Koemandang-Djawi.
IMPRINT = Solo : R. Ng. Wiromandoko, [1917
NOTE = In Javanese (Javanese script).
NOTE = Also published in Indonesian ed.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11083 SEAM (1 reel) Oct. 1, 1917-June 24, 1918; Oct. 6-Dec. 30, 1918.
OCLC # = 37551228.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Panggugah.
IMPRINT = Solo : V. Sie Dhian Ho, [1919
NOTE = In Javanese (Kawi script).
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11892 SEAM (2 reels) Apr. 7, 1919-Sept. 2, 1925.
OCLC # = 41499184.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Taman-pewarta.
IMPRINT = Solo : [s.n.
NOTE = Ceased publication
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11081 SEAM (reel 3) Jan. 3-Aug. 12, 1914.
HOLDINGS = MF-11080 SEAM (1 reel) Dec. 21-30, 1914.
HOLDINGS = MF-11079 SEAM (1 reel) Jan. 4-July 23, 1915.
OCLC # = 37336613.

Tangerang

CALL # = MF-13314 r.24.
TITLE = Radar Tangerang.
IMPRINT = Tangerang : Wahana Masa Merdeka.
DESCRIPT = Daily.
(Indonesian political tabloids microfilm collection).
OCLC # = 60856044.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

Taroetoeng

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Suara Batak.
IMPRINT = Taroetoeng : [s.n.
HOLDINGS = MF ; taon 2, no. 5 (31 Jan. 1920) to taon 5, no. 38 (15 Dec. 1923) ; 4 reels.

Tegal

CALL # = MF-13314 r.13.
TITLE = Sembada.
IMPRINT = Tegal : [s.n.
DESCRIPT = Weekly.
DESCRIPT = Edisi no. 1 (1/99)-
OCLC # = 60379218.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-13314 SEAM (reel 13) no.1 (Jan 1999).

TITLE = Tegal Tegal.
IMPRINT = Tegal : Yayasan Pustaka Tegal.
DESCRIPT = Biweekly.
DESCRIPT = Began in 1998.
OCLC # = 60425662.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-13314 SEAM (reel 18) v.2, no.6,10 (Jan 5/20,Mar 20/Apr 5, 1999).

Timor

CALL # = T3 R66 F
TITLE = Seara.
IMPRINT = Timor, Indonesia
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = [1949-1956] 1 r. (pos & neg.)
Yogyakarta

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Aksi.
IMPRINT = Djokjakarta : N.V. Elecirische Drukkerij "Mardi-Moeljo"
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 36199572.

CALL # = MF-4466.
TITLE = Bandera Islam
IMPRINT = Djokjakarta : Comite Bendera Islam Djokjakarta.
DESCRIPT = Semiweekly, 1926-
DESCRIPT = Began with Th. 1, no. 1 (2 Oct. 1924).
NOTE = Microfilm. Sept.5,1924-Oct.24,1927:[Gaps] [S.l. : s.n., 19--] 1 microfilm reel ; 35 mm.
OCLC # = 156930517.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Boedi-oetomo.
UNF TITLE = Boedi-oetomo (Yogyakarta, Indonesia : Indonesian ed.).
IMPRINT = Djokjakarta : N.V. Mardi-Moeljo, [1920-1924].
NOTE = "Moewat kabaran oemoem dan djadi orgaanja perkoempoelan Boedi- Oetomo.
NOTE = In Indonesian.
NOTE = Issued also in Javanese and Dutch eds.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 36494986.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Boedi-oetomo.
UNF TITLE = Boedi-oetomo (Yogyakarta, Indonesia : Dutch ed.).
IMPRINT = Djokjakarta : Handelsdrukkerij N.V. Mardi-Moeljo, [1920]
NOTE = "Algemeen nieuwsblad tevens orgaan van de vereeniging Boedi-Oetomo.
NOTE = Issued also in Indonesian and Javanese eds.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-10845 SEAM (reels 5-7) June 4, 1920-Mar. 31, 1921.
OCLC # = 36494842.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Boedi-oetomo.
UNF TITLE = Boedi-oetomo (Yogyakarta, Indonesia : Javanese ed.).
IMPRINT = Djokjakarta : N.V. Mardi-Moeljo, [1920-1924].
NOTE = Issued also in Dutch and Indonesian eds.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 36494867.
CALL # = MF-14472.
TITLE = **Indonesia-Raya**
UNF TITLE = Indonesia-Raya (Yogyakarta, Indonesia).
IMPRINT = Jogjakarta : Indonesia-Raya.
DESCRIPT = Weekly, Dec. 1947-<Aug. 30/Sept. 6, 1948>
OCLC # = 169946609.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = **Kedaulatan rakjat**.
IMPRINT = Jogjakarta : B.P. Kedaulatan Rakjat
NOTE = Published as: Dwikora, Mar. 1-May 7, 1966.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = ADDITIONAL HOLDINGS AVAILABLE AT CRL ON MICROFILM FROM UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII.
OCLC # = 26407545.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = **Nasional**.
UNF TITLE = Nasional (Yogyakarta, Indonesia).
IMPRINT = Jogjakarta : Badan Penerbit Nasional Anggauta S.P.S.
NOTE = Microfilm. [S.l. : s.n.] microfilm reels ; 35 mm.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 36397876.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = **Poesaka djawi**.
IMPRINT = Indonesia.
NOTE = Filmed at National Library of Indonesia (Perpustakaan Nasional Republik Indonesia)
HOLDINGS = MF [1935-1940] ; 2 r.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = **Retnodhoemilah**.
IMPRINT = Jogjakarta : H. Buning.
NOTE = Microfilm. [Jakarta] : Perpustakaan Nasional. microfilm reels ; 35 mm.
NOTE = In Javanese (Roman and Javanese script).
HOLDINGS = Center has:
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HOLDINGS = MF-13759 SEAM (8 reels) 1896-1909
See CRL catalog for detailed holdings
OCLC # = 54962681.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Sedio-tomo.
UNF TITLE = Sedio-tomo (Yogyakarta, Indonesia : Weekly).
IMPRINT = Djokjakarta : N.V. Mardi-Moeljo, [1933]
NOTE = Issued also in a daily ed. and in a Javanese ed.: Sedya tama.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-10846 SEAM (reel 19) Nov. 4, 1933-Apr. 28, 1934.
OCLC # = 36495225.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Sedio-tomo.
UNF TITLE = Sedio-tomo (Yogyakarta, Indonesia : Daily).
IMPRINT = Djokjakarta : N.V. Mardi-Moeljo, [1924]
NOTE = Some issues accompanied by supplements in Javanese.
NOTE = Issued also in a weekly ed., Nov. 4, 1933-<Apr. 28, 1934) and in a Javanese ed.: Sedya tama.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-10845 SEAM (reel 13) Oct. 16-Dec. 31, 1924.
HOLDINGS = MF-10846 SEAM (reel 2) Jan. 3-Aug. 15, 1925.
OCLC # = 36494957.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Sedia tama.
UNF TITLE = Sedia tama (Yogyakarta, Indonesia : Daily).
IMPRINT = Djokjakarta : N.V. Mardi-Moeljo, [1924]
NOTE = In Roman script, Sept. 1, 1936-Feb. 27, 1942
NOTE = Some issues accompanied by supplements in Indonesian.
NOTE = In Indonesian, May 12, 1942-June 30, 1942
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-10845 SEAM (reel 13) Oct. 16-Dec. 31, 1924.
HOLDINGS = MF-10846 SEAM (reel 15) Jan. 3-Aug. 15, 1925 (reel 1); Aug. 17-Dec. 1925 (reel 3); 1926-Sept. 5, 1930; Mar. 5, 1931-Dec. 12, 1941 (reels 2-53).
HOLDINGS = MF-9110 SEAM (1 reel) Dec. 13, 1941-Feb. 27, 1942.
HOLDINGS = MF-10846 SEAM (reel 54) May 12-June 1942.
OCLC # = 36494916.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Soeara moehammad ijah.
IMPRINT = Djogjakarta, Indonesia : Taman Poestaka Indonesia.
NOTE = Filmed at National Library of Indonesia (Perpustakaan Nasional Republik Indonesia)
HOLDINGS = MF [Th.II, no. 1 - Th.XXIII, no. 10 (1921 - 1941) ; 6 r.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Sri mataram.
IMPRINT = Djogjakarta : Sri Mataram
NOTE = In Javanese and Indonesian.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-10887 SEAM (1 reel) July-Sept. 26, Nov. 7-Dec. 1918; Apr. 1919-Aug. 12, 1920.
OCLC # = 36488990.
Laos

Viangchan

CALL # = MF-13439 item [1].
TITLE = Khosana san.
IMPRINT = [Viangchan] : Kasuang Thaïteng Khao lâ Khosananak.
NOTE = In Lao.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-13439 SEAM (1 reel) 1965: Feb. 11-Mar. 11, Mar. 25-Apr. 27.
OCLC # = 52598405.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Lao huam sampan.
IMPRINT = Viangchan : Hong Phim Lao Mai
NOTE = In Lao.
NOTE = Organ of: Parti Lao Rouamsamphan.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 20923877.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Lao lan sang.
IMPRINT = [Viangchan? : s.n.].
OCLC # = 49474448.

CALL # = MF-13439 item [3].
TITLE = Pituphum = the Pitouphoum daily news.
UNF TITLE = Pituphum (Viangchan, Laos).
IMPRINT = [Viangchan : s.n.].
NOTE = In Lao.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 52598407.

CALL # = MF-13891.
TITLE = Siang seri = Sieng seri daily news.
IMPRINT = [Viangchan : s.n.].
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-13891 SEAM (1 reel) 1971: Mar 15-16;
HOLDINGS = 1972: June 15-28, July 3-11;
OCLC # = 57345415.
Vientiane

CALL # = MF-15402.
TITLE = Vientiane post.
IMPRINT = Vientiane : [s.n.]
NOTE = In Lao.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11753 SEAM (8 reels) 1973: Oct. 1, Nov. 5-7, Nov. 13- Dec.;
HOLDINGS = 1974: Jan. 2-7, 9-10, Jan. 14-Apr. 12, Apr. 20-May, June 4-Oct. 25, Oct. 31-Dec.;
HOLDINGS = 1975: Jan.-June 18, June 20-July 14, July 16-Sept.
OCLC # = 40966392.

Khāosān Pathēt Lāo

CALL # = MF-15402.
TITLE = Khāosān Pathēt Lāo.
IMPRINT = Vientiane : Sāthālanalat Pasāthipatai Pasāson Lāo.
OCLC # = 156908958.

HOLDINGS = Center has:

Khaosan / Yusit.

CALL # = MF-13125.
TITLE = Khaosan / Yusit.
UNF TITLE = Khaosan (United States Information Service (Viangchan, Laos)).
IMPRINT = [Vientiane, Laos] : Samnakngan Thalæng Khao 'Amerikan
NOTE = In Lao.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-13126 SEAM (2 reels) Oct. 11, 1963-Oct. 28, 1966; LACKS: see CRL catalog
OCLC # = 50854065.


CALL # = MF-13125.
UNF TITLE = Khaosan (United States Information Service (Viangchan, Laos)). English ed.
IMPRINT = [Vientiane, Laos] : Sammakngan Thalæng Khao 'Amerikan
NOTE = In English.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 50854025.


CALL # = MF-13126.
UNF TITLE = Khaosan (United States Information Service (Viangchan, Laos)). French ed.
IMPRINT = Vientiane, Laos : [Samnakngan Thalæng Khao 'Amerikan
NOTE = In French.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-13126 SEAM (reel 2) 1965: Apr. 12, July 7, 14, 28, Sept. 8, 22, Oct. 5, Nov. 3, Dec. 8, 15;
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OCLC # = 50854067.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Lao hakxa sat : organe bi-mensuel d'information politique, économique, culturelle et sociale du Comité de défense des intérêts nationaux.
IMPRINT = Vientiane : Le Comité, 1958
NOTE = In French.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11609 SEAM (1 reel)  1958: Sept. 1-Nov.;
OCLC # = 39803395.

CALL # = MF-13439 item [2].
TITLE = Næo hom potpoi sat Lao.
IMPRINT = [Vientiane : s.n.].
NOTE = In Lao.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 52598406.

CALL # = MF-15408.
TITLE = Siang mahason
IMPRINT = [Vientiane?].
DESCRIPT = Daily (except Sunday).
NOTE = In Lao.
NOTE = Microfilm. Ann Arbor, Mi : UMI, 1995. 2 microfilm reels ; 35 mm.
OCLC # = 156908960.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
Malaysia

George Town

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Pinang gazette and Straits chronicle.
UNF TITLE = Pinang gazette and Straits chronicle (George Town, Pinang : 1946).
IMPRINT = Penang : North Malayan Newspapers, Ltd.
NOTE = Merged with: Straits echo, times of Malaya to form: Straits echo, times of Malaya and Pinang gazette.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = 18 reels.
OCLC # = 25178097.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Pinang gazette and Straits chronicle.
UNF TITLE = Pinang gazette and Straits chronicle (George Town, Pinang : 1833).
IMPRINT = Penang : Printed and published for the proprietor by Egbert Ebenezer Ford at the Pinang Gazette Press
NOTE = Microfilm. Kuala Lumpur : National Archives of Malaysia. microfilm reels ; 35 mm.
NOTE = Merged with: Straits echo and times of Malaya (George Town, Pinang : 1939), to form: Straits echo and Pinang gazette.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-7140 SEAM (3 reels) July 1892-Feb. 29, 1896.
OCLC # = 25178186.

Kota Bharu

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Mingguan Kota Bharu.
IMPRINT = Kota Bharu : [s.n.
NOTE = In Malay (Jawi script).
NOTE = Microfilm. Petaling Jaya, Malaysia : National Archives of Malaysia, microfilm reels ; 35 mm.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 15224910.

Kota Kinabalu

CALL # = MF-15404.
TITLE = Daily express
UNF TITLE = Daily express (Kota Kinabalu, Sabah).
DESCRIPT = Daily (except Sunday).
DESCRIPT = Began in 1963.
NOTE = Microfilm. Wooster, Ohio : Bell & Howell Co., Micro Photo Division. microfilm reels ; 35 mm.
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NOTE = In English and Malay.
OCLC # = 28308792.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-15404 May-June, 1992.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Sabah times.
UNF TITLE = Sabah times (Kota Kinabalu, Sabah).
IMPRINT = Koto Kinabalu [Malaysia] : Syarikat Sabah Times
NOTE = In English and Malay.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 28309253.

CALL # = MF-15367.
TITLE = Sabah weekend
OCLC # = 173820701.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

Kuala Lumpur

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Akhbar mingguan bebas bumi.
NOTE = In Malay.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 41227982.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Berita harian.
UNF TITLE = Berita harian (Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia).
IMPRINT = Kuala Lumpur : [s.n.
NOTE = "Akhbar rakyat, akhbar anda.
NOTE = Published in various eds.
NOTE = Microfilm. Cleveland, Ohio : Micro Photo. microfilm reels ; 35 mm. Microproducer varies: some issues filmed by University Microfilms International for Cornell University Library. Some issues filmed from Edisi tengah.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 5082102.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = The Malay mail.
IMPRINT = Kuala Lumpur [Malaysia] : F. Cooray
NOTE = Microfilm. [Kuala Lumpur] : The National Archives of Malaysia. microfilm reels ; 35 mm. Includes Mon.-Sat. issues only.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-9800 SEAM/NAP (2 reels) [Sept. 5, 1945-Apr. 19, 1947]; LACKS: Sunday issues.
OCLC # = 32322135.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Mingguan bebas bumi.
NOTE = In Malay.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11848 SEAM (2 reels) 1982: Nov. 13-Dec. 25;
OCLC # = 41227968.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Mingguan Malaysia.
IMPRINT = Kuala Lumpur : Utusan Melayu Press Ltd., 1964
NOTE = "Akhbar kebangsaan tulen.
NOTE = In Malay (Roman script).
NOTE = Microfilm. [Petaling Jaya, Malaysia?] : National Archives of Malaysia, microfilm reels ; 35 mm.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 43468789.

CALL # = MF-6733.
TITLE = The New vanguard.
UNF TITLE = New Vanguard (Kuching, Sarawak).
IMPRINT = Kuching, Sarawak, M'Sia : New Vanguard, [1977]
NOTE = Ceased publication. Cf. LC accessions list, Southeast Asia, v. 6, 1980.
NOTE = In English and Malay.
NOTE = Microfilm. Honolulu, HI : University of Hawaii at Manoa, 1989. 8 microfilm reels : negative ; 35 mm List of lacking issues and reel contents at the beginning of each reel.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = LACKS: 1978: Jan.2,4,6-10,15-16,21,24,27, Feb.7-10,17,21, Mar.25, 28, Apr.1,14,18, Apr. 20-May 2, June 2-3,8,10, July 4, Sept.1,6-8,17-18,26, Oct.21-23, Nov.6,11.
OCLC # = 20969778.

CALL # = MF-6724.
TITLE = The vanguard.
UNF TITLE = Vanguard (Kuching, Sarawak).
IMPRINT = Kuching : The Vanguard, [1977].
NOTE = Issues for <Mar. 19, 1965>-Feb. 22, 1972 also have consecutive numbering.
NOTE = In English and Malay.
NOTE = Microfilm. Honolulu, HI : University of Hawaii at Manoa, 1989. 29 microfilm reels : negative ; 35 mm List of lacking issues and reel contents at the beginning of each reel.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 20969762.

CALL # = MF-6735.
TITLE = Bintang timur.
UNF TITLE = Bintang timur (Pinang Island, Pinang).
IMPRINT = Pulau Pinang : Warta Negara Press.
NOTE = Microfilm. Honolulu, HI : University of Hawaii at Manoa, 1989. 38 microfilm reels : negative ; 35 mm.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 20961870.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Pinang gazette and Straits chronicle
UNF TITLE = Pinang gazette and Straits chronicle (George Town, Pinang : 1946).
IMPRINT = Penang : North Malayan Newspapers.
DESCRIPT = Daily (except Sunday).
DESCRIPT = Began in 1946?
NOTE = Microfilm. Kuala Lumpur : National Archives of Malaysia. microfilm reels ; 35 mm.
NOTE = Merged with: Straits echo, times of Malaya, to form: Straits echo, times of Malaya and Pinang gazette.
OCLC # = 25178097.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
Netherlands

Amsterdam

CALL # = MF-7336.
TITLE = Insulinde : weekblad gewijd aan koloniale zaken.
IMPRINT = Amsterdam : J.H. de Bussy, [1896-1898].
NOTE = Microfilm. New Haven, CT : Southeast Asia Collection, Yale University Library, 1990. 1 microfilm reel : 35 mm.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-7336 SEAM (1 reel) 1896-1898.
OCLC # = 54847525.

Philippines

Aparri

CALL # = MF-5199 reel 1 item 01 Neg. MF-at lab.
TITLE = The Aparri news.
IMPRINT = Aparri [Philippines : s.n.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-5199 SEAM Jan. 12, 1901 (reel 1).
OCLC # = 8662016.

Bacolod City

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = The Kapawa news digest.
IMPRINT = Bacolod City : LM Press
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-11159.
NOTE = In English and Tagalog.
NOTE = Microfilm. Ithaca, N.Y. : Microfilmed by Challenge Industries [for] Cornell University Library, John M. Echols Collection [19--] On 1 microfilm reel with other items ; 35 mm.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11159 SEAM (1 reel) 1972: June 21-28; July 12-19.
OCLC # = 37604133.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = The Negros bulletin.
IMPRINT = Bacolod City : Negros Pub. Corp.
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-11203.
NOTE = Microfilm. Ithaca, N.Y. : Microfilmed by Challenge Industries [for] Cornell University Library, John M. Echols Collection [19--] On 1 microfilm reel with other items ; 35 mm.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11203 SEAM (1 reel) 1972: June 30, July 31.
OCLC # = 37818059.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = The country post.
UNF TITLE = Country post (Bacolod, Philippines).
IMPRINT = Bacolod City : G.L. Locsin
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-11191.
NOTE = "The weekly newspaper."
NOTE = Microfilm. Ithaca, N.Y. : Microfilmed by Challenge Industries [for] Cornell University Library, John M. Echols Collection [19--] On 1 microfilm reel with other items ; 35 mm.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11191 SEAM (1 reel) 1973: Dec. 15;
HOLDINGS = 1974: Jan. 5.
OCLC # = 37821978.

**Cabanatuan City**

CALL # = MF.
TITEL = Ang batingaw.
IMPRINT = Lunsod ng Kabanatuan : Post Publishing House
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-11157.
NOTE = "Malayang lingguhang pahayagang Pilipino.
NOTE = In Tagalog and English.
NOTE = Microfilm. Ithaca, N.Y. : Microfilmed by Challenge Industries [for] Cornell University Library, John M. Echols Collection [19--] On 1 microfilm reel with other items ; 35 mm.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11157 SEAM (1 reel) 1972: July 1, 22.
OCLC # = 37603336.

CALL # = MF.
TITEL = Monday post.
UNF TITEL = Monday post (Cabanatuan, Philippines).
IMPRINT = Cabanatuan City : Post Pub. House
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-11203.
NOTE = Microfilm. Ithaca, N.Y. : Microfilmed by Challenge Industries [for] Cornell University Library, John M. Echols Collection [19--] On 1 microfilm reel with other items ; 35 mm.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11203 SEAM (1 reel) 1972: June 26-July 3.
OCLC # = 37816771.

**Cebu**

CALL # = MF.
TITEL = The advertiser.
UNF TITEL = Advertiser (Cebu City, Philippines : 1912).
NOTE = Vol. numbering begins again with v. 1, no. 1 on June 12, 1912.
NOTE = In English and Spanish.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-7633 SEAM (1 reel) Apr. 17-July 26, 1912.
OCLC # = 18402842.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITEL = The advertiser.
UNF TITEL = Advertiser (Cebu City, Philippines : 1923).
IMPRINT = Cebu City, [Philippines] : Advertiser Press
SERIES = Cuenco collection ; MF-5382, reel 8.
NOTE = "An independent Filipino newspaper.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = Neg. MF-1777.
HOLDINGS = MF-5382 SEAM (reels 8-9) Jan. 10-Apr. 9, 1942.
Newspapers – Philippines

HOLDINGS = Cuenco collection ; MF-5382, reel 9.
OCLC # = 12764135.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Ang Atong kabilin.
IMPRINT = Siyudad sa Sugbu : [s.n.]
SERIES = Cuenco collection ; MF-5382, reel 8.
NOTE = "Mantalaan sa panimalay mongula solosimana.
NOTE = In Cebuano, Spanish, and English.
NOTE = "This succeeded El bolitín católico and was in turn superseded by Lungsoranon." Cf. Philippine newspapers an international union list, 1984.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-5382 SEAM (reel 8) Nov. 11, Dec. 2, 1930; Jan. 6, 1931; May 17, 1932; Oct. 9, Dec. 25, 1934.
OCLC # = 10198371.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = El boletín católico.
IMPRINT = Cebu, [Philippines : s.n.]
SERIES = Cuenco collection ; MF-5382, reel 3.
SERIES = Cuenco collection ; MF-5382, reel 4-7.
SERIES = Cuenco collection ; MF-5382, reel 8.
NOTE = "Semanario que se publica todos los jueves en la ciudad de Cebu.
NOTE = In Spanish and Cebuano; with section in English.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-5382 SEAM (reels 3-8) Sept. 26, 1918-June 5, 1930.
OCLC # = 10198167.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Ang camatuoran.
IMPRINT = Sugbu, [Philippines : s.n.]
SERIES = Cuenco collection ; MF-5382, reel 1-2.
SERIES = Cuenco collection ; MF-5382, reel 3.
NOTE = "Periódico-Católico. Moguá sa macaduha sa usa ca semana.
NOTE = In Spanish and Cebuano.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 10198418.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = The Cebu chronicle.
UNF TITLE = Cebu chronicle (Cebu City, Philippines : 1912).
NOTE = In English; some issues with Spanish and Cebuano sections.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-7620 SEAM (reel 2) June 15-Oct. 19, 1912.
HOLDINGS = MF-7619 SEAM (1 reel) Jan. 8-Nov. 30, 1913.
OCLC # = 18435281.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = The Cebu chronicle.
UNF TITLE = Cebu chronicle (Cebu City, Philippines : 1909).
NOTE = In English, Spanish, and Cebuano.
HOLDINGS = Missing issues, pages, and sections at beginning of each reel.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-7620 SEAM (2 reels) Apr. 9, 1910-Apr. 13, 1912.
OCLC # = 18436158.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Cebu herald.
IMPRINT = Cebu City : Cebu Papers Co.
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-11191.
NOTE = "An independent daily.
NOTE = In English and Cebuano.
NOTE = Microfilm. Ithaca, N.Y. : Microfilmed by Challenge Industries [for] Cornell University Library, John M. Echols Collection [19--] On 1 microfilm reel with other items ; 35 mm.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11191 SEAM (1 reel) 1942: Jan. 10, 13-16, 18, 23-26, 29-30; Feb. 26; Mar. 19; Apr. 1.
OCLC # = 37818856.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = The challenge.
UNF TITLE = Challenge (Cebu City, Philippines).
IMPRINT = Cebu : N. Dejoras
NOTE = "A war time daily newspaper.
NOTE = In English and Cebuano.
NOTE = Microfilm. Ithaca, N.Y. : Microfilmed by Challenge Industries [for] Cornell University Library, John M. Echols Collection [19--] On 1 microfilm reel with other items ; 35 mm.
NOTE = "Daily supplement to the Letters magazine.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11191 SEAM (1 reel) 1942; Mar. 12.
HOLDINGS = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-11191.
OCLC # = 37821884.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = El democrata : organo del Partido democrata.
UNF TITLE = Democrata (Cebu City, Philippines).
IMPRINT = Ciudad de Cebu : "Democrata"
NOTE = In Spanish, with sections in English and Tagalog.
NOTE = Microfilm. Manila, Philippines : Ateneo de Manila. microfilm reels ; 35 mm. Issues filmed in poor condition.
HOLDINGS = Filmed with: Sakdal, and: Suga.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 32499579.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = The freeman.
UNF TITLE = Freeman (Cebu City, Philippines : 1919).
SERIES = Cuenco collection ; reel 8.
NOTE = "An organ of every free and independent thinker.
NOTE = In English and Cebuano.
NOTE = Microfilm. July 10, 1925; Jan. 8, 1926; Nov. 9, 1928 Manila, Philippines: The Microfilm Corporation of the Philippines; [Chicago, Ill.: Southeast Asia Microform Project; Available from Center for Research Libraries]. On 1 microfilm reel with other items; 35 mm. Filmed as part of Cuenco Collection.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-5382 SEAM (reel 8) July 10, 1925; Jan. 8, 1926; Nov. 9, 1928.
OCLC # = 41554346.

CALL # = MF-11913
TITLE = The Freeman.
UNF TITLE = Freeman (Cebu City, Philippines: 1965).
IMPRINT = Cebu City: Js' Publications
NOTE = Published as a daily newspaper, <1975-
NOTE = In English and Cebuano.
NOTE = Microfilm. Ithaca, NY: Cornell University, John M. Echols Collection, [1997-] microfilm reels; 35 mm.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = 1975: Aug. 1-Sept. 30, Oct. 2-Dec. 31;
OCLC # = 41471220.

CALL # = MF
TITLE = El imparcial.
UNF TITLE = Imparcial (Cebu City, Philippines).
IMPRINT = Cebu [Philippines]: F. Sotto
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-9726 SEAM (1 reel) Oct. 18-Nov. 15, 1900.
OCLC # = 18435224.

CALL # = MF
TITLE = Morning times.
UNF TITLE = Morning times (Cebu City, Philippines).
IMPRINT = Cebu City: Barba Press
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers; MF-11203.
NOTE = "The people's newspaper.
NOTE = In English and Cebuano.
NOTE = Previous title: Kadaugan
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11203 SEAM (1 reel) 1945: Oct. 5-12, 19-Dec.
OCLC # = 37817865.

CALL # = MF
TITLE = El nacional.
UNF TITLE = Nacional (Cebu City, Philippines).
IMPRINT = Cebu [Philippines]: V. Sotto
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-9727 SEAM (1 reel) Aug. 26-Sept. 9, 1899.
OCLC # = 18435110.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Unf Title</th>
<th>Imprint</th>
<th>Series</th>
<th>Note</th>
<th>Holdings</th>
<th>Oclc #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MF-5382 SEAM (reel 8) Sept. 14, 1900.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ADDITIONAL HOLDINGS AVAILABLE AT CRL ON MICROFILM FROM LC.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ADDITIONAL HOLDINGS AVAILABLE AT CRL ON MICROFILM FROM CRL.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The republic</td>
<td>Republic (Cebu City, Philippines)</td>
<td>Cebu City, Philippines : D. B. Lazaro</td>
<td>Cuenco collection ; reel 9.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Holds Center has:</td>
<td>18427039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MF-9725 SEAM (1 reel) Apr. 11-July 7, 1900.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-5382 SEAM (reel 9) Aug. 1-Nov. 17, 1951.
OCLC # = 10198437.

CALL # = MF Neg.MF.
TITLE = The republic daily.
IMPRINT = Cebu City, Philippines : D. B. Lazaro
SERIES = Cuenco collection ; MF-5382, reel 9
NOTE = Microfilm. Dec.11,1954 Manila, Philippines : The Microfilm Corporation of the Philippines ; [Chicago, Ill. : Southeast Asia Microform Project : Available from Center for Research Libraries], On 1 microfilm reel with other items ; 35 mm. Filmed as part of Cuenco Collection.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-5382 SEAM (reel 9) Dec. 11, 1954.
OCLC # = 41576668.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = The republic news.
IMPRINT = Cebu City : D.B. Lazaro

HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 37612764.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = La revolución.
UNF TITLE = Revolución (Cebu City, Philippines).
IMPRINT = Cebu [Philippines] : F. Sotto

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = LACKS: see CRL catalog
HOLDINGS = ADDITIONAL HOLDINGS AVAILABLE AT CRL ON MICROFILM FROM CRL.
OCLC # = 18426942.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = La revolución.
UNF TITLE = Revolución (Cebu City, Philippines).
IMPRINT = Ciudad de Cebú : [s.n.]

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-9864 SEAM (20 reels) [Oct. 2, 1922-Nov. 2, 1932].
HOLDINGS = Neg. MF-1842 (20 reels).
HOLDINGS = see CRL catalog for detailed holdings.
HOLDINGS = ADDITIONAL HOLDINGS AVAILABLE AT CRL ON MICROFILM FROM LC.
OCLC # = 12526583.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Ang suga.
IMPRINT = Sugbu [Philippines] : Vicente Sotto
NOTE = In Cebuano, some Spanish.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-9893 SEAM (1 reel) Sept. 30-Nov. 18, 1903; LACKS: Oct. 21, Nov. 4, 1903.
Newspapers – Philippines
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HOLDINGS = Neg. MF-1844 SEAM (1 reel).
OCLC # = 17397661.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Ang suga.
IMPRINT = Sugbu : Vicente Sotto
NOTE = In Cebuano, some Spanish.
NOTE = Microfilm. Manila, Philippines : Ateneo de Manila. microfilm reels ; 35 mm.
HOLDINGS = Filmed with: Sakdal, and Democrata (Cebu City, Philippines).
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 32529805.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Visayan shinbun.
IMPRINT = City of Cebu : Visayan Shinbun
SERIES = Cuenco collection ; MF-5382, reel 9.
NOTE = Published in Manila, <May 24-Oct. 24, 1943
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 10198391.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Visayan shinbun.
IMPRINT = City of Cebu : Visayan Shinbun
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-11204.
NOTE = Published in Manila, <May 24-Oct. 24, 1943
NOTE = Microfilm. Ithaca, N.Y. : Microfilmed by Challenge Industries [for] Cornell University Library, John M. Echols Collection [19--] On 1 microfilm reel with other items ; 35 mm.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11204 SEAM (1 reel) 1942: July 15, Aug. 5, 9-Sept. 13.
OCLC # = 37818409.

Dagupan City

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = The courier.
UNF TITLE = Courier (Dagupan City, Philippines).
IMPRINT = Dagupan City : Pangasinan Review Inc.
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-11191.
NOTE = In English and Tagalog.
NOTE = Microfilm. Ithaca, N.Y. : Microfilmed by Challenge Industries [for] Cornell University Library, John M. Echols Collection [19--] On 1 microfilm reel with other items ; 35 mm.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11191 SEAM (1 reel) 1972: June 18.
OCLC # = 37821668.

Davao City

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Davao star.
IMPRINT = Davao City : J.M. Santes
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SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-11191.
NOTE = Microfilm. Ithaca, N.Y. : Microfilmed by Challenge Industries [for] Cornell University Library, John M. Echols Collection [19--] On 1 microfilm reel with other items ; 35 mm.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11191 SEAM (1 reel) 1972: July 5-26.
OCLC # = 37821726.

**Dumaguete City**

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Negros examiner.
IMPRINT = Dumaguete City : P. Montesino
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-11203.
NOTE = Microfilm. Ithaca, N.Y. : Microfilmed by Challenge Industries [for] Cornell University Library, John M. Echols Collection [19--] On 1 microfilm reel with other items ; 35 mm.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11203 SEAM (1 reel) 1972: Feb. 16.
OCLC # = 37818002.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Negros express.
IMPRINT = Dumaguete City : Dumaguete Pub. Corp.
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-11203.
NOTE = Microfilm. Ithaca, N.Y. : Microfilmed by Challenge Industries [for] Cornell University Library, John M. Echols Collection [19--] On 1 microfilm reel with other items ; 35 mm.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 37817924.

**Iligan City**

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Lanao mail.
IMPRINT = Iligan City : M.B. Alcuizar
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-11159.

NOTE = In Tagalog and English.
NOTE = Microfilm. Ithaca, N.Y. : Microfilmed by Challenge Industries [for] Cornell University Library, John M. Echols Collection [19--] On 1 microfilm reel with other items ; 35 mm.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11159 SEAM (1 reel) 1972: June 12.
HOLDINGS = 1973: Jan. 1-8, 22-29; Feb. 5, 19-26; Mar. 12-26; Apr. 9; May 7-14; June 11-18; July 9, 23-30; Aug. 6-13, 27; Sept. 3, 24; Oct. 1, 22-29; Nov. 5, 19-26; Dec. 3-10, 24.
OCLC # = 37604194.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = The Mindanao scoop.
IMPRINT = Iligan City : Mindanao Scoop Publications
NOTE = In English and Tagalog.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 37612510.

**Iloilo**

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = **El adalid**.
UNF TITLE = Adalid (Iloilo, Philippines).
IMPRINT = Iloilo, Philippines.
NOTE = "Diario bilingue defensor de las ideales del pueblo filipino;" subtitle varies.
NOTE = In Spanish and Iloko, July 4, 1907-<Apr. 11, 1908>; in Spanish, < 1911
NOTE = Microfilm. Manila, Philippines: Ateneo de Manila, University Libraries. microfilm reels; 35 mm.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-9897 SEAM July 4, 1907-Apr. 11, 1908 (reel 1); 1911 (reel 2-5); LACKS: July 29-30, Aug. 27, Sept. 19, Oct. 26, Nov. 15, 30, 1907; Jan. 3, Feb. 20, Mar. 3, 1908.
OCLC # = 11048754.

CALL # = MF-5021.
TITLE = **El Eco de Panay**.
IMPRINT = Iloilo: Imp. de El Eco de Panay, [1893]
NOTE = Also available in a print ed.
NOTE = Microfilm. Manila: Photoduplication Services, Ateneo de Manila Libraries, 1974- microfilm reels; 35 mm.
NOTE = DLC.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = LACKS: See CRL Catalog for a detailed statement of lacks.
OCLC # = 48160537.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = **Panay shu-ho**.
IMPRINT = City of Iloilo, [Philippines]: Panay Newspapermen's Association
SERIES = Cuenco collection; reel 9.
NOTE = Microfilm. Apr. 3-10, 1943 Manila, Philippines: The Microfilm Corporation of the Philippines; [Chicago, Ill.: Southeast Asia Microform Project: Available from Center for Research Libraries], On 1 microfilm reel with other items; 35 mm. Filmed as part of Cuenco Collection.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-5382 SEAM (reel 9) 1943.
OCLC # = 10198424.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = **El porvenir de Bisayas**.
IMPRINT = Iloilo: [s.n.]
NOTE = Microfilm. Manila: Ateneo de Manila. microfilm reels; 35 mm.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 15200699.
CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = El tiempo.
UNF TITLE = Tiempo (Iloilo, Philippines).
IMPRINT = [Iloilo, Philippines : s.n. MF-7326.
NOTE = Issue for Dec. 30, 1911 is a special anniversary issue to commemorate the death of Jose Rizal Y Mercado.
HOLDINGS = Filmed with other miscellaneous titles from Duke University.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-7326 SEAM Dec. 30, 1911 (reel 1, item 3).
HOLDINGS = Neg. MF-1747 SEAM.
OCLC # = 32045764.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = El tiempo.
UNF TITLE = Tiempo (Iloilo, Philippines).
IMPRINT = [Iloilo, Philippines : s.n.
NOTE = Microfilm. [Manila, Philippines : Ateneo de Manila. microfilm reels ; 35 mm.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-7305 SEAM July 26-Dec. 31, 1901; Jan.-Aug. 14, 1903 (reel 1); Aug. 17-Dec. 1903, Jan.-June 1906 (reel 2); July 2, 1906-May 1907 (reel 3); June 3, 1907-Apr. 11, 1908 (reel 4).
HOLDINGS = LACKS: see CRL Catalog for a detailed statement of lacks.
OCLC # = 32045825.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = The times.
UNF TITLE = Times (Iloilo, Philippines).
IMPRINT = Iloilo city, Philippines : Tiempo-Times Inc.
SERIES = Cuenco collection ; reel 9.
NOTE = Microfilm. Nov.17,19,1951 Manila, Philippines : The Microfilm Corporation of the Philippines ; [Chicago, Ill. : Southeast Asia Microform Project : Available from Center for Research Libraries], On 1 microfilm reel with other items ; 35 mm. Filmed as part of Cuenco Collection.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-5382 SEAM (reel 9) Nov. 17, 19, 1951.
OCLC # = 41554425.

Jolo

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = The Sulu star.
IMPRINT = Jolo : [s.n., 1959
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11160 SEAM (1 reel) Apr. 29-May 27, 1972.
OCLC # = 37611157.
Laoag City

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = The Ilocos monitor.
IMPRINT = Laoag City : A. Palalay
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-11159.
NOTE = "Exponent of truth and press freedom in the Ilocos region.
NOTE = In English and Tagalog.
NOTE = Microfilm. Ithaca, N.Y. : Microfilmed by Challenge Industries [for] Cornell University Library, John M. Echols Collection [19--] On 1 microfilm reel with other items ; 35 mm.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 37603967.

Legazpi City

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Mayon times.
IMPRINT = Legazpi City : Luvismin Publications
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-11203.
NOTE = In English, Tagalog and Bikol.
NOTE = Microfilm. Ithaca, N.Y. : Microfilmed by Challenge Industries [for] Cornell University Library, John M. Echols Collection [19--] On 1 microfilm reel with other items ; 35 mm.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11203 SEAM (1 reel) 1972: June 11-18.
OCLC # = 37817793.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = The Bicol guardian.
IMPRINT = Legazpi City : A. Lim-Cabigao
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-11157.
NOTE = "Protector of Bicol interests.
NOTE = In English, Tagalog and Bikol.
NOTE = Microfilm. Ithaca, N.Y. : Microfilmed by Challenge Industries [for] Cornell University Library, John M. Echols Collection [19--] On 1 microfilm reel with other items ; 35 mm.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11157 SEAM (1 reel) 1972: July 12.
OCLC # = 37603519.

Lipa

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Columnas volantes.
IMPRINT = Lipa : Club Democrático Independista
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-7326.
NOTE = Has supplements.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-7326 SEAM June 18-July 2, 1899 (reel 1, item 11).
HOLDINGS = Neg. MF-1747 SEAM.
OCLC # = 25856989.
Makati

CALL # = MF.  
TITLE = **Ang bayani.**  
UNF TITLE = Bayani (Makati, Philippines).  
IMPRINT = Makati : [s.n.].  
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-11157.  
NOTE = In English and Tagalog.  
NOTE = Microfilm. Ithaca, N.Y. : Microfilmed by Challenge Industries [for] Cornell University Library, John M. Echols Collection [19--] On 1 microfilm reel with other items ; 35 mm.  
HOLDINGS = Center has:  
HOLDINGS = MF-11157 SEAM (1 reel) 1972: Nov. 28;  
OCLC # = 37603260.

Malabon

CALL # = MF.  
TITLE = **La independencia.**  
UNF TITLE = Independencia (Malabon, Philippines).  
IMPRINT = Malabon [Philippines] : Impr. del Asilo de Malabon  
NOTE = Imprint varies: Malabon, Sept. 1898-Jan. 15, 1899; San Fernando, Jan. 17- 1899; Tarlac, -May 22, 1899; Bayambang, May 23, 1899-Nov. 11, 1899.  
HOLDINGS = Center has:  
HOLDINGS = MF-7324 SEAM (1 reel) 1899: May 8-10, 13, 15-20, 22.  
OCLC # = 16270098.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.  
TITLE = **El independencia.**  
UNF TITLE = Independencia (Malabon, Philippines).  
IMPRINT = Malabon : [s.n.].  
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-7326.  
NOTE = Imprint varies: Malabon, Sept. 1898-Jan. 15, 1899; San Fernando, Jan. 17, 1899- ; Tarlac, -May 22, 1899; Bayambang, May 23-Nov. 11, 1899.  
HOLDINGS = Center has:  
HOLDINGS = MF-7326 SEAM Nov. 22, 1898 (reel 1, item 9).  
OCLC # = 32042019.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.  
TITLE = **La independencia.**  
UNF TITLE = Independencia (Malabon, Philippines).  
IMPRINT = Malabon : Impr. del Asilo de Malabon  
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-7326, reel 1.  
SERIES = Southeast Asian newspapers ; reel 2, item 4.  
NOTE = Imprint varies: Malabon, Sept. 1898-Jan. 15, 1899; San Fernando, Jan. 17, 1899- ; Tarlac, -May 22, 1899; Bayambang, May 23, 1899-Nov. 11, 1899.  
HOLDINGS = Center has:  
HOLDINGS = MF-5199 SEAM (reel 2) 1898: Sept. 6-12, 16, 19-28, Oct. 1-5, 11, 21, Nov. 2-5, 8-9, 11-12, 16-19;  
HOLDINGS = Neg. MF-1577 SEAM.  
HOLDINGS = MF-7326 SEAM (reel 1, item 9) 1898: Nov. 22;
Malalos

CALL # = MF-13770 item [1].
TITLE = The herald of the revolution.
UNF TITLE = Heraldo de la revolución. English.
IMPRINT = Malalos : [s.n.], 1902
NOTE = Appended to each issue (varies slightly): "a true translation of the Spanish original, on file in the Military Information Division, Adjutant General's Office, Division of the Philippines. Manila ..."

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-13770 SEAM (1 reel) Sept.29-Nov.6,1898.
OCLC # = 13813312.

CALL # = MF-5199 reel 1 item 03 Neg. MF-at lab.
TITLE = El heraldo de la revolución.
IMPRINT = Malalos : [s.n., 1898
SERIES = Southeast Asian newspapers.

Malalos
Note = "Revista bi-semanal bilingue.
Note = In Spanish and Tagalog.

Holdings = Center has:
OCLC # = 8662069.

Call # = MF-13770 item [2].
Title = El heraldo de la revolución.
Imprint = Malalos: [s.n., 1898-1899].
Series = Southeast Asian newspapers.
Note = "Revista bi-semanal bilingue.
Note = In Spanish and Tagalog.

Holdings = Center has:
Holdings = MF-13770 SEAM (1 reel) Dec. 25, 1898-Jan. 22, 1899.
Holdings = Lacks: 1899: Jan. 1.
Holdings = ADDITIONAL HOLDINGS AVAILABLE ON MICROFILM FROM CRL.
OCLC # = 54968354.

Call # = MF-5199 reel 1 item 04 Neg. MF-at lab.
Title = Heraldo filipino.
Imprint = Malolos: [s.n. 1899]
Series = Southeast Asian newspapers.
Note = "Revista bi-semanal bilingue.
Note = In Spanish and Tagalog.

Holdings = Center has:
OCLC # = 8662044.

Call # = MF-13770 item [3].
Title = Heraldo filipino.
Imprint = Malolos: [s.n. 1899]
Series = Southeast Asian newspapers.
Note = "Revista bi-semanal bilingue.
Note = In Spanish and Tagalog.

Holdings = Center has:
Holdings = MF-13770 SEAM (1 reel) Jan. 26, 1899.
OCLC # = 54968349.

Mandaluyong

Call # = MF.
Title = La república filipina.
Imprint = Mandaluyon [i.e. Mandaluyong, Philippines: s.n., 1898
Note = Published in San Fernando, Pampanga, <Jan. 22, 1899
Note = In Spanish with columns in Tagalog.

Holdings = Center has:
Holdings = 1899: Jan. 1-3, 5-8.
OCLC # = 18567394.
Newspapers – Philippines

Manila

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = The American.
UNF TITLE = American (Manila, Philippines).
IMPRINT = Manila, P.I. : [Chofre & Co.]
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers : MF-7325.
NOTE = Microfilm. Ann Arbor, Mich. : University Microfilms. on 1 reel with other items ; 35 mm.
HOLDINGS = Filmed with other miscellaneous titles from University of Michigan.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-7325 SEAM Oct. 23, 26, 31, 1900 (reel 1, item 1).
OCLC # = 32035629.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = The American.
UNF TITLE = American (Manila, Philippines).
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-7304 SEAM (5 reels) [Oct. 15, 1898-Jan. 31, 1901].
OCLC # = 29679983.

CALL # = MF-5199 reel 1 item 09
TITLE = The American soldier.
SERIES = Southeast Asian newspapers.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-5199 SEAM Oct. 8, 1898-Jan. 1, 1899 (reel 1); LACKS: Oct. 22, 1898.
OCLC # = 31898765.

CALL # = MF-5199 reel 1 item 05 Neg. MF-at lab.
TITLE = El amigo del pueblo.
UNF TITLE = Amigo del pueblo (Manila, Philippines).
IMPRINT = Manila : [s.n.]
NOTE = "Diario de la tarde.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-5199 SEAM Sept. 14, Nov. 18, 1893; special issue Jan. 24, 1895.
OCLC # = 8654747.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Ang Bayan.
UNF TITLE = Bayan (Manila, Philippines).
IMPRINT = Maynila [i.e. Manila, Philippines] : Liberty Press, Inc.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 18455948.

CALL # = MF-5199 reel 1 item 11 Neg. MF-at lab.
TITLE = El Católico filipino.
IMPRINT = Manila : [s.n.], 1898
SERIES = Southeast Asian newspapers.
NOTE = "Diario de la tarde.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-5199 SEAM Dec. 13-17, 20-21, 24, 1898 (reel 1).
OCLC # = 8849225.

CALL # = MF-15423.
TITLE = Dawat’l islam
IMPRINT = Manila : Union of Islamic Forces & Organization, 1971-
DESRIPT = Vol. 1, no. 1 (May 7, 1971)-
NOTE = Microfilm. Ithaca, N.Y. : Photo Science of Cornell University, 1981. 1 microfilm reel ; 35 mm.
OCLC # = 17269951.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-15423 v.1 (May, June, July, Nov, 1971); v.2 (Jan, Apr, June, Sept, 1972).

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = La democracia.
UNF TITLE = Democracia (Manila, Philippines : 1899).
IMPRINT = Manila [Philippines] : "La Democracia", 1899
NOTE = Text chiefly in Spanish; some in Tagalog.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-7323 SEAM (1 reel) May 16-Dec. 7, 1899; LACKS: May 17-18, June 1, 7, 10-11, 21-26, 28-30, July 1-10, 12, 15-19, 22-26, 28.
OCLC # = 18508759.

CALL # = MF-5199 reel 2 item 01 Neg. MF-at lab.
TITLE = La democracia.
UNF TITLE = Democracia (Manila, Philippines : 1899).
IMPRINT = Manila : [s.n.]
NOTE = "Diario filipino independiente.
NOTE = 9-9-03: changed old Neg. MF call no. to "at lab".
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-5199 SEAM Aug. 11, 1899.
HOLDINGS = ADDITIONAL HOLDINGS AVAILABLE AT CRL ON MICROFILM FROM LC.
OCLC # = 8640525.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = La democracia : diario del Partido filipino federal.
UNF TITLE = Democracia (Manila, Philippines : 1899).
IMPRINT = Manila : [s.n.]
NOTE = "Diario filipino independiente.
HOLDINGS = Filmed with other miscellaneous titles from Duke University.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-7326 SEAM Jan. 16, 1901 (reel 1, item 6).
HOLDINGS = Neg. MF-1747 SEAM.
OCLC # = 32035709.

CALL # = MF-5199 reel 1 item 12 Neg. MF-at lab.
TITLE = Diario de Manila.
IMPRINT = Manila [Philippines] : Ramirez y Giraudier
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-5200 SEAM (3 reels) [Jan. 4-Dec. 1883].
OCLC # = 30211069.

CALL # = MF-5199 reel 1 item 12 Neg. MF-at lab.
TITLE = Diario de Manila.
IMPRINT = Manila [Philippines] : Ramirez y Giraudier,
SERIES = Southeast Asian newspapers.
NOTE = Master negative held by The Center for Research Libraries.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-5199 SEAM Suppl. to Nov. 7, 1897; Nov. 12, 18, Dec. 30, 1897; Jan. 5, 11-12, 17, 28, Mar. 11, 26, Apr. 12, May 4, 16, 26, 1898.
OCLC # = 31955670.

CALL # = MF
TITLE = Diario de Manila.
IMPRINT = Manila [Philippines] : Ramirez y Giraudier
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-7325.
NOTE = Microfilm. Ann Arbor, Mich. : University Microfilms. on 1 reel with other items ; 35 mm.
HOLDINGS = Filmed with other miscellaneous titles from University of Michigan.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-7325 SEAM Aug. 16, 1898 (reel 1, item 3).
HOLDINGS = ADDITIONAL HOLDINGS AVAILABLE AT CRL ON MICROFILM FROM CRL AND LC.
OCLC # = 32035676.
Newspapers – Philippines

CALL # = MF.  
TITLE = El filipino libre.  
IMPRINT = Manila [Philippines] : M. Xerez y Burgos  
NOTE = In Spanish and Tagalog.  
HOLDINGS = Center has:  
HOLDINGS = MF-7321 SEAM (1 reel) July 4, 9, 11, 13, 16, Sept. 12, 14, 20-21, 1899.  
OCLC # = 18508708.

CALL # = MF.  
TITLE = El filipino libre.  
IMPRINT = Manila [Philippines] : El Filipino Libre  
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-7325.  
NOTE = "Diario democratico de la Mañana.  
NOTE = Microfilm. Ann Arbor, Mich. : University Microfilms. on 1 reel with other items ; 35 mm.  
NOTE = In Spanish and Tagalog.  
HOLDINGS = Filmed with other miscellaneous titles from University of Michigan.  
HOLDINGS = Center has:  
HOLDINGS = MF-7325 SEAM July 25, Sept. 6-8, 10-29, 1899; Feb. 4-10, 14-17, 20-21, 27-28, 1900 (reel 1, item 6).  
OCLC # = 13803508.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.  
TITLE = El filipino libre.  
IMPRINT = Manila [Philippines] : M. Xerez y Burgos  
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-7326.  
NOTE = In Spanish and Tagalog.  
HOLDINGS = Filmed with other miscellaneous titles from Duke University.  
HOLDINGS = Center has:  
HOLDINGS = MF-7326 SEAM Feb. 13, 1900 (reel 1, item 8).  
HOLDINGS = Neg. MF-1747 SEAM.  
HOLDINGS = ADDITIONAL HOLDINGS AVAILABLE AT CRL ON MICROFILM FROM LC AND UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN.  
OCLC # = 32041944.

CALL # = MF.  
TITLE = Freedom.  
UNF TITLE = Freedom (Manila, Philippines : 1898).  
HOLDINGS = Center has:  
HOLDINGS = MF-7310 SEAM (1 reel) Oct. 19, 22, 26, 29; Nov. 16, 19, 23, 1898; Jan. 11 (pp. 1-2, 7-8 only); Feb. 11, 14, 25; Mar. 4, 11, 16, 21, 28; Apr. 2, 13, 22, 29; May 1 (US special ed.), 2-3, 5, 10-11, 13, 23, 25; June 3-4, 6, 10, 13-14, 20, 22, 27-28; July 1-2, 4, 15-17, 23, 26, 28; Aug. 17, 22, 28; Sept. 2-4, 6-16, 19; Oct. 3, 9, 12, 16-22; Nov. 3, 14-19, 28, 1899.  
OCLC # = 18508681.

CALL # = MF.  
TITLE = Freedom.  
UNF TITLE = Freedom (Manila, Philippines : 1898).  
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-7325.  
NOTE = "The giant of the orient.  
NOTE = Microfilm. Ann Arbor, Mich. : University Microfilms. on 1 reel with other items ; 35 mm.  
HOLDINGS = Filmed with other miscellaneous titles from University of Michigan.  
HOLDINGS = Center has:  
HOLDINGS = MF-7325 SEAM Oct. 9, 1899 (reel 1, item 7).
OCLC #: 32035538.
CALL #: MF.
TITLE: Gaceta de Manila.
IMPRINT: Manila [Philippines]: Amigos del pais, 1861
NOTE: Microfilm. Manila, Philippines: Ateneo de Manila University. microfilm reels; 35 mm.
HOLDINGS: Center has:
HOLDINGS: MF-9877 SEAM (8 reels) Feb. 26, 1861-June 20, 1868.
OCLC #: 18507959.

CALL #: MF Neg. MF.
TITLE: El grito del pueblo.
IMPRINT: Manila [Philippines]: P.H. Pobiete
NOTE: Also issued in Tagalog ed.: Kapatid ng bayan.
HOLDINGS: Center has:
HOLDINGS: MF-7308 SEAM Sept. 20-24, 26, 1899 (reel 1).
OCLC #: 30258845.

CALL #: MF-5023.
TITLE: Hua qiao shang bao = Chinese commercial news.
IMPRINT: Manila: Yuyikung Chu Ban You,
DESCRIPT: Daily (except Monday).
DESCRIPT: Began in 1919.
NOTE: In Chinese.
OCLC #: 12841161.
HOLDINGS: Center has:
OCLC #: 16165660.

CALL #: MF-5199 reel 2 item 02 Neg. MF-at lab.
TITLE: The insular daily press.
IMPRINT: Manila: The Insular Daily Press
SERIES = Southeast Asian newspapers.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 86619898.

CALL # = MF-5199 reel 1 item 02 Neg. MF-at lab.
TITLE = Ang kaibigan ng Bayan.
IMPRINT = Barasoian, [Philippines : s.n.
SERIES = Southeast Asian newspapers.
NOTE = *Periódikong Tagalog na lumbalabas macaitlo isang lingo.
NOTE = Edited in Malolos, <Nov. 1, 1898
NOTE = Text in Tagalog.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-5199 SEAM Nov. 1, 10, Dec. 13, 1898; Jan. 3, Feb. 4, 1899 (reel 1).
OCLC # = 8849201.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Ang kaliwanagan.
IMPRINT = Maynila : [s.n.
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-7326.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-7326 SEAM Nov. 6, 1900.
HOLDINGS = Neg. MF-1747 SEAM.
OCLC # = 32045065.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Ang kapatid ng bayan.
IMPRINT = Maynila [i.e. Manila, Philippines] : P.H. Poblete
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-7326.
NOTE = In Tagalog.
NOTE = In Tagalog.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-7326 SEAM Jan. 13, 1900; Mar. 30, 1901; Jan. 9, 1902.
HOLDINGS = Neg. MF-1747 SEAM.
OCLC # = 12055736.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Ang kapatid ng bayan.
IMPRINT = Maynila [i.e. Manila, Philippines] : P.H. Poblete
NOTE = In Tagalog.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-7308 SEAM July 4, 15, Sept. 20-24, 26, 1899 (reel 1); [Aug. 13, 1903-June 11, 1904] (reel 2).
OCLC # = 30100475.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Libangan nang lahat.
IMPRINT = Maynila : [s.n.
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-7325.
NOTE = "Diariong tagalog.
NOTE = Microfilm. Ann Arbor, Mich.: University Microfilms. on 1 reel with other items; 35 mm.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-7325 SEAM July 23, 1899 (reel 1, item 9).
OCLC # = 13812961.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = La luz.
UNF TITLE = Luz (Manila, Philippines).
IMPRINT = Manila: [s.n.]
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers; MF-7326.
NOTE = Microfilm. Nov. 6, 1900 Chicago, Ill.: University of Chicago, Joseph Regenstein Library, Photoduplication Dept. [for Southeast Asia Microform Project; distributed by The Center for Research Libraries, 1984] on 1 reel; 35 mm.
NOTE = Also issued in Tagalog: Ang kaliwanagan.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-7326 SEAM Nov. 6, 1900.
HOLDINGS = Neg. MF-1747 SEAM.
OCLC # = 32045087.

CALL # = MF-5199 reel 2 item 05 Neg. MF-at lab.
TITLE = Luzon life.
IMPRINT = Manila: [s.n.]
NOTE = "A weekly dedicated to American interests in the Philippines.
NOTE = Microfilm. May 5, 1901 Topeka: Kansas State Historical Society [for Southeast Asia Microform Project; Chicago, Ill.: distributed by The Center for Research Libraries, 1982] on 1 microfilm reel; 35 mm. (Southeast Asian newspapers).
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-5199 SEAM May 5, 1901 (reel 2).
OCLC # = 11953292.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = The Manila American.
IMPRINT = Manila [Philippines]: Ziegenfuss and Crozier, -1907.
NOTE = Microfilm. Ann Arbor, Mich.: University Microfilms. on 1 reel with other items; 35 mm.
NOTE = Merged with: Cablenews (Manila, Philippines), to form: Cablenews-American.
HOLDINGS = Filmed with other miscellaneous titles from University of Michigan.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-7325 SEAM Oct. 9, 1901 (reel 1, item 10).
OCLC # = 32035209.

CALL # = MF-5199 reel 1 item 10 Neg. MF-at lab.
TITLE = The Manila American.
IMPRINT = Manila: [s.n.]
NOTE = Merged with: Cablenews (Manila, Philippines), to form: Cablenews-American.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-5199 SEAM June 22, 24-28, 1902 (reel 1).
OCLC # = 32045328.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = The Manila cablenews.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-6910 SEAM (1 reel) Aug. 8, 1902-Feb. 2, 1903.
HOLDINGS = MF-6866 Mar.-Sept. 1903 (reels 1-2).
HOLDINGS = MF-6866 1904-Apr. 9, 1905 (reels 3-5).
OCLC # = 18438831.
CALL #: MF-5199 reel 2 item 06 Neg. MF-at lab.
TITLE = The Manila critic.
NOTE = Issue for Dec. 25, 1901 also called: Special Christmas ed; issues for <Feb. 1, 1902-> called: <Vol. 1, no. 19-

Newspapers – Philippines

CALL #: MF-5199 SEAM Dec. 25, 1901; Feb. 1, 1902 (reel 2).
OCLC #: 11953306.

CALL #: MF.
TITLE = Manila daily bulletin.
IMPRINT = Manila [Philippines] : C. Taylor, 1907
NOTE = Publisher varies: Bulletin Pub. Co., <Jan. 4, 1915-
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-7311 Mar. 20-Apr. 26, 1919 (reel 1).
OCLC #: 31955734.

CALL #: MF-5199 reel 2 item 07 Neg. MF-at lab.
TITLE = Manila daily bulletin.
SERIES = Southeast Asian newspapers.
NOTE = Issue for Nov. 3, 1907 also called: 5th anniversary no.
NOTE = Microfilm. Nov.3,1907:June 25,1913 Topeka : Kansas State Historical Society [for Southeast Asia Microform Project

Newspapers – Philippines

CALL #: MF-5199 SEAM Nov. 3, 1907; June 25, 1913 (reel 2).
OCLC #: 30309026.

CALL #: MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Manila daily bulletin.
IMPRINT = Manila : [s.n.
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-7326.
NOTE = Issue for Feb. 26, 1940 also called: 40th anniversary ed.

Newspapers – Philippines

CALL #: MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Manila daily bulletin.
IMPRINT = Manila : [s.n.
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-7326.
NOTE = Issue for Feb. 26, 1940 also called: 40th anniversary ed.

Newspapers – Philippines

CALL #: MF-7326 SEAM Feb. 26, 1940 (reel 1, item 1).
HOLDINGS = Neg. MF-1747 SEAM.
OCLC #: 32045394.

CALL #: MF-5199 reel 3 item 07 Neg. MF-at lab.
TITLE = Manila free Philippines.
IMPRINT = Manila : P.W.B., G.H.Q., O.W.I. Unit
NOTE = Includes issues from 1st and 2nd (extra) eds.
NOTE = Issued by: United States Office of War Information, Psychological Warfare Branch.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-5199 SEAM (reel 3) May 9, 1945 (extra ed.); Aug. 15, 1945 (1st and extra ed.).
OCLC # = 31956034.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = The Manila freedom.
IMPRINT = Manila : Manila Freedom
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers : MF-7325.
NOTE = Microfilm. Ann Arbor, Mich. : University Microfilms. on 1 reel with other items ; 35 mm.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-7325 SEAM Oct. 22, 25, 30-31, 1900; Mar. 7, Apr. 6, 9, 13, 15, 21-22, 27, 1903 (reel 1, item 11).
OCLC # = 13813065.

CALL # = MF-5199 reel 2 item 08 Neg. MF-at lab.
TITLE = Manila outpost.
IMPRINT = Manila : Outpost Pub. Co., 1898
SERIES = Southeast Asian newspapers.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 11884616.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = The Manila times.
UNF TITLE = Manila times (Manila, Philippines : 1945).

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-9861 SEAM Sept. 6-30, 1945 filmed with: Sunday times (Manila, Philippines).
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 2364068.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = El mercantil.
UNF TITLE = Mercantil (Manila, Philippines).
IMPRINT = Manila : s.n., -1930.
NOTE = "Diario español.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-10333 SEAM (2 reels) Sept. 2, 1929-Aug. 16, 1930.
OCLC # = 34007366.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF SEAM.
TITLE = La nación : órgano del Partido Demócrata.
UNF TITLE = Nación (Manila, Philippines).

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-10335 SEAM (1 reel) No. 112-114, 116-119 (May 21-23, 25-29); no. 120-137, 139-142, 144 (June 1-21, 23, 25-28, 30); no. 146-147, 149-151, 153, 155-171 (July 2-3, 5-7, 9, 11-31); no. 172-178, 180-194 (Aug. 1-9, 14-31); no. 195-201, 203-309 (Sept. 1, 8, 11-29); no. 404-407, 409, 411-420, 422 (Oct. 6-10, 13, 16-26, 29, 1923).

OCLC # = 34007404.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = The new American.
UNF TITLE = New American (Manila, Philippines).
IMPRINT = Manila : New American
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers : MF-7325.
NOTE = Microfilm. Ann Arbor, Mich. : University Microfilms. on 1 reel with other items ; 35 mm.
HOLDINGS = Filmed with other miscellaneous titles from University of Michigan.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-7325 SEAM Mar. 27, 1901 (reel 1, item 12).
OCLC # = 13813203.

CALL # = MF-5199 reel 2 item 09 Neg. MF-at lab.
TITLE = The new Orient.
UNF TITLE = New Orient (Manila, Philippines).
SERIES = Southeast Asian newspapers.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-5199 SEAM Jan. 21, 1899 (reel 2).
OCLC # = 8640574.

CALL # = MF-5199 reel 1 item 06 Neg. MF-at lab.
TITLE = La oceania española.
IMPRINT = Manila : [s.n.]
SERIES = Southeast Asian newspapers.
NOTE = "Diario de la mañana.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-5199 SEAM (reel 1) May 2, 1892; Apr. 11, Oct. 17, Nov. 10-11, 24, 30, 1896; Feb. 26, Apr. 3, 25, 1897; Jan. 27, Mar. 4, 1898.
OCLC # = 36466085.

CALL # = MF-5199 reel 1 item 07 Neg. MF-at lab.
TITLE = La opinión.
UNF TITLE = Opinión (Manila, Philippines : 1887).
IMPRINT = Manila : [s.n.]
SERIES = Southeast Asian newspapers.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-5199 SEAM Feb. 19-20, Mar. 1, 21, Apr. 24, June 18, 1890 (reel 1).
Newspapers – Philippines

OCLC # = 8856059.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Pagkakaisa.
UNF TITLE = Pagkakaisa (Manila, Philippines : 1929).
IMPRINT = Maynila : Rosourio Almario
NOTE = "Tanging pahayagang tagalog sa umaga.
NOTE = In Tagalog.
NOTE = Microfilm. Manila : Photoduplication Service, Ateneo de Manila Libraries. microfilm reels ; 35 mm.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-9881 SEAM (1 reel) Apr. 2-June 30, 1929; LACKS: June 10-20, 1929.
OCLC # = 13829100.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Philippine monitor.
IMPRINT = Manila : Media International, [1982].
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF -11161.
NOTE = Microfilm. Ithaca, N.Y. : Microfilmed by Challenge Industries [for] Cornell University Library, John M. Echols Collection [19-] On 1 microfilm reel with other items ; 35 mm.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11161 SEAM (1 reel) 1982: June 12-Oct. 9.
OCLC # = 37606047.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = The Philippine star
IMPRINT = Manila : Philippines Publishing Co.
DESCRIPT = Daily.
DESCRIPT = Began with Year 1, no. 1 (July 28, 1986).
NOTE = Published by PhilStar Daily, <2007->

OCLC # = 375211060.

HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF-5199 reel 2 item 03 Neg. MF-at lab.
TITLE = Philippines free press.
UNF TITLE = Philippines free press (Manila, Philippines : 1907).
IMPRINT = Manila : Philippines Free Press, 1907
SERIES = Southeast Asian newspapers.
NOTE = In English and Spanish.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-5199 SEAM Jan. 20, Feb. 3, Mar. 10-17, 1907.
HOLDINGS = ADDITIONAL HOLDINGS AVAILABLE AT CRL IN HARD COPY.
OCLC # = 31955923.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = El progreso.
UNF TITLE = Progreso (Manila, Philippines).
IMPRINT = Manila [Philippines] : Progreso

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-9730 SEAM July 19, 1898-Sept. 24, 1899 (reel 1); 1900-1904 (reels 2-6).
OCLC # = 9408024.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = La redención del obrero.
IMPRINT = Manila : La Redención del Obrero, [1903
NOTE = "Periodico defensor de los trabajadores de Filipinas.
NOTE = Director: Isabelo de Los Reyes.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-9880 SEAM (1 reel) Oct. 8-29, Nov. 12, 1903.
OCLC # = 32428174.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = El renacimiento.
UNF TITLE = Renacimiento (Manila, Philippines).
IMPRINT = Manila [Philippines] : Impr. de El Renacimiento
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-7326.
NOTE = In Spanish and Tagalog.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-7326 SEAM Dec. 30, 1901 (reel 1, item 4).
HOLDINGS = Neg. MF-1747 SEAM.
HOLDINGS = ADDITIONAL HOLDINGS AVAILABLE AT CRL ON MICROFILM FROM LC.
OCLC # = 32045534.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = El renacimiento.
UNF TITLE = Renacimiento (Manila, Philippines).
IMPRINT = Manila [Philippines] : Impr. de El Renacimiento
NOTE = Issues for <18 de enero de 1902-> called <año 2, núm. 112-
NOTE = In Spanish and Tagalog.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-7312 SEAM (17 reels) Jan. 18, 1902; 1903-Mar. 1908;
LACKS: See CRL Catalog for a detailed statement of lacks.
HOLDINGS = ADDITIONAL HOLDINGS AVAILABLE AT CRL ON MICROFILM FROM CRL.
OCLC # = 9593088.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = The republic.
UNF TITLE = Republic (Manila, Philippines : 1944).
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-11203.
NOTE = In English and Tagalog.
NOTE = Microfilm. Ithaca, N.Y. : Microfilmed by Challenge Industries [for] Cornell University Library, John M. Echols Collection [19--] On 1 microfilm reel with other items ; 35 mm.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 37818211.

CALL # = MF-5199 reel 1 item 08 Neg. MF-at lab.
TITLE = El resumen.
UNF TITLE = Resumen (Manila, Philippines).
IMPRINT = Manila : [s.n.
SERIES = Southeast Asian newspapers.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-5199 SEAM July 10, Sept. 11, 1890; Feb. 11, 15, 22, Mar. 12, 29, Apr. 5, 22, May 7, June 5, July 12, Aug. 5, Nov. 7, 1891; Feb. 21, 25, Mar. 6, Apr. 2, 24, May 12, 17, 25, June 2, 11, 14, 22, 28, July 1, 24- 28, Aug. 3, 10, 18, 20, Oct. 1, 15, Nov. 19-Dec. 18, 1892; Jan. 11, Mar. 17-18, 1893 (reel 1).
OCLC # = 8856655.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CALL #</th>
<th>MF</th>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>IMPRINT</th>
<th>NOTE</th>
<th>HOLDINGS</th>
<th>OCLC #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NOTE</td>
<td>Microfilm. Manila, Philippines : Ateneo de Manila. microfilm reels ; 35 mm.</td>
<td>HOLDINGS = Filmsed with: Suga, and: Democrata (Cebu City, Philippines).</td>
<td>HOLDINGS = Center has:</td>
<td>HOLDINGS = MF-9894 SEAM (1 reel) June 3, Dec. 9, 23, 1933.</td>
<td>HOLDINGS = MF-9894 SEAM (1 reel) June 3, Dec. 9, 23, 1933.</td>
<td>13649352.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALL #</td>
<td>MF-5199 reel 3 item 05 Neg. MF-at lab.</td>
<td>TITLE = La unión ibérica.</td>
<td>IMPRINT = Manila : [s.n.].</td>
<td>SERIES = Southeast Asian newspapers.</td>
<td>ADDITIONAL HOLDINGS AVAILABLE AT CRL ON MICROFILM FROM COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES.</td>
<td>OCLC # = 34007387.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NOTE = "Diario de la tarde.
NOTE = Master negative held by The Center for Research Libraries.
NOTE = Microfilm. Feb.11,1899 Topeka : Kansas State Historical Society [for Southeast Asia Microform Project ; Chicago, Ill. : distributed by The Center for Research Libraries, 1982] on 1 microfilm reel ; 35 mm. (Southeast Asian newspapers).

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-5199 SEAM Feb. 11, 1899 (reel 3).
OCLC # = 8654776.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Vanguardia.
UNF TITLE = Vanguardia (Manila, Philippines).

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-9718 1930-1931 (reels 1-8); 1935 (reels 9-11); Jan. 2-Mar. 16, 1937 (reel 12); Nov. 17-Dec. 31, 1941 (reel 13).
OCLC # = 11292489.

CALL # = MF Neg.MF.
TITLE = La vanguardia.
UNF TITLE = Vanguardia (Manila, Philippines).
IMPRINT = Manila : [La Vanguardia, Inc.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-9851 (3 reels) [Jan. 3-May 1922]; [June 30, 1923-May 22, 1931].
HOLDINGS = Neg. MF-1840 (3 reels).
OCLC # = 11449540.

Marawi City

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = The Marawi forum.
IMPRINT = Marawi City : K. Macasundig, [1972
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-11203.
NOTE = Microfilm. Ithaca, N.Y. : Microfilmed by Challenge Industries [for] Cornell University Library, John M. Echols Collection [19--] On 1 microfilm reel with other items ; 35 mm.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11203 SEAM (1 reel) 1972: May 31.
OCLC # = 37817819.

Quezon City

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = The guidon.
UNF TITLE = Guidon (Quezon City, Philippines).
IMPRINT = Loyola Heights, Q.C. : [s.n.
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-11159.
NOTE = In English and Tagalog.
NOTE = Issued by: Ateneo de Manila.
NOTE = Microfilm. Ithaca, N.Y. : Microfilmed by Challenge Industries [for] Cornell University Library, John M. Echols Collection [19--] On 1 microfilm reel with other items ; 35 mm.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11159 SEAM (1 reel) 1968: Oct. 2.
OCLC # = 37603893.
### San Fernando

**CALL # =** MF  
**TITLE =** The Ilocos times.  
**IMPRINT =** San Fernando, La Union : Ilocos Publications, Inc.  
**NOTE =** "The massive 'voice' of Ilocandia."  
**NOTE =** Microfilm. Ithaca, N.Y. : Microfilmed by Challenge Industries [for] Cornell University Library, John M. Echols Collection [19--] On 1 microfilm reel with other items ; 35 mm.  
**HOLDINGS =** Center has:  
**HOLDINGS =** MF-11159 SEAM (1 reel) 1972: June 16.  
**OCLC # =** 37604173.

### San Juan

**CALL # =** MF-12081  
**TITLE =** Business world.  
**UNF TITLE =** Voice (San Fernando, Pampanga, Philippines).  
**IMPRINT =** San Fernando, Pampanga : A.P. Baluyut  
**SERIES =** Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-11204.  
**NOTE =** Microfilm. Ithaca, N.Y. : Microfilmed by Challenge Industries [for] Cornell University Library, John M. Echols Collection [19--] On 1 microfilm reel with other items ; 35 mm.  
**HOLDINGS =** Center has:  
**HOLDINGS =** MF-11204 SEAM (1 reel) 1972: June 4, July 2.  
**OCLC # =** 37818248.

### Santa Cruz

**CALL # =** MF  
**TITLE =** Bayanihan = Southern Luzon weekly news.  
**IMPRINT =** Santa Cruz, Laguna : [s.n.]  
**SERIES =** Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-11157.  
**NOTE =** In Tagalog and English.  
**NOTE =** Microfilm. Ithaca, N.Y. : Microfilmed by Challenge Industries [for] Cornell University Library, John M. Echols Collection [19--] On 1 microfilm reel with other items ; 35 mm.  
**HOLDINGS =** Center has:  
**HOLDINGS =** MF-11157 SEAM (1 reel) 1972: June 22.  
**OCLC # =** 37603753.

### Sorsogon

**CALL # =** MF  
**TITLE =** Mt. Bulusan times.  
**IMPRINT =** Sorsogon : Arevalo Printer  
**SERIES =** Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-11157.  
**NOTE =** "Exponent of democracy and Bicolandia's interest."  
**NOTE =** In English, Tagalog and Bikol.  
**NOTE =** Microfilm. Ithaca, N.Y. : Microfilmed by Challenge Industries [for] Cornell University Library, John M. Echols Collection [19--] On 1 microfilm reel with other items ; 35 mm.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11157 SEAM (1 reel) 1972: May 31-June 14; Nov. 22.
OCLC # = 37604326.

Tacloban

CALL # = MF-5199 reel 3 item 06 Neg. MF-at lab.
TITLE = Leyte-Samar free Philippines.
SERIES = Southeast Asian newspapers.
NOTE = Microfilm. Oct.29,Nov.12,19,23,1944 Topeka : Kansas State Historical Society [for Southeast Asia Microform Project ; Chicago, Ill. : Available from Center for Research Libraries, 1982] on 1 microfilm reel with other items ; 35 mm. (Southeast Asian newspapers).
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-5199 SEAM (reel 3) 1944: Oct. 29, Nov. 12, 19, 23.
HOLDINGS = ADDITIONAL HOLDINGS AVAILABLE AT CRL ON MICROFILM FROM CORNELL UNIVERSITY LIBRARY.
OCLC # = 8855949.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Leyte-Samar free Philippines.
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers : MF-11161.
NOTE = Microfilm. Ithaca, N.Y. : Microfilmed by Challenge Industries [for] Cornell University Library, John M. Echols Collection [19--] On 1 microfilm reel with other items ; 35 mm.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11161 SEAM (1 reel) 1944: Dec. 14-17, 24;
OCLC # = 37605982.

Tugaya

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = The Mindanao news star.
IMPRINT = Tugaya, Lanao del Sur : Datu Gulam P. Kansi, [1975
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers : MF-11203
NOTE = Microfilm. Ithaca, N.Y. : Microfilmed by Challenge Industries [for] Cornell University Library, John M. Echols Collection [19--] On 1 microfilm reel with other items ; 35 mm.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 37816575.

Urdaneta

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = The eastern voice.
IMPRINT = Urdaneta, Pangasinan : [s.n.
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers : MF-11159.
NOTE = Microfilm. Ithaca, N.Y. : Microfilmed by Challenge Industries [for] Cornell University Library, John M. Echols Collection [19--] On 1 microfilm reel with other items ; 35 mm.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11159 SEAM (1 reel) 1972: June 16.
OCLC # = 37604362.
Zamboanga

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = The Mindanao herald.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-1843 SEAM (1 reel).
HOLDINGS = ADDITIONAL HOLDINGS AVAILABLE AT CRL ON MICROFILM FROM DUKE UNIVERSITY AND CRL.
OCLC # = 32427365.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = The Mindanao herald.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-9879 SEAM (1 reel) Apr. 1905-Nov. 6, 1909.
HOLDINGS = ADDITIONAL HOLDINGS AVAILABLE AT CRL ON MICROFILM FROM DUKE UNIVERSITY AND CRL.
OCLC # = 18630367.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = The Mindanao herald.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-9882 SEAM (5 reels) [Sept. 27, 1919-Dec. 27, 1930].
HOLDINGS = ADDITIONAL HOLDINGS AVAILABLE AT CRL ON MICROFILM FROM CRL AND LC.
OCLC # = 13077471.
Singapore

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Eastern sun.
UNF TITLE = Eastern sun (Singapore).
IMPRINT = Singapore : Eastern Sun, 1966-
DESCRIPT = Daily.
NOTE = "Independent National Daily."
OCLC # = 72823478.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF-5199 reel 3 item 13 Neg. MF-at lab.
TITLE = Jawi peranakkan.
IMPRINT = Singapore.
SERIES = Southeast Asian newspapers.
NOTE = Text in Malay (Arabic script).
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-5199 SEAM Nov. 7, 1881 (reel 3).
HOLDINGS = Neg. MF-1577.
OCLC # = 5927192.

CALL # = MF-15123.
TITLE = The Straits times and Singapore journal of commerce.
IMPRINT = Singapore : F. Johnson, 1845-
DESCRIPT = Weekly.
DESCRIPT = Vol. 1, no. 1 (July 15, 1845)-
OCLC # = 133148436.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-15123 SEAM (1 reel) July 15-Dec 31, 1845; Jan 1-Dec 27, 1848; Jan 6-Dec 28, 1852.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = The Straits times.
UNF TITLE = Straits times (Singapore : Daily).
IMPRINT = Singapore : E.A. Murphy.
DESCRIPT = Daily, Sept. 23, 1945-
NOTE = Also available on microfilm from the Library of Congress, and the Center for Research Libraries.
OCLC # = 28575862.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-4001 SEAM (reels 1-14) Jan 2, 1883-1889.
HOLDINGS = MF-363 FNMP (24 reels) 1890-1901.
HOLDINGS = MF-4001 SEAM (reels 15-393) 1902-Jan 29,1942.
**HOLDINGS** = MF-15852 (422 reels)  Aug 9, 2008-

**CALL #** = MF.

**TITLE** = *Xingzhou ri bao = Sin chew jit poh.*

**IMPRINT** = Singapore : Foo Chew Keat,

**DESCRIPT** = Daily.

**DESCRIPT** = Began in 1929.

**NOTE** = Published in Petaling Jaya, Selangor, <1963-

**NOTE** = Microfilm. [Singapore : National University of Singapore Library] microfilm reels ; 35 mm.

**NOTE** = In Chinese.

**OCLC #** = 16148043

**HOLDINGS** = Center has:

Thailand

Bangkok

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = The Bangkok chronicle.
IMPRINT = Bangkok : Thai Commercial Co., 1939
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-4054 SEAM (5 reels) Dec. 1941-1944.
OCLC # = 11975366.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = The Bangkok chronicle.
IMPRINT = Bangkok : Thai Commercial Co., 1939
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-9728 SEAM (8 reels) Sept. 5, 1939-Nov. 11, 1941.
HOLDINGS = ADDITIONAL HOLDINGS AVAILABLE ON MICROFILM FROM NATIONAL LIBRARY OF THAILAND.
OCLC # = 11685295.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Bangkok recorder.
UNF TITLE = Bangkok recorder (Bangkok, Thailand : 1865).
IMPRINT = Bangkok : D.B. Bradley
NOTE = Issued by: American Missionary Association.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-9868 SEAM/NAP (1 reel) Jan. 13, 1866-Jan. 16, 1867.
OCLC # = 11685494.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = The Bangkok times.
IMPRINT = Bangkok : T. Lloyd Williams
NOTE = Microfilm. Bangkok : National Library, Bangkok, Thailand. microfilm reels ; 35 mm.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-8024 1888-1890, Jan. 10, 1891-1893 (reels 1-4); Jan. 31, 1894-1895 (reels 5-6).
HOLDINGS = MF-4053 SEAM (1 reel) Dec. 1941-Sept. 1942.
HOLDINGS = ADDITIONAL HOLDINGS AVAILABLE ON MICROFILM FROM NATIONAL ARCHIVES OF THAILAND.
OCLC # = 32058116.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Bangkok tribune.
IMPRINT = Bangkok, Thailand : P. Phloyphrom
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11821 SEAM (7 reels) 1952: Aug. 19-30, Sept. 2-16, 27;
HOLDINGS = 1958: Jan. 3-22.
OCLC # = 41094619.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Chot mai het sayam samai khao nai krungthep khao thoralek nak
IMPRINT = [Bangkok?]. [s.n.].
NOTE = In Thai?
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call #</th>
<th>MF-13744</th>
<th>MF-18420</th>
<th>MF-10131</th>
<th>MF-15401</th>
<th>MF-6791</th>
<th>MF-6791</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Chao Thai</td>
<td>Sayammit</td>
<td>Sayāmrat</td>
<td>Sayāmrat</td>
<td>Shi jie ri bao</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMPRINT</td>
<td>[Bangkok : Thai Sanakkhi]</td>
<td>[Bangkok : Borisat Phimpraphan]</td>
<td>[Phranakhon] : Thanuan Chatuprayun</td>
<td>[Bangkok, Thailand : 1936]</td>
<td>[Man'gu : Shi jie bao ye you xian gong si]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOLDINGS</td>
<td>Center has:</td>
<td>Center has:</td>
<td>Center has:</td>
<td>Center has:</td>
<td>Center has:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCLC #</td>
<td>54700250</td>
<td>41092208</td>
<td>33150336</td>
<td>41499408</td>
<td>41499408</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALL #</td>
<td>MF-13744</td>
<td>MF-18420</td>
<td>MF-10131</td>
<td>MF-15401</td>
<td>MF-6791</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TITLE</td>
<td>Chao Thai</td>
<td>Sayammit</td>
<td>Sayāmrat</td>
<td>Sayāmrat</td>
<td>Shi jie ri bao</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMPRINT</td>
<td>[Bangkok : Thai Sanakkhi]</td>
<td>[Bangkok : Borisat Phimpraphan]</td>
<td>[Phranakhon] : Thanuan Chatuprayun</td>
<td>[Bangkok, Thailand : 1936]</td>
<td>[Man'gu : Shi jie bao ye you xian gong si]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOLDINGS</td>
<td>Center has:</td>
<td>Center has:</td>
<td>Center has:</td>
<td>Center has:</td>
<td>Center has:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCLC #</td>
<td>54700250</td>
<td>41092208</td>
<td>33150336</td>
<td>41499408</td>
<td>41499408</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Newspapers – Thailand

(pp. 9-16), 1969; Jan. Mar. 1, (pp. 1-12); Mar. 2 (pp. 13-16), June 4 (pp. 5-8), July 3, Oct. 1 (pp. 9-16), Oct. 6, 1970; Feb. 22 (pp. 9-16), 1971; Jan. 4-7, July 7 (pp. 9-16), July 16, Oct. 15 (pp. 5-8), Oct. 16 (pp. 5-8), Dec. 10, Dec. 12 (pp. 5-8), 1973; Feb. 17-20, 22 (pp. 13-16), 1974.

OCLC # = 23564881.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Shi jie wan bao = Universal evening news.
IMPRINT = Man'gu : Shi jie bao ye you xian gong si,
DESCRIPTION = Daily (except Sun.).
NOTE = Microfilm. Hawaii : University of Hawaii at Manoa. microfilm reels ; 35 mm.
NOTE = In Chinese.
NOTE = Zhonghua min guo 62 nian 7 yue 30 ri [i.e. July 30, 1973] LIC.
OCLC # = 23290354.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-6734 SEAM (17 reels) Jan. 4, 1965-July 30, 1973;

CALL # = MF-5199 reel 3 item 10 Neg. MF-at lab.
TITLE = Siam free press.
IMPRINT = Bangkok : [s.n.
S SERIES = Southeast Asian newspapers.
NOTE = Master negative held by The Center for Research Libraries.
(Southeast Asian newspapers).
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-5199 SEAM Sept. 1, 1893; July 16, 21, 1898 (reel 3).
OCLC # = 8856069.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Siam weekly advertiser.
IMPRINT = Bangkok : S.J. Smith's Printing Office
NOTE = Microfilm. Ithaca, N.Y. : Photo Services of Cornell University. microfilm reels ; 35 mm.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 33201600.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Siang Mai.
IMPRINT = Bangkok : Borisat Wan mai, [1974
NOTE = In Thai.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 41093524.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Siang puangchon.
IMPRINT = Bangkok : Borisat Waiwiwat Chamkat
NOTE = In Thai.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11829 SEAM (11 reels) 1974: Nov. 26, Nov. 28-Dec. 31;
OCLC # = 41105845.

CALL # = MF-7903.
TITLE = Standard.
UNF Tittle = Standard (Bangkok, Thailand).
IMPRINT = Bangkok, Siam : Published by Ngarmchita Purachattra for M.L. Saluay Siri Wong.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 24199086.

CALL # = MF-13916.
TITLE = Thai mai.
IMPRINT = [Bangkok : s.n.].
NOTE = In Thai.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 58599047.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Thai rat.
IMPRINT = Bangkok : Borisat Pollasin Chamkat
NOTE = In Thai.
NOTE = Microfilm. Wooster, Ohio : Bell & Howell, Micro Photo Division for Cornell University Libraries. microfilm reels ; 35 mm.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 36732407.

CALL # = MF-13813.
TITLE = Thai wichan.
NOTE = In Thai.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 55991745.

**Bang Sæn**

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Bangsæn.
IMPRINT = [Bang Sæn], Cholburi, [Thailand : s.n.
NOTE = In Thai.
NOTE = Microfilm. Ithaca, NY : Cornell University, John M. Echols Collection, 1999. 3 microfilm reels ; 35 mm.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 42283093.

**Chiang Mai**

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Khon muang.
IMPRINT = [Chiangmai ; s.n.
NOTE = In Thai.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HOLDINGS</td>
<td>Center has:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCLC #</td>
<td>15432347.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALL #</td>
<td>T3 R66 F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TITLE</td>
<td>Samut San</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMPRINT</td>
<td>Bangkok</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPT</td>
<td>5 reels pos. mf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTE</td>
<td>Nos. 1-63; 1914-March 1919</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| CALL # | MF. |
| TITLE | San Sayam. |
| UNF TITLE | San Sayam (Chiang Mai, Thailand). |
| IMPRINT | Chiang Mai: [s.n.]. |
| HOLDINGS | Center has: |
| OCLC # | 45459739. |

| CALL # | MF. |
| TITLE | San Sayam (Chabap Itsara). |
| IMPRINT | Chiang Mai: [s.n.]. |
| HOLDINGS | Center has: |
| HOLDINGS | MF-12378 SEAM (1 reel) Jan. 6-Dec. 29, 1975. |
| OCLC # | 45459939. |

| CALL # | MF. |
| TITLE | Thai nui. |
| IMPRINT | Chiang Mai, Thailand |
| NOTE | In Thai. |
| HOLDINGS | Center has: |
| HOLDINGS | MF-11826 SEAM (5 reels) 1975. |
| OCLC # | 41093455. |

| CALL # | MF. |
| TITLE | Thai nua. |
| IMPRINT | Chiang Mai, Thailand: s.n. |
| NOTE | In Thai. |
| HOLDINGS | Center has: |
| HOLDINGS | MF-11989 SEAM (1 reel) 1966: Jan. 25-Feb. 1, Apr. 12, 26, May 10-31, June 14-21, July 5-Aug. 2. |
| OCLC # | 42364178. |

| CALL # | MF. |
| TITLE | Thin Thai. |
| IMPRINT | Chiang Mai: Sayam Kanphim, 2518 [i.e. 1975]. |
| NOTE | In Thai. |
| HOLDINGS | Center has: |
| HOLDINGS | MF-11851 SEAM (4 reels) 1975: Jan.-Dec. |
| OCLC # | 41228390. |
Lampang

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Ekkarat.
IMPRINT = Lampang, Thailand : s.n.

Nakhon Ratchasima

CALL # = MF-13812 item [2].
TITLE = Nangsuphim Chao 'Isan yu phatthana.
NOTE = In Thai.

Nakhon Sawan

CALL # = MF-13813.
TITLE = Dæn Thai : nangsuphim thongthin Nakhon Sawan = Dan Thai.
NOTE = In Thai.

Nakhon Si Thammarat

CALL # = MF-13918.
TITLE = Siang rat.
IMPRINT = Nakhon Si Thammarat, Thailand : Rongphim Nakhon Tham.
NOTE = In Thai.

SEAM Holdings List – August 2011
HOLDINGS = MF-13918 SEAM (1 reel) 1975: Jan 5-7, Jan 25-Feb 7, Feb 11-17, Mar 1-3, Mar 9-June 3, June 9-15,27, July 1-Dec 30; LACKS: Jan 8-24, Feb 9, 16,18-28, Mar 5-7, June 5-7, 17-25, 29.
OCLC # = 58599041.

Sukhothai

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Siang chonnabot = Sieng chonabot.
UNF TITLE = Siang chonnabot (Sukhothai, Thailand).
IMPRINT = [Sukhothai, Thailand : s.n.
NOTE = In Thai.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11991 SEAM (1 reel) 1969: July-Dec.;
HOLDINGS = 1970: Jan.-May 10, May 30-Dec.;
OCLC # = 42364108.

Yala

CALL # = MF-13916.
TITLE = Chao Tai = Chao Tai.
IMPRINT = Changwat Yala : [s.n.].
NOTE = In Thai.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-13916 SEAM (1 reel) 1975: Jan 6-Dec 31.
OCLC # = 58599042.
United States

Chicago

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = TM herald.
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-11204.
NOTE = Available on microfilm from the State Historical Society of Wisconsin and Cornell University Library.
NOTE = Issued with: Maynila, Mar.-June 1985.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 12728022.

Jersey City

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = The Manila times east.
IMPRINT = Jersey City, NJ : Manila Times East, Inc.
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-11161.
NOTE = Published in New York, N.Y. <Sept. 24/30, 1987-May 29/June 4, 1988
NOTE = Also available on microfilm from Cornell University Library.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 15472229.

Los Angeles

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Serichon = Sereechon.
IMPRINT = Los Angeles : [s.n.
NOTE = Also available on microfilm from UMI.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-12368 SEAM (reel 1) 1978: Jan. 5-19, Feb. 2-June 15.
HOLDINGS = MF-12368 SEAM (reel 2) 1978: June 22.
HOLDINGS = MF-12368 SEAM (reel 1) 1978: June 29.
HOLDINGS = MF-12368 SEAM (reel 2) 1978: July 6-Aug. 10.
HOLDINGS = MF-12368 SEAM (reel 1) 1978: Aug. 17-24;
HOLDINGS = 1979: Dec. 13/19; Dec. 20/26 (p. 13-24 only);
HOLDINGS = 1983: Feb. 2/8-Mar. 23/29, Mar. 30/Apr. 5 (section 1 only), Apr. 6/12 (section 2 only), Apr. 13/19-June 1/7, Aug.
24/30-Aug. 31/Sept. 6, Sept. 14/20-Sept. 28/Oct. 4, Nov. 2/8-16/22.
OCLC # = 45312710.

San Francisco

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = The mabuhay republic.
IMPRINT = San Francisco, Calif. : J.T. Esteva
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-11204.
NOTE = Also available on microfilm from University of Washington and Cornell University Library.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 30317781.
Seattle

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = The Filipino-American herald.
IMPRINT = Seattle, Wash. : P.M. Ignacio
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-11159.
NOTE = Also available on microfilm from University of Washington and Cornell University Library.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11159 SEAM (1 reel)  1978: Mar. 15-Apr. 12; June 15.
OCLC # = 17597533.

Topeka

CALL # = MF-5199 Neg. MF-at lab.
TITLE = Southeast Asian newspapers.
IMPRINT = Topeka, Kansas : Kansas State Historical Society [for SEAM], 1982.
NOTE = Text in English, Spanish, Tagalog and others.
NOTE = Reel guide is filmed at the beginning of Reel 1.
HOLDINGS = Individual titles are cataloged separately.
OCLC # = 8856046.

Westminster

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = D'ong Nai : t'o báo cua moi gia di'nh.
UNF TITLE = D'ong Nai (Westminster, Calif.).
NOTE = Also available on microfilm from Cornell University, John M. Echols Collection.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11827 SEAM (3 reels)  1983: Sept. 13-Dec. 27;
HOLDINGS = 1984: Jan. 3-Nov. 24, Dec. 4-25;
OCLC # = 41111088.
Vietnam

Banmêthuot

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Darlac xây dung.
IMPRINT = Banmêthuot : [s.n., 1966
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers : MF-12082.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 42469843.

Can Tho

CALL # = MF-15542.
TITLE = L'appel
UNF TITLE = Appel (Căn Thơ, Vietnam).
IMPRINT = Cantho, Cochinchine : Imp. de l'Ouest.
DESCRIPT = Weekly.
DESCRIPT = Began in 1922.
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.
OCLC # = 173311719.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-15542 SEAM (1 reel) June 17, 1922-Dec 29, 1923.

Cholon

CALL # = MF-16153.
TITLE = Che pao = Le temps.
UNF TITLE = Che pao (Chợ Lớn. Vietnam).
IMPRINT = Cholon, Cochinchine [Vietnam] : [s.n.].
DESCRIPT = Daily.
NOTE = "Journal quotidien chinois."
NOTE = In Vietnamese (in Chinese characters).
OCLC # = 460736119.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-16153 SEAM (1 reel) Aug 29, Sept 1-Nov 30, 1938; Apr 1-May 29, 1939.
NOTE = Original from the National Library of Vietnam. Filmed at Ateneo de Manila University.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Họaิกิ่ว ข่าว白天 = Journal chinois de Cochinchine.
DESCRIPT = Daily.
NOTE = In Vietnamese (in Chinese characters).
OCLC # = 465226138.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

NOTE = Original from the National Library of Vietnam. Filmed at Ateneo de Manila University.

CALL # = MF-16174.
TITLE = Nam ky Hoa kieu nhat bao = Journal chinois de Cochinchine.
DESCRIPT = Daily.
NOTE = In Vietnamese (in Chinese characters).
OCLC # = 465225269.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-16174 SEAM (2 reels) July 3-Dec 30, 1922.

CALL # = MF-15899.
TITLE = Quan bao.
IMPRINT = Cholon [Vietnam] : [s.n.].
DESCRIPT = Began with No. 1 (July 17, 1928).
NOTE = In Chinese. Some in French.
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell reproductions of this material.
OCLC # = 297107536.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-15899 SEAM (4 reels) July 17, 1928-Aug 26, 1930.
NOTE = SEAM/Luce Vietnam grant.
NOTE = SEAM/CRL may not sell copies of film at this time. Use neg. only to replace lost film.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Shi bao = Zhebao = Le temps.
UNF TITLE = Shi bao (Chor Lon, Vietnam).
DESCRIPT = Every three days, Apr. 22-May 29, 1939.
DESCRIPT = No. 1 (Min guo 27 nian 8 yue 29 ri [i.e. Aug. 29, 1938])-no. 188 (Min guo 28 nian 5 yue 29 ri [i.e. May 29, 1939]).
NOTE = "Journal quotidien chinois."
NOTE = In Chinese.
OCLC # = 44027502.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
NOTE = SEAM/CRL may not sell copies of film at this time.

CALL # = MF-16155.
TITLE = Tan dong a bao.
IMPRINT = Cholon [Vietnam] : [s.n.].
NOTE = In Vietnamese (in Chinese characters).
OCLC # = 460736120.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-16155 SEAM (1 reel) Nov 1,6, Dec 1-31, 1943; Jan 3-Feb 15, May 16,31, 1944.
NOTE = Original from the National Library of Vietnam. Filmed at Ateneo de Manila University.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Trung quoc nhat bao = l'information chinoise de Cochinchine.
DESCRIPT = Daily.
NOTE = In Vietnamese (in Chinese characters).
OCLC # = 465226137.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-16175 SEAM (84 reels) Jan 30-Dec 31, 1930; July 3-Sept 4, 1931; Jan 1-Dec 31, 1932; Jan 3-June 30, Aug 1-Dec 31, 1934; Feb 9-28, 1935; Apr 2-Dec 31, 1935; Mar 1-June 30, 1936; Sept 1, 1936-Feb 28, 1937; May 1, 1937-July 31, 1938; Nov 4-11, 1938; Dec 1, 1938-Feb 29, 1940; May 1, 1940-Aug 31, 1941; Jan 2, 1942-Mar 31, 1944; Jan 1-Feb 28, 1945.
NOTE = Original from the National Library of Vietnam. Filmed at Ateneo de Manila University.

CALL # = MF-16157.
TITLE = Wa nan yat po.
IMPRINT = Cholon [Vietnam]: Impr. Wa Nan.
NOTE = Began in 1939?
NOTE = In Vietnamese (in Chinese characters).
OCLC # = 460736122.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
NOTE = Original from the National Library of Vietnam. Filmed at Ateneo de Manila University.

CALL # = MF-16156.
TITLE = Yueh nam jip pao.
IMPRINT = Cholon, Cochinchine: Impr. Man-Sanh.
NOTE = Daily.
NOTE = In Vietnamese (in Chinese characters).
OCLC # = 460724461.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-16156 SEAM (1 reel) Sept 7-Oct 16, 1939.
NOTE = Original from the National Library of Vietnam. Filmed at Ateneo de Manila University.

Dong Hoi

CALL # = MF-14678.
TITLE = Liên minh.
IMPRINT = [Dong Hoi, Vietnam: s.n., 1946]-
DESCRIPTION = Weekly.
DESCRIPTION = Số 1 (ngày 19 tháng 1 năm 1946).
OCLC # = 77081543.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-14678 SEAM (1 reel) Jan 19-Feb 16, 1946.
HOLDINGS = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.

Haiphong

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = L’Annam-Tonkin.
IMPRINT = Haiphong: Impr. d’Extrême-Orient
NOTE = At head of title: Indo-chine française.
NOTE = In French.
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HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11757 SEAM (1 reel) Dec. 1, 1891-Apr. 13, 1893; Apr. 15, 1893.
OCLC # = 40949602.

Hanoi

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = L’Annam nouveau.
IMPRINT = Hanoi : Impr. Trung-Bac Tan-Van

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11809 SEAM (1 reel) 1932, 1937, 1940-1941.
OCLC # = 41091942.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Báo đông-pháp.
NOTE = Vietnamese ed. of: France-Indochine.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11119 SEAM (7 reels) Jan. 8, 1926-Jun 5, 1932.
OCLC # = 37624355.

CALL # = MF-15979.
TITLE = Cải tổ.
UNF TITLE = Cải tổ (Hanoi, Vietnam : Daily).
IMPRINT = Hà Nội : Phạm-văn-thụ.
DESCRIPT = Daily (except Sat.).
DESCRIPT = Began with Năm thứ 1., số 1 (6-11-1949).
NOTE = "Nhất-bảo thông tin và nghị-luận."
OCLC # = 316334854.

CALL # = MF-15980.
TITLE = Cảm-dân.
UNF TITLE = Cảm-dân (Hanoi, Vietnam).
IMPRINT = Hà Nội ; [s.n.].
DESCRIPT = Daily.
DESCRIPT = Began with Số 1 (28-7-1949).
OCLC # = 316535444.

CALL # = MF-15980.
TITLE = Cảm-dân (Hanoi, Vietnam).
IMPRINT = Hà Nội ; [s.n.].
DESCRIPT = Daily (except Sun.).
DESCRIPT = Began with Năm thứ 1., số 1 (9-8-1949).
IMPRINT = Hà Noi : Dang Dân chu Việt Nam
NOTE = Some issues accompanied by supplements.
NOTE = Microfilm. Paris : Association pour de la reproduction photographique de la presse. microfilm reels ; 35 mm.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-12160 SEAM (1 reel) Sept. 4-Dec. 5, 11-30, 1945.
OCLC # = 43344174.

CALL # = MF-15981.
TITLE = Đòi mòi
UNF TITLE = Đòi mòi (Hanoi, Vietnam).
IMPRINT = [Hanoi] : [s.n.].
DESCRIPT = Daily (except Sun.).
DESCRIPT = -
DESCRIPT = 1 (21-49).
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell reproductions of this material.
OCLC # = 316798015.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Đông-pháp.
IMPRINT = Hanoi : Impr. Báo dong-pháp, [1932]
Báo dong-pháp, Jan.-June 5, 1932.
NOTE = Vietnamese ed. of: France-Indochine.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11119 SEAM (reel 7) June 6/7-30, 1932.
OCLC # = 37632336.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Đông phụng.
UNF TITLE = Đông phụng (Hanoi, Vietnam).
IMPRINT = [Hanoi] : Impr. du Dong-Phuong, [1929]
NOTE = None published, Nov. 24-Dec. 22, 1929.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = 1933: Jan.-Nov. 17.
HOLDINGS = 1934: Nov. 4-Dec. 24.
OCLC # = 37623731.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = L'écho du Tonkin.
IMPRINT = [Hanoi?] : s.n.
NOTE = "Journal indépendant.
NOTE = At head of title: Indo-chine française.
NOTE = In French.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-4105 SEAM (1 reel).
HOLDINGS = 1899: Jan. 7-28, Feb. 4-25, Apr. 1-June 14, June 21-28, Nov. 4- Dec. 6, Dec. 16-23.
OCLC # = 44027420.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
L'effort indochinois

Hanoi : Imp. spéciale de l'Effort.

Weekly.

Began in 1936; ceased in 1941?

NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.


OCLC # = 40937117.

CALL # = MF-15983.

ENTENTE

Hanoi : Impr. de l'Entente.

Daily.

Began Oct. 25, 1946.


OCLC # = 316859156.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.

EXTRÊME ORIENT

Hanoi : Extrême Orient

NOTE = Published by: F.H. Schneider, <Sept. 24, 1899-


OCLC # = 40949954.

CALL # = MF-15403.

FRANCE_INDOCHINE

Hanoi : [s.n.], 1919-1940.

NOTE = Aix-en-Provence : Archives Nationales France Outre-Mer, 1989. 1 microfilm reel ; 35 mm.

OCLC # = 156908954.

CALL # = MF-15403 Jul-Dec, 1925.

GIÂC NGÔ

Hanoi : [s.n.].

Biweekly, <July 13, 1952->

OCLC # = 315893648.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Giang sơn.
IMPRINT = [s.n.,]
DESCRIPT = Daily.
DESCRIPT = Began in 1950.
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell reproductions of this material.
OCLC # = 44027326.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF-14681.
TITLE = Gil Blas.
UNF TITLE = Gil Blas (Hanoi, Vietnam).
IMPRINT = Hanoi : Impr. la Volonté indochinoise, [1932]-
DESCRIPT = Weekly.
DESCRIPT = 1. année, no 1 (11 déc. 1932)-
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.
OCLC # = 77481056.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-14681 SEAM (1 reel) Dec 11, 1932-June 4, 1933.

CALL # = MF-15979.
TITLE = Hà nội tân văn.
IMPRINT = Hà Nội : [s.n.].
DESCRIPT = Daily.
DESCRIPT = Began with Số 1 (12-9-1949).
OCLC # = 316335470.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = CRL does not have rights to sell reproductions of this material.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Hà thành ngo-báo
IMPRINT = Hanoi : Impr. spéciale du Hà thành ngo-bá, [1927-1931].
DESCRIPT = Daily (combined Monday/Tuesday issue).
DESCRIPT = Năm 1., số 1 (12 mai 1927)-năm thứ 5., n. 1199 (14 aout 1931).
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.
OCLC # = 63144977.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-14190 SEAM (reel 1-4) May 2, 1927-Nov 17, 1928; Feb 18, 1929-Oct 28, 1930; Mar 1-Aug 14, 1931.
IDENTITY = MF [Neg. MF]; 1927-1936; 8 reels.
NOTE = SEAM/Luce Vietnam grant.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = L'indépendance tonkinoise
IMPRINT = Hanoi : Imp. l'Indépendance tonkinoise.
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DESCRIPT = Daily (combined Mon./Tues. issue).
OCLC # = 64385137.

HOLDINGS = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-14236 SEAM (1 reel) Jan 3-Mar 30, July 2-Sept 29/30, 1919; Jan 3-June 30/July 1, 1924.
NOTE = SEAM/Luce Vietnam grant.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = L’Indo-chine française.
IMPRINT = Hanoi : Indo-chine française, [1896
NOTE = "Organe des intérêts commerciaux, industriels et agricoles.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = 1898: Mar. 4-17, 19-26, 29-31, Apr. 8, June 25, 28, 30, July 2- 9;
OCLC # = 40949692.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = L’inho-chinois.
IMPRINT = Hanoi : [s.n.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11748 SEAM (4 reels) 1900: July 3-7, 19-21, July 26-Aug. 18;
HOLDINGS = 1901: Jan. 5-29, Feb. 26-June 29;
HOLDINGS = 1902: Jan. 4-June 28;
HOLDINGS = 1903: Jan. 1-Dec. 31;
HOLDINGS = 1904: Jan. 2?, Jan. 9?-June 27;
HOLDINGS = 1905: Jan. 6-Dec. 30;
HOLDINGS = 1906: July 12-Sept. 1;
HOLDINGS = 1907: Jan. 1-10;
HOLDINGS = 1908: May 3-Aug. 8;
HOLDINGS = 1909:
HOLDINGS = 1910: Mar. 16-Nov. 20.
OCLC # = 40808174.

CALL # = MF-15979.
TITLE = Kiện thiết
IMPRINT = Hà Nội : [s.n.]
DESCRIPT = Weekly.
DESCRIPT = Begun with N@m th@r 1., số 1 (5-1-1949).
OCLC # = 31633081.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = CRL does not have rights to sell reproductions of this material.

CALL # = MF-15974.
TITLE = Liên hiệp.
UNF TITLE = Liên hiệp (Hanoi, Vietnam).
IMPRINT = Hà Nội : [s.n.]
DESCRIPT = Daily.
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell reproductions of this material.
OCLC # = 315857394.
CALL # = MF-15966.
TITLE = Ngày mới
UNF TITLE = Ngày mới (Hanoi, Vietnam).
IMPRINT = [Hanoi] : [s.n.].
DESCRIPT = Daily.
DESCRIPT = Began in 1947?
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell reproductions of this material.
OCLC # = 313430453.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Ngô báo
IMPRINT = Hanoi : [Ngo báo, 1931-].
DESCRIPT = Daily (combined Monday/Tuesday issue).
DESCRIPT = Năm thứ 5., n. 1200 (15 août 1931)-
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.
OCLC # = 37612892.

CALL # = MF-14190 
TITLE = Nhân dân : co quan Trung Uong cua Dang lao dong Viet-Nam.
IMPRINT = Hà Noi : Nhân Dân
NOTE = Organ of: Trung Uong cua Dang cong san Viêt Nam, <1979-
NOTE = Microfilm. [S.l. : s.n.] microfilm reels ; 35 cm.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 32934152.

CALL # = MF-15979.
TITLE = Nhật báo
IMPRINT = Hà Nội : [s.n.].
DESCRIPT = Daily (except Sun.).
DESCRIPT = Began with Số 1 (30-1-1950).
OCLC # = 316334856.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Nhật tân
IMPRINT = Hanoi : Typo Trung-Bac Tan-Van, [1933-]
DESCRIPT = Weekly.
DESCRIPT = Năm thứ 1., số 1 (2 aout 1933)-
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.
OCLC # = 64271435.
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NOTE = SEAM/Luce Vietnam grant.
NOTE = Neg. produced by National Library of Vietnam. Master neg. owned by NLV.

CALL # = MF SEAM.
TITLE = Notre voix.
IMPRINT = Hanoi : Imp. Le-Cuong, [1939]
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 33465000.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Nuoc nam.
UNF TITLE = Nuoc nam (Hanoi, Vietnam : 1938).
IMPRINT = Hanoi : Impr. du Thung Bac Tan Van
NOTE = Issues for <Jan. 10-Dec. 19, 1942> called also: <5.> année.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11125 SEAM (1 reel) 1939-1940.
HOLDINGS = 1941: Jan. 4-11, Feb. 8-Nov.
OCLC # = 37603023.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Le peuple : organe de combat pour l’indépendance du Viet-Nam.
UNF TITLE = Peuple (Hanoi, Vietnam).
IMPRINT = [Hanoi : Le Peuple
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-12641 SEAM (1 reel) 1946: Apr. 7-Sept. 29.
OCLC # = 48668624.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Quoc gia
IMPRINT = Hanoi : Impr. Trung Bac Tan Va, [1938-]
DESCRIPT = Daily (except Mon.), <Oct. 1945->
DESCRIPT = [Nam thu 1.], sô 1 (9 sept. 1938)-
OCLC # = 63201730.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.
NOTE = SEAM/Luce Vietnam grant.

CALL # = MF-14678.
TITLE = Quoc hoi.
IMPRINT = Ha-noi : [s.n., 1945-]
DESCRIPT = Daily (except Sun.).
DESCRIPT = Sô 1 (17-12-1945)-
OCLC # = 77081541.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-14678 SEAM (1 reel) Dec 17, 1945-Jan 6, 1946.
HOLDINGS = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.

CALL # = MF-15542.
TITLE = Rạngđông.
IMPRINT = Hanoi : [s.n.].
DESCRIPT = Weekly.
DESCRIPT = Began with Năm thứ 1, số l (8 juil. 1933).
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.
OCLC # = 173311722.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-15542  SEAM (1 reel)  July 8-Nov 29, 1933.

TITLE = Tan Viet Hoa Bao.
IDENTITY = MF; July 1956-Aug. 1976; 34 reels.
NOTE = Microfilm boxes list title as Bao Tan Viet Hoa.
NOTE = Original from the National Library of Vietnam. Filmed at Ateneo de Manila University.
CALL # = MF-15981.
TITLE = Thăng long
IMPRINT = [Hanoi] : [s.n.].
DESCRIPT = Daily.
DESCRIPT = Began with Số 1 (8-9-1949).
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell reproductions of this material.
OCLC # = 316798014.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF-15972 r.2-3.
TITLE = Thời báo.
UNF TITLE = Thời báo (Hanoi, Vietnam).
IMPRINT = Hà Nội : Thời báo.
DESCRIPT = Daily.
DESCRIPT = Began in Feb. 1950.
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell reproductions of this material.
OCLC # = 314427950.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
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NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell reproductions of this material.
OCLC # = 314432654.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF-15972 r.2.
TITLE = Thời thè.
UNF TITLE = Thời thè (Hanoi, Vietnam).
IMPRINT = Hà Nội: Trần Trung Dũng.
DESCRIPT = Daily.
DESCRIPT = Began with Năm thứ 1., số 1 (7-1-50). Ceased in 1950.
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell reproductions of this material.
OCLC # = 314427949.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-15972 SEAM (reel 2) Jan 7-31, 1950.

CALL # = MF-15982.
TITLE = Thong tin kinh te.
IMPRINT = Hanoi: [s.n.].
DESCRIPT = Began with Năm thứ 1., số 1 (26 tháng ba năm 1949 [i.e. 26-3-1949]).
OCLC # = 316802837.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-15982 SEAM (1 reel) no.1-7 (Mar 26-Aug 3, 1949).
HOLDINGS = CRL does not have rights to sell reproductions of this material.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Thuc nghiêp dân-báo.
UNF TITLE = Thuc nghiêp dân-báo (Hanoi, Vietnam : 1920).
IMPRINT = [Hanoi]: Impr. Tonkinoise, [1920]
NOTE = Some issues published in combined form; none published Sept. 18-23, 1933.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11126 SEAM (1 reel) 1920: July 10-Nov. 11, Nov. 16-23, Nov. 27-Dec.
OCLC # = 37612379.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Thuc nghiep dan-bao.
UNF TITLE = Thuc nghiep dan-bao (Hanoi, Vietnam : 1933).
IMPRINT = Hanoi: Impr. T.N. Dan Bao, [1920]
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11817 SEAM (1 reel) 1933: Aug.-Sept. 24;
HOLDINGS = 1934: Jan./Feb.-May/Dec.;
HOLDINGS = 1935: Jan./June.
OCLC # = 41085374.

CALL # = MF-15967.
TITLE = Tia sang.
UNF TITLE = Tia sang (Hanoi, Vietnam).
IMPRINT = Hà Nội: [s.n.].
DESCRIPT = Daily.
DESCRIPT = Began with issue for Oct. 28, 1948?
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell reproductions of this material.
OCLC # = 313438163.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Tiền bộ.
UNF TITLE = Tiền bộ (Hanoi, Vietnam).
IMPRINT = Hanoi : Imp. Trung-Bác Tân-Văn, [1936]-
DESCRIPT = Weekly.
DESCRIPT = Began with Năm thứ 1 , số 1 (9 févr. 1936).
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.
OCLC # = 64392003.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-14238 SEAM (1 reel) Feb 9-Mar 15, 1936.
NOTE = SEAM/Luce Vietnam grant.

CALL # = MF-15980.
TITLE = Tiếng dân.
UNF TITLE = Tiếng dân (Hanoi, Vietnam).
IMPRINT = Hanoi : [s.n.].
DESCRIPT = Daily.
DESCRIPT = Began in 1950?
OCLC # = 316855862.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-15985 SEAM (1 reel) July 1, 1952-Apr 23, 1953.
HOLDINGS = CRL does not have rights to sell reproductions of this material.

CALL # = MF-15984.
TITLE = Tiếng Việt.
UNF TITLE = Tiếng Việt (Hanoi, Vietnam).
IMPRINT = Hà Nội : [s.n.].
DESCRIPT = Daily.
DESCRIPT = Began in 1950?
OCLC # = 316854426.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-15984 SEAM (1 reel) Jan 1-June 8, July 2-Dec 4, 1951; New Year issue 1952; Jan 1-Apr 12, 1952.
HOLDINGS = CRL does not have rights to sell reproductions of this material.

CALL # = MF-9286.
TITLE = Tin-tuc : co-quan Mat Trần Bánh-Dân.
IMPRINT = Hanoi : Tin-tuc, [1938].
NOTE = Microfilm. Paris, France : L'Association pour la conservation and la reproduction photographique de la presse. 1 microfilm reel ; 35 mm.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 31050853.

CALL # = MF-15980.
TITLE = Tương-lai.
UNF TITLE = Tương-lai (Hanoi, Vietnam).
IMPRINT = Hanoi : Tương-lai, [1937]-
DESCRIPT = Weekly.
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.
OCLC # = 316525047.

CALL # = MF-14263 SEAM (1 reel) Sept 27, 1936-Apr 22, 1937.
NOTE = SEAM/Luce Vietnam grant.

CALL # = MF-12749 r.1, item 2.
TITLE = L'union indochinoise
IMPRINT = Hanoi : Impr. spéciale de l'Unión indochinoise.
DESCRIPT = Weekly.
DESCRIPT = Began with 1. année, no 1 (7 juil. 1933).
OCLC # = 173311724.

CALL # = MF-15542

NOTE = "Journal politique indépendant; organe des intérêts français en Extrême-Orient.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11122 SEAM (2 reels) 1902-1903.
OCLC # = 37624309.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = L'union républicaine indochinoise
IMPRINT = Hanoi : Impr. l’Union républicaine, 1910-
DESCRIPT = Four times a week.
DESCRIPT = 1. année, no 1 (14 déc. 1910).
NOTE = "Journal politique, industriel, commercial."
OCLC # = 37624309.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
NOTE = SEAM/CRL may not sell copies of film at this time.
NOTE = SEAM / LUCE Vietnam grant.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Việt báo.
IMPRINT = Hanoi : [Việt báo].
DESCRIPT = Daily (except Sun.), <1941>
DESCRIPT = Năm thứ 1, số 1 (18/19 août 1936).
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.
OCLC # = 63171432.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-14232 SEAM (1 reel) Aug 18/19-Sept 30, Nov 4-Dec 31, 1936; Jan 3-Apr 30, 1937.
NOTE = SEAM/Luce Vietnam grant.
NOTE = SEAM/CRL may not sell copies of film at this time. Use neg. only to replace lost film.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Việt sức.
IMPRINT = Hanoi : Việt sức, [1938]-
DESCRIPT = Weekly.
DESCRIPT = Tập mới số 1. (22 juin 1938).
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.
OCLC # = 65222828.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-14263 SEAM (1 reel) June 22, 1938-July 18, 1939.
NOTE = SEAM/Luce Vietnam grant.

CALL # = MF-14910.
TITLE = La volonté indochinoise
IMPRINT = Hanoi : Impr. la Volonté indochinoise, [1926-1944].
DESCRIPT = Daily (except Sun.), -1944.
DESCRIPT = 1. année, no 1 (6 févr. 1926)-19. année, no 5535 (13 mai 1944).
OCLC # = 86069664.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-14910 SEAM (12 reels) Feb 6-June 30, 1926; July 1-Sept 30, 1927; Jan 1-Dec 30, 1928; Jan 2-Dec 31, 1929; Apr 2, 1930-Apr 1, 1931; Jan 1-Dec 31, 1932; Jan 5-30, 1933; Jan 4-Sept 30, 1934; Apr 3-May 20, Oct 2-Nov 13,
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Nov 19-Dec 27, 1939; Jan 9-Mar 27, Oct 1-Dec 31, 1940; Jan 1-Dec 31, 1941; Jan 2-Dec 30, 1942; Jan 2-June 29, Oct 3-Dec 31, 1943; Jan. 4-May 13, 1944

HOLDINGS = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.
NOTE = SEAM/Luce Vietnam grant.

CALL # = MF-14910.
TITLE = La volonté indochinoise et voix d'empire
IMPRINT = Hanoi : Impr. la Volonté indochinoise, [1944].
DESCRIPT = Daily (except Sun.).
NOTE = "Quotidien de grande information."
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.
NOTE = Formed by the union of: Volonté indochinoise and: Voix d'empire.
OCLC # = 86069673.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-14910 SEAM (reel 12) May 15, 1944-Mar 9, 1945; SCATTERED ISSUES WANTING.

CALL # = MF-16154.
TITLE = Wa siang pao .
IMPRINT = Hanoi : [s.n.].
DESCRIPT = Weekly.
NOTE = In Vietnamese (in Chinese characters).
OCLC # = 460724460.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
NOTE = Original from the National Library of Vietnam. Filmed at Ateneo de Manila University.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Xin Yue Hua bao = Báo Tân Việt Hoa.
TITLE = 新越華報 = Báo Tân Việt Hoa.
IMPRINT = [Hanoi] : Yuenan Hua qiao lian he zong hui,
DESCRIPT = Daily (except Monday).
DESCRIPT = Began with Aug. 1, 1955; ceased with Sept. 2, 1976 issue?
NOTE = In Chinese.
OCLC # = 460738392.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF-15543.
TITLE = Ý dân .
UNF TITLE = Ý dân (Hanoi, Vietnam).
IMPRINT = [Hà-nội : [s.n.].
DESCRIPT = Daily (except Mon.).
DESCRIPT = Began with Năm thứ 1, số 1 (25 tháng 11 1945 [i.e. 25 Nov. 1945]).
OCLC # = 173377082.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-15543 SEAM (1 reel) Nov 25-30, Dec 3-29, 1945; Feb 6-28, Apr 1-5,8-9, Apr 12-May 25, 1946.
HOLDINGS = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.
Ho Chi Minh City (Saigon)

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = L'Annam.
IMPRINT = Saigon : Imp. de l'Annam, [1926
NOTE = "Organe de propagande démocratique.
NOTE = Microfilm. Paris : Association pour la conservation et la reproduction photographique de la presse. microfilm reels ; 35 mm.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-10240 SEAM (1 reel) May 6, 1926-July 25, 1927.
OCLC #: 12870326.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = L'avion de France.
IMPRINT = Saigon : Avion de France, [1937
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC #: 41089300.

CALL # = MF-13405 item [1].
TITLE = Ban tin / Tong hoi sinh-viên Sài Gòn.
UNF TITLE = Ban tin (Tong hoi sinh-viên Sài Gòn).
IMPRINT = Sài Gòn : Tong hoi sinh-viên Sài Gòn.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-13405 SEAM (1 reel) 1971: Apr. 6-7, 10, 12, 15, 19-22, 26-30, May 2-4, 6.
OCLC #: 52060895.

CALL # = MF-13405 item [2].
TITLE = Ban tin / Việt-Nam Cộng-hoa, Bo thong tin, nha báo chí, Trung tâm quoc gia báo chí.
UNF TITLE = Ban tin (Trung tâm quoc-gia báo chí (Vietnam)).
IMPRINT = [Sài Gòn] : Việt-Nam Cộng-hoa, Bo thong tin, nha báo chí, Trung tâm quoc gia báo.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC #: 52060898.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Bút thân.
IMPRINT = Sài gòn : [s.n.].
DESCRIPT = Daily (except Sun.).
DESCRIPT = Began in 1954?
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.
OCLC #: 76830674.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF-13274 item [2].
TITLE = Bút thân.
IMPRINT = Sài gòn : [s.n.].
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-13274 SEAM (1 reel) 1972: Apr. 2-May 6, May 8-June 24, June 26-July 7, July 9-Aug. 5.
OCLC #: 51766408.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CALL #</th>
<th>MF Neg. MF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TITLE</td>
<td><strong>Cách mang quoc gia.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMPRINT</td>
<td>Saigon : [s.n.]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOLDINGS</td>
<td>Center has:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCLC #</td>
<td>44027454.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| CALL #   | MF-13405 item [3].                          |
| TITLE  | **Chân tr'oi.**                              |
| IMPRINT| Saigon : Chân tr'oi.                        |
| HOLDINGS| Center has:                                  |
| HOLDINGS| MF-13405 SEAM (1 reel) 1964: Sept. 5/12-19/26, Nov. 7/14, 21/28; |
| HOLDINGS| 1966: July 2-Nov. 11, Dec. 9-31; |
| OCLC # | 52060896.                                   |

| CALL #   | MF-13274 item [3.2].                        |
| TITLE  | **Chinh dau.**                               |
| UNF TITLE| Chien dau (Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam). |
| IMPRINT| Saigon : [s.n., 1962]                       |
| HOLDINGS| Center has:                                  |
| HOLDINGS| MF-13274 SEAM (1 reel) 1962: Mar. 2-July 18 |
| OCLC # | 51766409.                                   |

| CALL #   | MF-15964.                                    |
| TITLE  | **Chinh Luan.**                              |
| IMPRINT| Saigon : Đopenhagen-Sung, 1964-               |
| DESCRIPT| Daily (combined Sun./Mon. issue).             |
| DESCRIPT| Began with Năm thứ 1, số 1 (5-4-1964), Ceased with Năm thứ 12, số 3339, on Apr. 15, 1975? Cf. Cornell University Library. |
| NOTE   | "Tranh dau cho tru-t-do dan-chu tieng toi thong-hat hoa-binh." |
| NOTE   | CRL does not have rights to sell reproductions of this material. |
| OCLC # | 312182299.                                   |
| HOLDINGS| Center has:                                  |

| CALL #   | MF.                                          |
| TITLE  | **La cloche felee.**                         |
| IMPRINT| Saigon : La cloche felee, [1923-1926].       |
| NOTE   | Microfilm. Paris : Association pour la conservation et la reproduction photographique de la presse, 1 microfilm reel ; 35 mm. |

SEAM Holdings List – August 2011
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 12331872.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Công luận .
UNF TITLE = Công luận (Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam : 1968).
IMPRINT = Sài Gòn : Công luận, [1968] -
DESCRIPT = Daily.
DESCRIPT = Ceased with issue for Dec. 7, 1974?
DESCRIPT = Năm thứ I., số 1 (18-2-1968).
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.
OCLC # = 76830668.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF-15543.
TITLE = Cùng bạn .
IMPRINT = Sài Gòn : [s.n.].
DESCRIPT = Weekly.
DESCRIPT = Began with Năm thứ I, số 1 (6 mai 1933)?
NOTE = Published by Impr. Nguyễn-Kị, June 7-21, 1934; publisher varies Sept. 1-Feb. 27, 1935.
OCLC # = 173370088.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-15543 SEAM (1 reel) May 6, 1933-Feb 27, 1935.
HOLDINGS = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.

CALL # = MF-13274 item [4].
TITLE = Cuu dân .
IMPRINT = Sài Gòn : [s.n.].
NOTE = Combined issue published for Sun./Mon.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-13274 SEAM (1 reel) 1972: Jan. 1-18
OCLC # = 51766411.

CALL # = MF-13274 item [5].
TITLE = Cuu nuoc.
IMPRINT = Sài Gòn : [s.n.].
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 51766412.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Da vang.
IMPRINT = Sài Gòn : [s.n.], 1970
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-12379.
NOTE = Microfilm. Ithaca, NY : Microfilmed by Challenge Industries [for] Cornell University Library, John M. Echols Collection, On 1 microfilm reel with 4 other items ; 35 mm.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-12379 SEAM (1 reel) Aug. 3-Nov. 20, 1970; LACKS: Aug. 24/25 (p. 3-4), Aug. 26 (p. 3-4), Sept. 4-6, Sept. 18 (p. 3-4), Nov. 17-19.
OCLC # = 45461678.
CALL # = MF-13274 item [1].
TITLE = Dai nhut báo bo câu.
IMPRINT = [Saigon : s.n., 1971]
NOTE = Nam thu 1., so 1 (3-4-1971) preceded by two issues called: [3-3-1971]-tap 2 (4-3-1971); same two issues also called: tap dac biêt; numbering and chronological designation on first special issue cut off in microfilming.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-13274 SEAM (1 reel) 1971: Mar. 3-7, Mar. 9-Apr. 5.
OCLC # = 51766407.

CALL # = MF-13405 item [4].
TITLE = Dân.
IMPRINT = Saigon : [s.n.]
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 52068099.

CALL # = MF-14636.
TITLE = Dân bà moi.
UNF TITLE = Dân bà moi (Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam).
IMPRINT = Saigon : Impr. J. Viet
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.
OCLC # = 76925619.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 37612974.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Dân chúng.
UNF TITLE = Dân chúng (Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam).
IMPRINT = Saigon : Duong-trí-Phú, 1938
NOTE = Vol. numbering starts with Aug. 3, 1938 issue.
NOTE = Microfilm. Paris : Association pour de la reproduction photographique de la presse. microfilm reels ; 35 mm.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-112159 SEAM (1 reel) July 22, 1938-July 26, 1939.
OCLC # = 43344725.

CALL # = MF-15971.
TITLE = Dân-chúng.
UNF TITLE = Dân-chúng (Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam).
IMPRINT = Saigon : Ninh Bao Thài.
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell reproductions of this material.
OCLC # = 314387299.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Dân kêu.
IMPRINT = Saigon : [s.n.
NOTE = "Tiếng nói của những người thật có bề miếng.
NOTE = Microfilm. Ithaca, NY : Microfilmed by Challenge Industries [for] Cornell University Library, John M. Echols Collection, On 1 microfilm reel with 5 other items ; 35 mm.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-12380.
OCLC # = 45468276.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Dân lâp.
IMPRINT = Saigon : [s.n.], 1971
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF -12379.
NOTE = Microfilm. Ithaca, NY : Microfilmed by Challenge Industries [for] Cornell University Library, John M. Echols Collection, On 1 microfilm reel with 4 other items ; 35 mm. Date for the starting issue on film leader is not accurate.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 45461659.

CALL # = MF-13405 item [5].
TITLE = Dân luân.
UNF TITLE = Dân luân (Ho Chi Minh City (Vietnam) : 1963).
IMPRINT = Saigon : [s.n., 1963]
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-13405 SEAM (1 reel) 1963: Dec. 27, 29-31;
HOLDINGS = 1964: Jan. 1, 10-11/12.
OCLC # = 52060900.

CALL # = MF-13405 item [6].
TITLE = Dân luân.
UNF TITLE = Dân luân (Ho Chi Minh City (Vietnam) : 1973).
IMPRINT = Saigon : [s.n., 1973]
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-13405 SEAM (1 reel) 1973: July 30-Sept. 11, Sept. 13-14, 17, 30.
OCLC # = 52060901.

CALL # = MF-14673.
TITLE = Dân luyến.
UNF TITLE = Dân luyến (Ho Chi Minh City (Vietnam) : 1973).
IMPRINT = Saigon : [s.n., 1973]-
DESCRIPT = Daily.
DESCRIPT = Năm thứ 1., số 1 (30-7-1973)-năm thứ 1., số 30 (29-8-1973); năm thứ 1., số mới số 1 (03-9-1973).
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.
OCLC # = 76470899.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Dân moi.
UNF TITLE = Dân moi (Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam : 1938).
IMPRINT = [Ho Chi Minh City] : Impr. spéciale du "Dân-moi", [1938
HOLDINGS = Center has:
Newspapers – Vietnam

HOLDINGS = MF-14205 SEAM (2 reels) 1938: Nov 2-Dec 24, Dec 28-31;
HOLDINGS = 1939: Jan.3-Mar 31.
OCLC # = 37612844.

CALL # = MF-15968.
TITLE = Dân nguyên.
IMPRINT = Saigon : [s.n.].
DESCRIPT = Daily.
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell reproductions of this material.
OCLC # = 313457513.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Dân quyền.
UNF TITLE = Dân quyền (Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam : 1964).
IMPRINT = Saigon : [s.n.].
DESCRIPT = Daily (except Sun.).
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.
OCLC # = 76925616.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF-14637.
TITLE = Dân quyền.
UNF TITLE = Dân quyền (Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam : 1972).
IMPRINT = Saigon : [s.n.].
DESCRIPT = Daily (except Sun.).
DESCRIPT = Năm thứ I., số 1 (21-11-72)-
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.
OCLC # = 76925617.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Dân sông.
IMPRINT = Saigon : [s.n.], 1973
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers : MF-12379.
NOTE = Microfilm. Ithaca, NY : Microfilmed by Challenge Industries [for] Cornell University Library, John M. Echols Collection, On 1 microfilm reel with 4 other items ; 35 mm.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 45461685.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Dân ta.
IMPRINT = Saigon : [Dân ta, 1963].
DESCRIPT = Daily, 1964-
OCLC # = 63201728.
HOLDINGS = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
NOTE = SEAM/Luce Vietnam grant.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Dân Việt.
IMPRINT = Saigon : [s.n.
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-12082.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 42469995.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Dạt moi.
UNF TITLE = Dạt moi (Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam : 1966).
IMPRINT = Saigon : [s.n.], 1966
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-12379.
NOTE = "Tu'an báo van-nghề-su-su-t'am.
NOTE = Microfilm. Ithaca, NY : Microfilmed by Challenge Industries [for] Cornell University Library, John M. Echols Collection, On 1 microfilm reel with 4 other items ; 35 mm.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-12379 SEAM (1 reel) June 18-Aug. 6, Aug. 27, 1966.
OCLC # = 45459965.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Dạt to.
IMPRINT = Saigon : [s.n.
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-12082.
NOTE = Some issues published in combined form.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 42470266.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Dạt Việt.
IMPRINT = Saigon : [s.n.
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-12082.
NOTE = Issues for Sept. 6, 1966- called: nam thu 1., bo moi so 1
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-12082 SEAM (1 reel) 1966: June 25/July 2-July 2/8, Sept. 6- Oct. 21.
OCLC # = 42469790.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
Newspapers – Vietnam

TITLE = La dépêche d’Indochine.
IMPRINT = Saigon : Imp. de la Dépêche
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11770 SEAM (1 reel) 1940: Jan. 2-Mar. 30.
OCLC # = 40937352.

CALL # = MF-14671.
TITLE = Dân-háo .
IMPRINT = Saigon : [s.n., 1963]
DESCRIPTION = Daily.
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.
OCLC # = 76970906.


TITLE = Điển tín .
IMPRINT = Saigon : Imp. của Điển tín.
DESCRIPTION = Daily (except Sun.).
OCLC # = 173485433.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
NOTE = SEAM/Luce Vietnam grant.
NOTE = SEAM/CRL may not sell copies of film at this time.

CALL # = MF-15549.
TITLE = Đoàn kết .
UNF TITLE = Đoàn kết (Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam : 1935).
IMPRINT = Saigon : [s.n., 1964]
SÉRIE = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-12082.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-12082 SEAM (1 reel) 1964: Jan. 4-5, 10-16, Jan. 28-Feb. 6, Feb. 18-20, July 2-20, July 22-Sept. 7.
OCLC # = 42470305.

CALL # = MF-15866.
TITLE = Đồng áp
IMPRINT = [Saigon] : [s.n.].
NOTE = In Japanese.
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell reproductions of this material.
OCLC # = 297113684.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-15866 SEAM (1 reel) Feb-Apr 1943.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Dong-Nam-A.
UNF TITLE = Dong-Nam-A (Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam : 1966).
OCLC # = 42470357.
CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Du luân.
IMPRINT = Saigon : [s.n.]
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-12082.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-12082 SEAM (1 reel) 1970; June 13-29.
OCLC # = 42470412.

CALL # = MF-5017.
TITLE = L’écho annamite.
IMPRINT = Saigon : Impr. de l'union--Nguyen-van-cua, 1920
NOTE = "Organe de défense des intérêts franco-annamites.
NOTE = Publication suspended with Apr. 23, 1931 issue; resumed with Mar. 15 /16, 1939 issue.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-5017 SEAM (16 reels) Jan. 8, 1920-Apr. 17, 1931.
OCLC # = 12487858.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = L'essor cochinchinois.
IMPRINT = Saigon : Impr. moderne J. Testelin, [1923]-
DESCRIPT = Weekly, <Mar. 20, 1924>
DESCRIPT = 1. année, no 1 (3 déc. 1923)-
NOTE = "Commercial, industriel, agricole et maritime; organ d'Affaires & de publicité; entièrement consacré à l'organisation et au lancement des affaires."
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.
OCLC # = 63171428.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-14189 SEAM (reel 4) Dec 3,25, 1923; Jan 5, Mar 20, 1924; LACKS: 1923: Dec 15.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = La France d'Asie.
NOTE = "Organe des intérêts français en extrême-orient.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-9928 SEAM (5 reels) Nov. 5, 1901-June 1906.
HOLDINGS = COPY 2 OF HOLDINGS AVAILABLE ON MICROFILM FROM NATIONAL LIBRARY OF VIETNAM.
OCLC # = 32618295.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = La France d'Asie.
NOTE = "Organe des intérêts français en extrême-orient.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11767 SEAM (1 reel) 1901 – 1906; See CRL Catalog for detailed holdings.
HOLDINGS = ADDITIONAL HOLDINGS AVAILABLE AT CRL ON MICROFILM FROM ASSOCIATION POUR LA CONSERVATION ET LA REPRODUCTION PHOTOGRAPHIQUE DE LA PRESSE.
OCLC # = 40936996.
CALL # = MF-5032.
Newspapers – Vietnam

**TITLE =** Gia định báo = Jia ding bao.
**IMPRINT =** Saigon : Gia định báo.
**DESCRIPT =** Weekly, <May 9, 1893-Dec. 13, 1909>
**DESCRIPT =** Began with số 1 on April 15, 1865; ceased in 1909.
**NOTE =** Microfilm. Paris : L'Association pour la conservation et la reproduction photographique de la presse, 1959. 2 microfilm reels ; 35 mm.
**OCLC # =** 12731026.
**HOLDINGS =** Center has:

**CALL #:** MF.
**TITLE =** Hành dòng.
**IMPRINT =** Saigon : [s.n.]
**SERIES =** Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-12380.
**NOTE =** "Như báo dâu-tranh.
**NOTE =** None published, Sept. 1, 1964.
**NOTE =** Microfilm. Ithaca, NY : Microfilmed by Challenge Industries [for] Cornell University Library, John M. Echols Collection, On 1 microfilm reel with 5 other items ; 35 mm.
**NOTE =** Nam thu 2, so 253 (4-11-1964).
**HOLDINGS =** Center has:
**OCLC #:** 45461747.

**CALL #:** MF.
**TITLE =** Hâu chiến.
**IMPRINT =** Saigon : [s.n.], 1971
**NOTE =** None published, May 3, 1971.
**NOTE =** Microfilm. Ithaca, NY : Microfilmed by Challenge Industries [for] Cornell University Library, John M. Echols Collection, microfilm reels ; 35 mm.
**HOLDINGS =** Center has:
**OCLC #:** 45459595.

**CALL #:** MF-14614.
**TITLE =** Hòa bình.
**UNF TITLE =** Hòa bình (Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam).
**IMPRINT =** Saigon : [s.n., 1966]-
**DESCRIPT =** Daily.
**DESCRIPT =** Nam thú 1, số 1 (12-9-1966)-
**DESCRIPT =** Ceased in 1974.
**NOTE =** CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.
**OCLC #:** 76830670.
**HOLDINGS =** Center has:

**CALL #:** MF Neg. MF.
**TITLE =** Hôm nay nứt báo.
**IMPRINT =** Saigon : Hôm nay.
**DESCRIPT =** Daily (combined Sat./Sun. issue).
**DESCRIPT =** Began in 1964.
Newspapers – Vietnam

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-10241/SEAM (1 reel) March 23, 1926.
OCLC # = 13273347.

CALL # = MF SEAM.
TITLE = La jeune indochine.
IMPRINT = Saigon : Imp. de La jeune indochine, [1927]
NOTE = Microfilm. Paris : L'Association pour la conservation et la reproduction photographique de la presse. microfilm reels; 35 mm.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-5027 SEAM (1 reel) Nov. 10, 1927-Feb. 2, 1928.
OCLC # = 13313991.

CALL # = MF-14618.
TITLE = Le journal d'Extrême-Orient.
IMPRINT = Saigon : Imp. Française d'outre-mer, [1948-]
DESCRIPT = Daily (except Sun.).
NOTE = "Quotidien français d'informations."
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.
OCLC # = 76830621.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-14618 SEAM (reel 1) Apr 1-Sept 30, 1948.

CALL # = MF-13405 item [7].
TITLE = Làm dân.
IMPRINT = Saigon : [s.n., 1972]

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-13405 SEAM (1 reel) 1972: May 11-23, May 26-June 1, June 3-7, 9, 14-16
OCLC # = 52060902.

CALL # = MF-15502.
TITLE = Lập trường.
UNF TITLE = Lập trường (Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam).
IMPRINT = Saigon : [s.n.].
DESCRIPT = Daily (combined Sun./Mon. issue).
OCLC # = 173521275.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-15502 SEAM (1 reel) Jan 1-2,7,11-13,15,18,20,23, Feb 2,6-11,13,16-17,19-20,23-24, Mar 1,4,6-16,19-22,24,26-27, Mar 30-Apr 5, Apr 8,10-12,16,19,22-23,27, May 3,5,10,21, June 4, July 2,4,8, Aug 9, 1971.
HOLDINGS = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.

CALL # = MF-14681.
TITLE = Le camly : journal hebdomadaire du Langian.
IMPRINT = Dalat : [s.n., 1923]- (Saigon : Imp. moderne J. Testelin).
DESCRIPT = Weekly.
DESCRIPT = 1. année, no 1 (1. déc. 1923).
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.
OCLC # = 77481055.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-14681 SEAM (1 reel) Dec 1, 1923-Jan 23, 1926.

CALL # = MF-13799 item [2].
TITLE = Le song : nhut báo thong tin nghi luân.
IMPRINT = Saigon : [s.n.].
HOLDINGS = MF-13799 SEAM (1 reel) 1958 – 1965; See CRL Catalog for detailed holdings
OCLC # = 54752595.

CALL # = MF-14615.
TITLE = Lé sông : nhật báo thông tin nghi lýun.
UNF TITLE = Lutte (Saigon, Vietnam).
NOTE = Publication suspended, <2 juin 1933>-4 oct. 1934?; issues for <4 oct. 1934>-27 déc. 1934 also called: <Nouv. éd., no. 5>-nouv. éd., no. 17; issues for <10 janv. 1935>-11 sept. 1938 called: <3. année, no. 18>-6. année, no. 207; issues numbered consecutively.
NOTE = Microfilm. Paris : L'Association pour la conservation et la reproduction photographique de la presse. microfilm reels ; 35 mm.
OCLC # = 76830672.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = La lutte.
UNF TITLE = Minh châu.
IMPRINT = Saigon : [s.n.].
NOTE = "Tiếng nói của nhân dân miền Nam.
OCLC # = 316066973.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF-13631 item [1].
TITLE = Minh châu.
IMPRINT = Saigon : [s.n.].
CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Nhân xà.
IMPRINT = Sài Gòn : [s.n.], 1966
HOLDINGS = Miscellaneous newspapers : MF-
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 47750012.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Nuoc nam.
IMPRINT = Sài Gòn : [s.n.]
NOTE = Issue for <Dec. 11/12, 1966> called also: <bô cû so 42
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-12567 SEAM (1 reel) v. 2, no. 1 (Dec. 11/12, 1966)-v. 3, no. 9 (Mar. 12, 1967).
OCLC # = 47749893.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = L’opinion : le courrier de Saigon.
IMPRINT = Saigon : Impr. de l’Opinion
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11764 SEAM (1 reel) 1940: Jan. 2-Mar. 30.
OCLC # = 40952614.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Phu-nu tân van.
IMPRINT = Sài Gòn : Phu-nu tân van, 1929
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-12252 SEAM (5 reels) v. 1, no. 1-v. 2, no. 58 (May 2, 1929- June 26, 1930; v. 3, no. 83-97 (May 21-Aug. 26, 1931); v. 3, no. 109-v. 6, no. 235 (Nov. 19, 1931-Mar. 22, 1934); v. 6, no. 239 (Apr. 26, 1934), v. 6, no. 241-242 (May 10-17, 1934), v. 6, no. 247-248 (June 21-28, 1934), v. 6, no. 250 (July 12, 1934), v. 6, no. 252 (Aug. 2, 1934), v. 6, no. 258 (Sept. 13, 1934), v. 6, no. 261 (Oct. 4, 1934), v. 6, no. 264-265 (Oct. 25-Nov. 8, 1934), v. 6, no. 267 (Nov. 22, 1934).
HOLDINGS = ADDITIONAL HOLDINGS ALSO AVAILABLE ON MICROFILM FROM ASSOCIATION POUR LA CONSERVATION ET LA REPRODUCTION PHOTOGRAPHIQUE DE LA PRESSE.
OCLC # = 44012017.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Quang duc.
IMPRINT = Sài Gòn : Thích-Dúc-Nghiêp, [1970
NOTE = MF-12830 r.1 31949005720603 seam.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-12830 SEAM (reel 1, item 1) 1970: Jan. 3-Feb. 1.
OCLC # = 49963542.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Quât cìrong
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>IMPrint</th>
<th>Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quạt cuồng</td>
<td>Saigon : Hong Hà</td>
<td>Combined issue published for Monday/Tuesday.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Special issue published each year for Têt Nguyên Dán (Vietnamese New Year), 1972-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MF-12830 r.1 item 2 31949005720603 seamm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MF-12830 r.1 item 3 31949005720603 seamm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MF-12830 r.1 item 4 31949005720603 seamm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MF-11824 SEAM (1 reel) Nov. 21, 1930-Feb. 4, 1931.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MF-13405 item [8].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sài thành</td>
<td>Saigon : [s.n.].</td>
<td>Microfilm. Ithaca, NY : Cornell University, John M. Echols Collection, 2002. On 1 microfilm reel with 7 other items ; 35 mm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MF-13405 SEAM (1 reel) 1964; Oct. 24, Nov. 14-21, Dec. 6-26;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HOLDINGS = 1965: Jan. 2-16, Feb. 20, Mar. 20-Apr. 3, Apr. 24-June 5, June 26
OCLC # = 52060903.

CALL # = MF-13406 item [1].
TITLE = Sài Gòn báo.
IMPRINT = Saigon : [s.n.].

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-13406 SEAM (1 reel) 1966: Nov. 30-Dec. 1/2, Dec. 6-7;
OCLC # = 52060904.

CALL # = MF-14671.
TITLE = Sài Gòn mai .
IMPRINT = Saigon : [s.n., 1963].
DESCRIPT = Daily.
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.
OCLC # = 76970909.

HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Sài Gòn mới .
IMPRINT = Saigon : [s.n., -1963].
DESCRIPT = Daily.
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.
OCLC # = 76830665.

HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF-13273 item [1].
TITLE = Sài Gòn th'oi su.
IMPRINT = Saigon : [s.n., 1966]
NOTE = Issued irregularly.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-13273 SEAM (1 reel) v. 1, no. 1-10 (1966: July 10, 17, 21, 24, 28, 30, Aug. 4, 7, 11, 14).
OCLC # = 51758397.

CALL # = MF-13406 item [2].
TITLE = Sao trang.
IMPRINT = Saigon : [s.n., 1964]
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 52060905.

CALL # = MF-13406 item [3].
TITLE = Song moi.
IMPRINT = Saigon : [s.n., 1964]
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-13406 SEAM (1 reel) 1964: Aug. 24-Oct. 27, Oct. 31/Nov. 1 -Nov. 4;
HOLDINGS = 1966: Sept. 20;
OCLC # = 5206906.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Sông mới.
IMPRINT = Sài Gòn : [s.n., 1964]-
DESCRIPT = Daily.
DESCRIPT = Năm thứ I, số 1 (24-8-64).
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.
OCLC # = 63179509.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
NOTE = SEAM/Luce Vietnam grant.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Tân dân.
IMPRINT = Sài Gòn : Nguyên Bá Luong, 1969
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-12770.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-12770 SEAM (1 reel) 1969: May 3-6, 8-9, May 13-June 14.
OCLC # = 49342090.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Tân sinh.
IMPRINT = Sài Gòn : Thiện-Tin
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-12770.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 49342091.

TITLE = Tân Văn (Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam : 1934).
IMPRINT = Sài Gòn : Tân-văn, [1934-1936].
OCLC # = 56565376.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Thân chung.
IMPRINT = Sài Gòn : Thân chung, [1929
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11822 SEAM (1 reel) 1929: Jan. 7-Mar. 30.
HOLDINGS = 1930: Jan. 4-Mar. 22;
OCLC # = 41093595.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Thân dân.
IMPRINT = Sài Gòn : Nguyễn-Thể-Truyện
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-12770.
NOTE = Numbering irregular.
NOTE = One combined issue published every week (exact weekdays vary).
HOLDINGS = Center has:
NEWSPAPERS – VIETNAM

OCLC # = 49342092.
CALL # = MF-14669.
TITLE = Thân dân.
IMPRINT = Saigon : [s.n., 1964]-
DESCRIPT = Daily.
DESCRIPT = Năm thứ 1., số 1 (25-1-1964).
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.
OCLC # = 76970900.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Thâng.
IMPRINT = Saigon : Pham-Huy-Co
SERIES = Miscellaneous newspapers ; MF-12770.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-12770 SEAM (1 reel) 1964: Nov. 24, 27, Dec. 20;
HOLDINGS = 1965: Apr. 18-25, Apr. 28-May 7, May 11-12, 14-16, 18-21, 24-28, June 1-2, 4-6, 8-9, 11-13, 16-17, 19-20, 22-23, 25-27.
OCLC # = 49342093.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Thiên chí.
IMPRINT = Saigon : Phan-Thoai-Xuong
NOTE = Some issues published in combined form.
NOTE = MF-12833 r.1 item 5 31949005361473 seamn.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-12833 SEAM (reel 1, item 5) 1964: July 1/4-Aug. 1, Aug. 4 -Sept. 21, Sept. 24-Oct. 28, Oct. 31-Nov. 3/4.
OCLC # = 49979026.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Th’oi-báo.
UNF TITLE = Th’oi-báo (Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam : 1963).
IMPRINT = Saigon : Trần-Huu-Tám
NOTE = MF-12833 r.1 item 3 31949005361473 seamn.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 49978957.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Th’oi-báo.
UNF TITLE = Th’oi-báo (Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam : 1969).
IMPRINT = Saigon : Nguyễn-Dinh-Ly
NOTE = MF-12833 r.1 item 4 31949005361473 seamn.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 49978958.

CALL # = MF-14635.
TITLE = Thời cuộc.
IMPRINT = Saigon : [s.n.].
DESCRIPT = Daily (except Sun.).
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.
OCLC # = 76925618.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF-13273 item [2].
TITLE = Th'oi su mi'en nam.
IMPRINT = Saigon : [s.n., 1965]
OCLC # = 51758398.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-13273 SEAM (1 reel) 1965: Mar. 1, 12, 15-18, 25, Apr. 9, 14, 16-17, July 23-24, Sept. 4, Oct. 21, 27-28, Nov. 2;
HOLDINGS = 1966: July 1, 3;
HOLDINGS = 1968: Sept. 2-30, Oct. 1-5, 13-16;
HOLDINGS = 1969: Mar. 29-31, Apr. 1, 3-4, 8-30, May 2-9, 14-31, June 1-Aug. 27, Sept. 1-15

CALL # = MF-15866.
TITLE = Th'oi the : grand quotidien d'information illustré.
UNF TITLE = Th'oi the (Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam).
IMPRINT = Saigon : [s.n.]
DESCRIPT = Daily.
DESCRIPT = Ceased in 1975?
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell reproductions of this material.
OCLC # = 54752592
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-15866 SEAM (1 reel) Nov 23, 1940-Jan 27?, 1941.

CALL # = MF-13833.
TITLE = Th'oi the : nhât-báo thong- tin nghi-luân cua moi gia-dinh.
IMPRINT = Saigon : Th'oi the.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-13833 SEAM (3 reels) 1967: Mar.3/4-9, Aug.22;
HOLDINGS = 1968: Sept.1-Oct.16;
OCLC # = 56332237.

CALL # = MF-13748 item [1].
TITLE = Thu-dò thòi báo.
IMPRINT = Saigon : Thu dò thòi báo.
DESCRIPT = Daily.
DESCRIPT = Ceased in 1975?
NOTE = "Thong-tin nghi-luan xuat ban hang ngay."
OCLC # = 54752592
HOLDINGS = Center has:
NOTE = Part of "Cornell SEAM Project."

CALL # = MF-13748 item [2].
TITLE = Tiền bo : tin tuc xác thuc, nghi luận nghiệm chính.
IMPRINT = Saigon : Tiền bo.
DESCRIPT = Daily (combined Mon./Tues. issue).
OCLC # = 63673998.

HOLDINGS = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
NOTE = SEAM/Luce Vietnam grant.

CALL # = MF-14677.
TITLE = TIN MAI.
IMPRINT = Saigon : [s.n.].
DESCRIPT = Daily (Except Sun.).
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.
OCLC # = 76970901.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF-13271.
TITLE = TIN MAT.
IMPRINT = Saigon : [s.n.].
NOTE = None published, Jan. 20-Feb. 8, 1971
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 51774212.

CALL # = MF-14638.
TITLE = TIN SANG.
IMPRINT = Saigon : Nguyên-Van-Dat
NOTE = Special issue published for Tết Nguyên Dán (Vietnamese New Year) called: xuân ky hoí, <1959
NOTE = MF-12833 r.1 item 2 31949005361473 seamn.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-12833 SEAM (reel 1, item 2) 1959: Feb. New Year issue.
OCLC # = 49978955.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = TRANH ĐÀU.
IMPRINT = Saigon : Imp. Viet-Nam, [1938-]
DESCRIPT = Weekly.
DESCRIPT = năm thứ 1, số 1 (6 oct. 1938-)

OCLC # = 76925614.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.
OCLC # = 64385057.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-14237 SEAM (1 reel) Oct 6, 1938-July 13, 1939.
NOTE = SEAM/Luce Vietnam grant.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Tranh Thu.
IMPRINT = Saigon : [s.n], 1972-1973.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 39803446.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = La tribune indigène.
IMPRINT = Saigon : L'imprimérie de L'union, [1917-1925].
NOTE = Issue for Sept. 14, 1918 called Supplément permanent du samedi; Saturday issues for Sept. 21, 1918-Aug. 30, 1924 called La petite tribune indigène: éd. spéciale du samedi de La tribune indigène.
NOTE = Publisher varies.
NOTE = Organ of Le parti constitutionnaliste, Apr. 17, 1919-Jan. 31, 1925.
NOTE = Issued also in Vietnamese on Mondays.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-10239/SEAM (1 reel) Sept. 21, 1918-Dec. 21, 1919 (Saturday issues only); LACKS: Nov. 2, 16, Dec. 28, 1918; Feb. 1, Apr. 19, May 31, July 12, Aug. 16, Nov. 1, 1919.
OCLC # = 16104528.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = La tribune indochinoise : organe officiel du Parti constitutionnaliste indochinois.
IMPRINT = Saigon : Tribune indochinoise, 1926-1942.
NOTE = Microfilm. Paris : L'Association pour la conservation et la reproduction photographique de la presse, 1966. 15 microfilm reels ; 35 mm
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 16104561.

CALL # = MF-14846.
TITLE = Trung-lập-báo .
IMPRINT = Saigon : [Trung Lập, 1931].
DESCRIPT = Daily (except Sun.).
DESCRIPT = Name thâu 1., số l (16 tháng giêng 1924 [Jan. 16, 1924]).
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.
OCLC # = 64271438.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-14846 SEAM (20 reels) Jan 16, 1924-May 30, 1933.
NOTE = SEAM/Vietnam grant.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Tu chu.
Newspapers – Vietnam

IMPRINT = [Saigon] : Nhà Ca Trần Thị Thu Vân, [1970]
NOTE = MF-12833 r.1 item 6 31949005361473 seamn.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 499798959.

CALL # = MF-15518.
TITLE = Tư cống.
IMPRINT = Saigon : [s.n.].
DESCRIPT = Daily.
DESCRIPT = Began with Năm thứ 1, số 1 (18 tháng 6 năm 1971 [i.e. 18 June 1971]).
OCLC # = 173377075.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.

CALL # = MF-13752 item 1.
TITLE = Tư do.
UNF TITLE = Tư do (Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam).
IMPRINT = Saigon : Kiều-van-Lan.
NOTE = "Tiếng nói của người Việt Tư do.
NOTE = Microfilm. Wooster, Ohio : Micro Photo Div., Bell & Howell Co. microfilm reels ; 35 mm.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-12154 (8 reels) 1965-1968.
HOLDINGS = ADDITIONAL HOLDINGS AVAILABLE ON MICROFILM FROM CORNELL UNIVERSITY.
OCLC # = 16104605.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Tư do, [Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam : 1938].
IMPRINT = Saigon : Impr. J. Viêt, [1938].
NOTE = "Tiếng nói của người Việt Tư do.
OCLC # = 64385139.
HOLDINGS = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = ADDITIONAL HOLDINGS AVAILABLE AT CRL ON MICROFILM FROM BELL & HOWELL.
OCLC # = 54764446.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Tư do.
UNF TITLE = Tư do (Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam).
IMPRINT = Saigon : Impr. J. Viêt, [1938].
NOTE = "Tiếng nói của người Việt Tư do.
OCLC # = 64385139.
HOLDINGS = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-14237 SEAM (1 reel) Oct 1, 1938-Apr 15, 1939.
NOTE = SEAM/Luce Vietnam grant.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Tư do.
UNF TITLE = Tư do (Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam).
IMPRINT = Saigon : Tư do.
Newspapers – Vietnam

DESCRIPT = Daily (combined Sun./Mon. issue), 1968-
DESCRIPT = Began in 1954.
NOTE = "Tiếng nói của người Vịt, tư do."
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.
OCLC # = 76830667.
HOLDINGS = Center has:

CALL # = MF-13752 item [2].
TITLE = Văn hoi moi : tiếng nói chân thát của nhân dân.
UNF TITLE = Văn hoi moi (Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam).
IMPRINT = Saigon : Văn hoi moi.
NOTE = "Tất ca cho nhu ngày mai tuoi sáng", <May 12, 1972-
NOTE = Publication suspended sometime between May 19, 1965 and May 1972
NOTE = Issues for <May 12, 1972 > called: <Nam thu 1, so 5-
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-13752 SEAM (1 reel) Mar. 1-
HOLDINGS = LACKS: 1965: Mar.2-
HOLDINGS = LACKS: 1966-
HOLDINGS = LACKS: 1972: Jan.-May 11, May 29
OCLC # = 54764443.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Văn minh .
IMPRINT = Saigon : Imp. du Centre, [1926]-
DESCRIPT = Monthly, May 20, 1930-
DESCRIPT = N∞m thür I., sô 1 (3 déc. 1926)-
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.
OCLC # = 64271433.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-14234 SEAM (1 reel) Dec 3, 1926-July 23, 1930; Jan 23, 1931.
NOTE = SEAM/Luce Vietnam grant.

CALL # = MF.
TITLE = Việt-dân.
UNF TITLE = Việt-dân (Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam : Mar. 1933).
IMPRINT = Saigon : Nguyễn-kim-Dính
NOTE = "Báo xuất bản moi ngày.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-12157 SEAM (1 reel) Mar. 18-Apr. 1, 1933.
OCLC # = 43344148.

CALL # = MF-13631 item [2].
TITLE = Việt Nam Cong-thuong.
IMPRINT = Saigon : [s.n.].
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 53316050.
CALL # = MF
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TITLE = Le Viêt Nam nouveau.
NOTE = Published by Impr. spéciale du Vietnam nouveau, <7 mai 1966-
NOTE = "Quotidien d'information et d'opinion.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 54699931.

CALL # = MF-14104.
TITLE = Vietnam press = Viêt-Nam thông tin xã.
IMPRINT = Saigon : Vietnampress.
NOTE = In Vietnamese and English.
NOTE = Microfilm. Ithaca, N.Y. : John M. Echols Collection, Cornell University Library. 12 reels ; 35 mm.
OCLC # = 62099751.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-14104 SEAM (12 reels) Jan 2, 1963-Dec 28, 1966;

CALL # = MF-13682.
TITLE = Vietnam press special reports.
IMPRINT = Saigon : Vietnampress.
NOTE = In Vietnamese and English.
OCLC # = 53310224.

CALL # = MF-15008.
IMPRINT = Saigon : Vietnampress.
NOTE = Chiefly in French, <July 23, 1961->; in English and French, <Nov. 12, 1964->
NOTE = Microfilm. Ithaca, N.Y. : John M. Echols Collection, Cornell University Library, 2006. 4 reels ; 35 mm.
OCLC # = 93859461.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
NOTE = Part of the Vietnam Press subset of "Cornell SEAM project".

CALL # = MF-15009.
TITLE = Vietnam presse. Les cours = Viêt-Nam thông tin xã.
IMPRINT = Saigon : Vietnampress.
NOTE = In French.
NOTE = Microfilm. Ithaca, N.Y. : John M. Echols Collection, Cornell University Library, 2006. 3 reels ; 35 mm.
OCLC # = 94459459.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
NOTE = Part of the Vietnam Press subset of "Cornell SEAM project".

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = La vigie indochinoise .
IMPRINT = Saigon : Imp. moderne J. Testelin, [1930]-
NOTE = 1. année, no 1 (1 déc. 1930)-
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.
Newspapers – Vietnam


OCLC # = 65222832.

HOLDINGS = Center has:

HOLDINGS = MF-14260 SEAM (1 reel) Dec 1, 1930-Apr 5, 1932.

NOTE = SEAM/Luce Vietnam grant.

CALL # = MF-13752 item [3].

TITLE = Vit vit: tuần báo trào phúng ra ngày thứ Bay.

IMPRINT = Saigon : Vit vit.

NOTE = Vol. numbering begins with năm thứ 2, so 51 (27-2-65).


HOLDINGS = Center has:


OCLC # = 54764445.

CALL # = MF-13752 item [4].


UNF TITLE = Y dân (Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam).

IMPRINT = Saigon : Y-dân.

NOTE = Subtitle varies.

NOTE = Numbering irregular; issues for Sept.2<-9>, 1964 called: [2nd ser.] Nam thu 1, bo moi so 1-[2nd ser.] Nam thu 1, bo moi so 7; issues for Oct. 22, 1964- called: [3rd ser.] Nam thu 1, bo moi so 1


NOTE = Accompanied by supplements.


HOLDINGS = Center has:


OCLC # = 54764445.

CALL # = MF.

TITLE = Yazhou wan guo lian he bao = Á-châu vân-qué léi-hép-báo = Asia and world daily news = L’Asie et le monde.

IMPRINT = Saigon : [s.n.,

DESCRIPT = Daily.

NOTE = Microfilm. Honolulu, HI : University of Hawaii at Manoa, University Libraries, microfilm reels; 35 mm.

NOTE = In Chinese.

OCLC # = 23290366 .

HOLDINGS = Center has:


Hue

CALL # = MF-15521.

TITLE = Ánh sáng .

IMPRINT = Huế : Ánh sáng.

DESCRIPT = Began with Nam thọ 1., số 1 in Mar. 1935.


OCLC # = 173521274.

HOLDINGS = Center has:


HOLDINGS = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.

NOTE = SEAM / Luce Vietnam grant.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
La gazette de Hué.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11762 SEAM (1 reel) 1935: Mar.-Dec. 27;
HOLDINGS = 1936: Jan. 10-June 7;
HOLDINGS = 1939: Jan. 7-Dec. 30.
OCLC # = 40946972.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.

Tiếng dân.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11812 SEAM (1 reel) 1929: Jan.-Apr. 27;
HOLDINGS = 1939: Jan. 5-Dec. ;
HOLDINGS = 1940: Jan. 20-Dec. 8;
OCLC # = 41089013.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.

Tràng-an

HOLDINGS = Center has:
NOTE = SEAM/Luce Vietnam grant.
OCLC # = 173521273.

CALL # = MF-15521.

Việt-Nam tân bao.

HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-15521 SEAM (1 reel) Mar 24-Aug 21, 1945.
NOTE = SEAM / Luce Vietnam grant.

Son Tay

CALL # = MF-14678.
TITLE = Tiếng xưa đạo.
IMPRINT = Sơn Tây : [s.n., 1946]-
DESCRIPT = Số 1 (7-5-1946)-
OCLC # = 77081539.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-14678 SEAM (1 reel) May 7-24, 1946.
HOLDINGS = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.

Thanh Hoa

CALL # = MF-14678.
TITLE = Tiến.
UNF TITLE = Tiến (Thanh Hóa, Vietnam).
IMPRINT = Thanh Hóa : [s.n.].
DESCRIPT = Began in 1945?
NOTE = "Cô quan tuyền-truyền tranh-dâu của Việt-minh Thanh-Hóa.
OCLC # = 77081544.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-14678 SEAM (1 reel) Oct 24, 1945.
HOLDINGS = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.

Vinh

CALL # = MF-14681.
TITLE = Le canard déchaîné : hebdomadaire humoristique.
UNF TITLE = Canard déchaîné (Vinh, Vietnam).
IMPRINT = Vinh : Impr. spéciale du Canard déchaîné, [1935]-
DESCRIPT = 1. année, no 1 (16 janv. 1935)-
NOTE = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.
OCLC # = 77481057.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-14681 SEAM (1 reel) Jan 16-Aug 10, 1935.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = Thanh nghê tính.
IMPRINT = Vinh : Impr. spéciale du Thanh Nghê Tinh, [1934-]
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 41110960.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = **Thanh nghệ tinh tận văn.**
IMPRINT = Vinh : [Imp. spéciale du Thanh Nghê Tinh Tân Van, 1930-1934].
HOLDINGS = Center has:
OCLC # = 41110944.

CALL # = MF-14678.
TITLE = **Tến.**
UNF TITLE = Tến (Vinh, Vietnam).
IMPRINT = Vinh : [s.n.].
DESCRIPT = Số 1 (10-7-1946)-
NOTE = "Cơ quan tuyển-truyền liên-lạc trung-dạo phan-d-phung."
OCLC # = 77081545.
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-14678 SEAM (1 reel) July 10, 1946.
HOLDINGS = CRL does not have rights to sell positive prints.

CALL # = MF Neg. MF.
TITLE = **Tuần lê.**
IMPRINT = Vinh : Impr. Vuong D.-Châu, -1940].
HOLDINGS = Center has:
HOLDINGS = MF-11815 SEAM (1 reel) 1939-Feb. 3, 1940; Mar. 21-Dec. 1940.
OCLC # = 41086414.
End of file.